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Abstract
The work presented in this thesis is concerned with the introduction of several novel fibre-
optic-based interferometric sensors. The main objectives have been to design practical sensors
which are remote, passive, insensitive to environmental perturbations and capable of re-
initialisation when it is switched on.
A sensor for temperature or strain measurement is demonstrated using a short coherence
length light source. A novel signal processing technique, based on either tracking the point of
maximum visibility (zero path imbalance) or the first quadrature point, has been introduced. The
advantages of both techniques are that the value of the measurand can be recovered when the sen-
sor is 'powered up' and the accuracy of the sensor is nearly independent of drift in the source
wavelength. The potential of using multi-mode laser diodes, as alternatives to the low coherence-
length sources such as LED' s or SLD ' s commonly used in 'white light' fibre-optic interferometric
sensors has been studied. It is shown that the main advantage gained in using such sources is
improved resolution due to the significant increase in the launched optical power. The use of such
sources however is subject to certain restrictions.
A novel form of sensor in which the sensing element is a miniature hemispherical air cavity
Fabry Perot interferometer has been introduced. The properties of the cavity are theoretically stu-
died and then verified experimentally. This new cavity design has been exploited for two different
types of thermometers.
A novel accelerometer, in which the sensing element is a weighted diaphragm, has also been
introduced. The displacement of the diaphragm produced by acceleration is measured using a
similar miniature hemispherical air-spaced Fabry-Perot interferometer, of which one mirror is
mounted on the diaphragm. The design of the accelerometer has been developed to have minimal
sensitivity to environmental and source frequency drift by exploiting the very high common mode
rejection ratio achieved using two miniature hemispherical cavities, constructed either side of the
diaphragm. Two laser diodes, with distinct wavelengths, are used to illuminate the system in such
111
a way as to increase its unambiguous dyuamic range. The system outputs are processed differen-
tially such that the detrimental effects caused by the optical sources frequency jitter as well as
environmental perturbations are strongly minimised.
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CHAPTER (1)
Introduction to fibre optic interferometric sensors
(1.1) Introduction
Optical fibre based sensors have been the subject of a large research effort in recent years
[1-4]. Sensors of this type offer many advantages over conventional sensing techniques, including
high sensitivity for a wide range of physical measurands ( such as temperature, pressure, magnetic
field, vibration, etc). Optical fibre sensors are constructed from dielectric materials, so that they
can be used in high voltage, electric or magnetic fields, high temperature, corrosive or other
stressing environments. They are also versatile, such that fibre sensors can be configured in arbi-
trary shapes.
In the past few years many fibre optic sensor have been developed, these devices may be
categorised by transduction mechanisms into two main types: amplitude (intensity) sensors and
phase (interferometric coherent) sensors. In the former type the physical perturbation interacts
with the fibre, or some device attached to the fibre, to directly modulate the intensity of the light
in the fibre. The advantages of intensity modulated sensors are their simplicity of construction
and compatibility with multi-mode fibre technology [5] . Examples of such sensors include simple
microbend-loss pads [6], optical reflection sensors [7], as well as more complex sensors such as
vortex shedding flow-meters [8]. Interferometric fibre optic sensors have the major additional
advantage that the measurement is related to an intrinsic property of the light such as its velocity,
wavelength or frequency - in marked contrast to the intensity modulated sensing devices.
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Interferometric sensors are generally more complex than intensity sensors, however they offer
both large dynamic range coupled with extremely high resolution and can be operated remotely as
a single sensor or in a multiplexed network [9,10].
In this chapter we consider the general design and signal processing of fibre optic inter-
ferometric sensors. This discussion brings out the difficulty of routinely measuring slowly vary-
ing measurands such as temperature, pressure, acceleration, etc. Finally we introduce the outline
of this thesis, which covers the development of novel forms of fibre optic based interferometric
sensors designed for quasi-static measurands, such as temperature and acceleration. Established
techniques for signal processing are introduced and methods to extend the unambiguous measure-
ment range.
(1.2) Fibre optic interferometric sensors:
The basis of an interferometric optic-sensor is the measurement of a physical parameter
through the phase modulation which it produces in an optical beam via a sensing element. Meas-
urements of this type require that the relative alignment of the bulk-optic components, constitut-
ing the interferometer, are maintained with high precision. In a monomode fibre the coherence
properties of the propagation beam are maintained, hence it is possible to produce an interferome-
ter from single mode optical fibre, this permits flexible inter-connections within the sensing sys-
tem and eliminates the problems associated with the geometrical instability (misalignment) of
conventional interferometers.
The basic concept of a fibre-optic interferometric sensor is shown in figure (1-1). Light from
a suitable source, typically a gas laser or solid state laser, is coupled into an input fibre which
transfers the beam to the sensing interferometer where it is optically encoded by the measurand.
Subsequently the optical power from the interferometer is transferred via another optical fibre (
the same optical fibre in the case of reflective configurations ) to a suitable optical detector, typi-














Figure (1-1) : Schematic diagram of basic FOIS.
Fibre optic interferomeiric sensors can conveniently classified into two main categories:
(a) Intrinsic:
in which the optical beam always remains within the fibre, and is guided to the measurement
point where the measurand locally modifies the optical properties of the fibre waveguide. Intrinsic
sensors may subdivided into direct and indirect sensors. In the former type the measurand modu-
lates the optical path-length directly by changing the optical properties of the fibre, as examples
temperature changes affect both the length of the fibre as well as its index of refraction [111. In
the case of indirect intrinsic sensors the measurand modulates the optical path-length via an auxi-
liary sensing element. The optical fibre is bonded to some form of conventional sensing element
or coated with a material to locally modify the physical properties of the fibre, for example
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magnetic field, electric field and chemicals (gases) can be detected using an optical fibre coated
with a film of another material, which is sensitive to the measurand under investigation [12-14].
Single mode fibre interferometers may be categorised into the following groups. (i) Two beam
interferometers, such as Michelson and Mach-Zehnder configurations. (ii) Multiple beam inter-
ferometers, such as Fabry-Perot interferometer and the ring resonator. (iii) Reciprocal path Sagnac
interferometer, and (iv) polarimetric interferometers [15].
It is generally found that although the fibre-optic interferometer can be made sensitive to
many different measurands, the fibre is particularly sensitive to temperature and pressure. It is
therefore common practice to attempt to eliminate these unwanted signals by either thermally iso-
lating the sensor or exposing the two arms forming the interferometer to exactly the same tem-
perature and pressure perturbations.
(b) Extrinsic:
the optical fibre is used to convey optical power to some form of classical interferometric meas-
urement system, i.e the optical beam is not guided in the measurement volume. In many sensor
applications advantage may be gained by using this form of fibre optic-based system, for example
the system's high susceptibility to temperature and pressure perturbation can be reduced, hence it
is possible to design sensing systems for applications outside the controlled environment of the
laboratory. Monomode fibre is used in many of these systems to maintain the coherence proper-
ties of the emergent beam ( spatial and temporal coherence properties ). Extrinsic sensors have
been developed for holography [16], laser Doppler velocimetry [17], temperature [18], vibration
and acceleration measurements [19,20].
(1.3) Signal processing techniques for interferometric sensors:
The basic function of signal processing is to translate the optical phase information, induced
in the sensing interferometer, to an electrical signal for analysis by conventional electronic tech-
niques. Numerous signal processing techniques are reviewed by many authors [3,4,9,10], where
the advantages and the limitations of each are discussed, thus it is necessary to select the most
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appropriate technique for the sensor application concerned. Many parameters determine the tech-
nique to be used such as; the frequency response of the measurand, the aimed resolution of the
sensor and its range of operation. Also it is often important to study the working environment of
the sensor to know if it is permissible to use electrically active elements within the sensing inter-
ferometer or not.
In this section the transfer function of an interferometric sensor is discussed, together with
appropriate techniques for signal processing. For simplicity we will consider only the case of a
two-beam interferometric sensor, but many of the techniques described may be applied directly to
multiple beam interferometric configurations, such as the ring resonator and the Fabry-Perot
etalon.
(1.3.1) Transfer function:
Any two beam optical interferometer produces an intensity output which is dependent on
the phase difference between the two beams at the recombination point. The interferometer output
intensity, I, may be described by:
J=I,nean {1 +VCos (A 4))] 	 (1.1)
where 'me is the mean output power, V is the visibility constant which depends on the relative
intensities and polarisation states of the two interfering beams as well as on the coherence proper-






where V0 is the mean optical frequency of the light source, C is the free space velocity of light
and AL is the optical path-length imbalance of the interferometer. Equation (1.2) shows the direct
proportionality of the optical phase retardance, A 4), on the optical path-length imbalance of the
interferometer, AL, where the constant of proportionality is dependent on the value of the mean
optical frequency of the source. Gas lasers emit light with accurately known mean optical
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frequency enabling the optical phase measurements to be made with the greatest precision. How-
ever solid state laser diodes are preferred in most types of intrinsic fibre optic interferometric sys-
tems. This is because a laser diode is much cheaper, smaller in size, robust and compatible with
monomode optical fibre, in addition its power consumption is low and its emission frequency can
be readily modulated.
This periodic form of the output signal limits the unambiguous range of A 4> to be 2ir optical
radians, moreover the sensitivity of the sensor, defined as dIJd(A 4>) will fade to zero for values of
A 4> equal to qir , where q is an integer. The positions of maximum sensitivity occur when
A 4> = (2q - l)7c/2 , named 'quadrature points'.
The main aim of signal processing techniques is to obtain an output signal free from fading
and to maintain the resolution of the system as high as possible. This may be achieved by control-
ling either the path-length imbalance of the interferometer, AL, or the mean optical frequency of
the source, V0 . Techniques for recovery of the signal phase information are classified into two
main categories, namely homodyne and heterodyne techniques, as discussed below.
(1.3.2) Homodyne techniques:
Homodyne techniques are defined as those in which the signal and reference optical beams,
of the interferometer, are coherently mixed without any frequency shifting of either beam. In this
case the information, about the measurand, is detected in its original frequency.
According to the frequency response of the measurand, the phase retardance, A 4> may
change very slowly, for example when measuring temperature or pressure, or at high frequency,
for example when measuring vibrations or acoustic signals. Generally, the phase retardance may
be expressed in the form:
A 4>(t) = {4>0 (t) + 4>3d(t)] + 4>sa Sin(c, t)	 (1.3)
where 4>d ' are the low frequency and the harmonic ( is its angular frequency) signal phase
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amplitudes respectively and 4 is the phase retardance induced in the interferometer due to the
low frequency environmental changes. The output signal is detected using a photo-detector,
where its output current, 'd a I, may be represented in the form:
'1 = 'd(mean) [i+v COS(4 o+4sd+$saSfl((1 t))J	 (1.4)
which may be expanded in terms of Bessels harmonics in the form:
= 'd(mean) [1 + V COS(osd) [Jo(sa) + 2 Z	 Cos (2mm t)
m1
- V Sin +$2	 J2m-i($sa) Sin(2m-1)c[) ti}	 (1.5)
where Jm is the Bessel function of the order m. The spectrum of 'd is a spectrum of a phase modu-
lated carrier with the carrier frequency equal to zero. Under normal operating conditions, $,, will
fluctuate randomly in time, due to environmental perturbation, causing the amplitude of the
Bessel harmonics to fluctuate in a similar manner. Several of the homodyne techniques available,
enable the signal phase information to be recovered including the random phase drifts, are
described below.
(a) Closed ioop tracking techniques:
Closed loop tracking is one of the most effective techniques to recover the signal modulat-
ing the relative phase in the interferometer. It is easy to implement, extremely linear and intro-
duces very little excess noise in the sensor.
In this technique, the interferometer is maintained at a quadrature point by either physically
controlling the length of the reference arm of the interferometer [21], which is termed 'active
homodyne', or by varying the mean optical frequency of the source, illuminating the system [22],
which is termed 'active wavelength tracking homodyne'. This is usually achieved by closing the
system measuring loop using a feedback servo [23].
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The block diagram of the feedback servo, used in references [21-23], is shown in figure (1-
2). The photo-diode output current is converted to a voltage, Vd, through a current/voltage con-
verter and then fed to one of the inputs of the servo. If the sensing interlerometer has a second (
antiphase) output, as in the case of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, then this output may be fed
into the second input of the servo. The first stage of the servo is a differential amplifier which
gives zero output voltage when the interferometer is locked at quadrature ( when
VdI = Vdz = Vd(mean) ). if the interferometer has one output only then a reference voltage equal to
the mean output voltage of the photodetector, Vd(meafl), is required as an alternative for the second
input to the servo. The error voltage of the differential amplifier is fed to an integrator, then
amplified and fed back to the interferometer to maintain it locked at quadrature. If the tracking
range of the system is exceeded a rapidly responding circuit resets the integrator, and hence the
servo output, to zero. The servo then starts a new tracking cycle with the interferometer locked to
an arbitrary quadrature point. The main disadvantage of this type of servo is that each time the
system is reset all the information about the phase excursion is lost and the system needs re-
initialisation, if the measurand is slowly varying such as temperature.
If the servo had an infinite gain-bandwidth product, (i.e able to compensate for any phase
retardance irrespective of its frequency) then the photodetector output voltage, Vd, would remain
constant, and the signal of interest would recovered from the servo's feedback voltage.
Practically, the gain-bandwidth of the servo system is limited, hence according to the signal
frequency it may be recovered in two modes of operation. If the signal frequency is less than the
corner frequency of the feedback servo, it is recovered, as a high gain-bandwidth mode output,
from the servo's error voltage. In this mode of operation, a quasi-static signal can be tracked con-
tinuously over many periods of the interferometer transfer function. The tracking range of the
whole system is limited by the allowable tracking range of the active device controlling the opti-
cal path-length of the sensing arm. In the second case, when controlling the system by changing
the mean optical frequency of the source, the tracking range is limited by the maximum allowable
change in the source optical frequency, A Vm, as well as the optical path-length imbalance of the
9
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sensing interferometer, A4)max =	 A V AL, this problem will be discussed in more detail in
chapter (6).
If the frequency of the signal is higher than the corner frequency of the the feedback servo (
4)sd =0 ), the servo is used to correct the low frequency drifts in the interferometer, maintaining it
locked at quadrature, i.e maintaining Cos(4)0) = 0 and Sin(4)0 ) =1. If the signal amplitude, 4)sa,
small then .1 1 (4)sa) 4 /2. Substituting in equation (1.5), the photodetector output takes the form
'd='d(mean) [1V 4)saSjfl(0)t)]	 (1.6)
where the A.0 output of the photodetector represents the modulating signal, this mode of opera-
tion is called 'the low gain-bandwidth mode'. Figure (1-3) illustrates the principle of this tech-
nique of signal processing as applied to an all fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
Using this signal processing technique, the sensor phase resolution may be estimated as fol-
lowing; differentiating equation (1.1) we get:
= 1d(mean)11 8(A 4)) Sin(A 4))	 (1.7)
where ('d(mean) V) represents the photodetector A.C. output, which may be called 'the interference
fringe amplitude'. If the photo-detector current ( Id ) is superimposed with a noise of mean ampli-
tude , then 6(A 4)) will give the corresponding uncertainity of determining (A 4)) which
represents the phase resolution of the interferometric system. If the quadrature condition,
Sin(A 4)) = 1 ,is satisfied then:
1Id(mean) VI
	 (1.8)
which shows that the phase resolution of an interferometric sensor, maintained at quadrature, may
be estimated as the reciprocal of the ratio of the A.C. amplitude of the interference signal to the










	 Integrator r- Amplifier
Resetting
Figure (1-2) Block diagram of the electronic feedback servo.
outputs
Figure (1-3) : The basic principle of closed-loop homodyne techniques.
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(b) Open loop homodyne techniques:
The most straightforward open ioop homodyne signal processing technique is based upon
ratioing the amplitudes of either the odd or the even harmonics of a homodyne interferometric
output. If the signal of interest is sinusoidal, the amplitudes of the harmonics are proportional to
the Bessel function of the signal amplitude, hence it is possible to determine the amplitude of the
input signal. This technique, in principle, permits unlimited operating range, as discussed in more
detail in chapter (5).
An alternative open loop homodyne technique requires the interferometer to be configured
such that two outputs, separated by a constant phase (ideally of rc/2 are obtained). These out-
puts, may be called 'two quadrature outputs', represent the sine and cosine of the interferometric
phase and thus can be combined together to provide the signal information without signal fading.
Several techniques have been developed to produce two quadrature outputs from the sensing
interferometer. In the first technique, the outputs of a 3x3 or 4x4 coupler have been used in con-
junction with further electronic processing to produce the necessary phase-shifted outputs [24,25].
A second technique was introduced by Dandridge et el, where a piezo-electric cylinder employed
in the sensing interferometer, was sinusoidally modulated. The output of the interferometer was
electronically conditioned to produce the sine and cosine outputs [26]. Alternatively, an unbal-
anced interferometer may be illuminated by two slightly different optical frequencies, the inter-
ferometric phases recovered at each frequency will differ according to equation (1.2). If the fre-
quency difference is arranged such that the conesponding phase difference produced is
(2q - 1)it/2, where q is an integer, then two quadrature outputs are obtained. These two outputs
may be obtained by using one laser diode, with its injection current ( and hence its mean optical
frequency ) modulated using square pulses [27]. In polarimetric interferometers, a quarter wave
plate may be used to shift the phase of the light in one arm of the interferometer by rc/2 before
mixing the two beams. The two quadrature outputs can be separated at the output using a polari-
sation selective beam splitter with its axis aligned parallel to one of the interferometer axes [28].
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There are several techniques available for demodulating the two quadrature outputs. One
simple way to produce a useful output, provided 4sa is small, is to high-pass filter the two quadra-
ture outputs, then by squaring and adding both signals an output proportional to the induced
phase modulation is obtained [4]. A more suitable technique for higher level signals is the 'dif-
ferentiating and cross-multiply' approach, introduced in reference [26], which requires slightly
more complex demodulating electronics. An alternative approach, called 'quadrature recombina-
tion' was introduced by Kersey et el [29], where a heterodyne type carrier is generated by mixing
the interferometer outputs with quadrature components of a local oscillator. Each of these tech-
niques has its advantages and disadvantages, hence the relative merits must be considered for a
specific application. Generally the stability and linearity of these techniques of signal processing
is worse than those associated with active homodyne tracking techniques [30].
(1.3.3) Heterodyne techniques:
In systems utilising heterodyne signal processing techniques, one beam, of the interferome-
ter, is shifted in optical frequency, with respect to the other, producing a beat frequency at the
interferometer output. The signal information is then up-shifted by that frequency to become the
phase modulation on the electronic carrier produced at the output photodetector. Demodulation of
the heterodyne output may be performed simply using conventional electronic FM detectors such
as, phase looked loops or electronic phase trackers [31]. The phase resolution of a heterodyne
type interferometric sensor is limited by the signal to noise ratio of the generated electronic car-
rier and that of the final demodulator. Heterodyne signal recovery methods are very attractive as;
(i) the phase detection sensitivity is constant over the whole period of the transfer function of the
interferometer, i.e. the recovered signal does not fade, (ii) the phase tracking range is effectively
infinite, (ill) the dynamic range of the modulating signal can be very large and (iv) the direction
of the fringe motion can be determined. These features can be used very effectively when the
interferometric sensor is used for quasi-static measurands. The main types of heterodyne tech-
niques of signal processing are discussed below.
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(a) True heterodyne:
A heterodyne signal is conventionally achieved using an acousto-optic modulator, such as a
Bragg cell incorporated in one arm of the sensing interferometer [32,33:1. The output of the inter-
ferometer takes the form:
'd 'd(mean) V Cos [O)0 t +A 4(t)J	 (1.9)
where a, is the 'offset' frequency introduced by the Bragg cell [4]. This signal represents a car-
rier of frequency o, which is phase modulated by the interferometer optical phase introduced in
equation (1.3). Unfortunately, the conventional Bragg cell is bulky, lossy, electrically active and
not readily integrated into a fibre optic interferometer. However, for high frequency signal
recovery in conventional hybrid fibre-optic systems the Bragg cell remains the optimum approach
for producing the carrier [34].
(b) Pseudo and synthetic heterodyne:
Different techniques have been developed to produce a heterodyne-type carrier output for all
fibre interferometric sensors. In these techniques the phase of the interferometer is appropriately
modulated. With certain techniques the carrier is not directly generated at the output of the inter-
ferometer, and can only be produced by electronic conditioning of the output.
Pseudo-heterodyne is one of the most simplest techniques for carrier production, as the sen-
sor output requires the minimum of subsequent electronic processing. Equation (1.2) shows that
the optical phase induced in an interferometer, of path-length imbalance z L, is a linear function
of both the laser frequency and L. Hence if either, of these parameters, is modulated with a ser-
rodyne waveform of frequency o of appropriate amplitude the interferometer phase will be
driven over an integer number of complete interference fringes (= 2qic optical radians, q = 1, 2,
3, ... ). The heterodyne-type carrier is obtained by band-pass filtering the output of the interferom-
eter at qco0 . The phase of the interferometer is swept using either a frequency modulated laser
diode [35] or a piezo-electric fibre stretcher [36] deployed in one arm of the interferometer. The
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former method can be particularly useful for multiplexing several sensors with different path-
length imbalances, where the amplitude of modulation is adjusted such that integral numbers of
fringes are generated at the outputs of the interferometers [37].
An alternative pseudo-heterodyne technique has been reported, where the carrier is pro-
duced by sinusoidally modulating the interferometer's phase and conditioning the output signal.
Various electronic techniques have been developed to synthesise a heterodyne-type carrier from
the output of the interferometer including gating using synchronous square pulses [38, 39]. The
advantages and limitations of this technique of carrier production are discussed in more detail in
chapter (6). Another technique has been introduced by Cole et el, where two harmonics signals
are filtered from the output, of the interferometer, at frequencies of o, and 2co (a is the modu-
lating frequency) then multiplied by a local signal of frequencies 2co and co respectively. Each
of the two outputs is filtered at 3a 0 , hence they are combined differentially to produce the carrier
[40] . This technique of carrier production is known as 'synthetic heterodyne'.
(1.4) Problems associated with quasi-static measurands:
The advantages of fibre optic interferometric sensors have been discussed in the above sec-
tions, however there are some problems which are encountered with this type of sensor, especially
when they are used to sense slowly varying measurands, such as pressure and temperature. Here
we discuss the common problems encountered when a fibre optic interferometric sensor is used to
sense such measurands.
(a) Ambiguity and initialisation:
Throughout the previous discussion on signal processing it was clear that the unambiguous
range of an interferometric sensor, illuminated by a monochromatic source is limited to one
interference fringe, corresponding to an optical path-length change of one wavelength or 2ic opti-
cal radians. A range of signal processing techniques have been developed to overcome this limita-
tion, such as fringe counting and homodyne tracking techniques, however if the system is inter-
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rupted ( for example switched off and on) the absolute value of the measurand cannot be ascer-
tamed without some form of re-initialisation. It is therefore important to use techniques which
extend the unambiguous measurement range or allow the system to be uniquely initialised.
(b) Optical and electronic noise:
It is clear, from the previous discussions, that the phase resolution of any signal recovery
technique is set by the noise in the output of the system. Noise arises in the output of an inter-
ferometer due to (i) shot and thermal noise in the photodetector, (ii) the 1/f intensity noise associ-
ated with most of the solid state lasers, this tends to reduce the ultimate accuracy of the system at
low frequency, (iii) the phase noise arising in an unbalanced interferometer due to the short term
frequency jitter of the laser diodes [41] and (iv) electronic noise produced when the signal is pro-
cessed [42]. These different noise sources tend to reduce the ultimate resolution of the sensor, and
hence its dynamic range, particularly at low frequency. Different techniques have been introduced
to minimise the noise at interferometric systems, as that used by Newson et al [43].
(c) The long term frequency stability of the source:
In interferometers with arms of different optical path-length, the long term frequency (
wavelength ) stability of the laser source is one of the most important factors as the source
wavelength is the basic unit of measurement of the sensor. From equation (1.2) we can see that
any uncertainty 6v0 , in the value of the emission frequency of the laser diode, results in an error
in the optical phase ( ) of:
2irL 6v
0	(1.10)
It can be seen that the frequency stability requirement of the laser diode, 8v0 , is determined, both
by the accuracy desired of the sensor and the optical path-length imbalance of the sensing inter-
ferometer. In section (1.3.1) it was shown that solid state laser diodes are more compatible with
intrinsic fibre-optic interferometric sensors, but the main disadvantage of the laser diode is that its
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emission frequency is a function of several environmental parameters. Different techniques have
been reported to stabilise the emission frequencies of laser diodes over a long term periods [44-
46].
(d) Low frequency environmental effects:
Although an optical sensor may designed to sense a specific measurand, it is often perturbed
by many other physical environments, such as temperature, pressure, acoustic interference, etc.
From equation (1.5) we can see that these environmental effects produce signals, 4, which when
detected are indistinguishable from the effects of the desired measurand, 4sd, especially if both
effects have the same frequency response. This indicates how critical the design of the sensing
interferometer is as it must be made sensitive only to the measurand of interest [47], as shown in
chapter (6).
(1.5) Enhanced-range techniques of signal processing:
In section (1.3) it was shown that the periodic nature of the interferometric transfer function
limits the unambiguous range of the basic interferometric sensor. In this section we review the
various techniques by which this unambiguous range ( and hence the sensor dynamic range) can
be extended.
(a) Dual wavelength techniques:
One of the oldest techniques to increase the unambiguous range of an interferometer is to
illuminate it with two different wavelengths. This technique has recently been used to enhance the
measurement range of different types of fibre-optic interferometric sensors [48-50].
Consider an interferometer of path-length imbalance i± L, illuminated by two mono-
chromatic sources of different wavelengths ?i and X2 , the interferometer will now produce two
separate outputs, related to each wavelength. Different techniques have been used to separate
these outputs such as, synchronous switching [48] or via a dispersive optical element [50]. If we
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where the effective wavelength X= 1 ?/(X-2 1 ) , which is greater than either of the
wavelengths of the individual sources A and 2. The unambiguous measurement range, of the
dual wavelength interferometer, is then extended to one effective wavelength ( corresponding to
an effective optical phase change of 2ir radians).
From the definition of Xeff it is clear that as ?—? decreases, the effective wavelength, and
hence the unambiguous range of the system increases, however there are practical considerations
which restrict the minimum value of X-2 which can be used. This is because the error induced
in ?e by wavelength drift, of either source, becomes significant if AL is finite restricting the
maximum permissible value of Xeff, this is discussed further in chapter (6).
(b) Dual interferometry:
An alternative technique for enhancing the unambiguous range of a fibre-optic inter-
ferometric sensor has been demonstrated by Leilabady et el [51]. In this technique two indepen-
dent outputs are obtained from two interferometers implemented along the fast and the slow axes
of the same length of a highly birefringent fibre. The optical path-length imbalances of the two
interferometers are A Lf = L and AL5 = n5 L, where L is the geometrical path-length imbal-
ance of the fibre forming the interferometer, flf and n5 are the indices of refraction of the fibre core
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along its fast and slow axes respectively. The differential phase between the two interferometers
is proportional to (n1 - n) L, hence the unambiguous range is extended by the ratio n/ n,
where i = f or s and n . Recently, this technique was used to simultaneously recover
variations in temperature and strain [52].
(c) 'White light interferometry:
A more general technique to enhance the measurement range is based once again on a clas-
sical technique often called 'white light interferometiy', where the system is illuminated either by
a large number of monochromatic sources, as example a multi-mode laser, or a broad-band
source. The transfer function of an interferometer illuminated by one of these sources has unique
features which can be utiuised when sensor re-initialisation is necessary, moreover the unambigu-
ous measurement range, in principle, is unlimited. This technique is studied in detail in chapters
(2) and (3). Recently both white light and dual wavelength interferometry have been used in a
system illuminated with two broad-band sources of different mean wavelengths. The sensor is ini-
tialised as a 'white light' interferometer and then used as a dual-wavelength interferometer to
determine the absolute path-length imbalance of the sensor [53].
(d) Frequency modulated continuous wave interferometry (FMCW):
This technique of signal processing offers the widest measurement range. Here an unbal-
anced interferometer is illuminated by a frequency modulated laser diode, where the optical path
path-length imbalance of the interferometer is measured from the harmonic contents of the output
signal. Both serrodyne and sinusoidal frequency modulation have been used in different systems,
generally much poorer resolution is obtained with FMCW compared with conventional inter-
ferometric techniques [54,55]. FMCW can be used simultaneously with another technique of sig-
nal processing, such that it is used only to identify the order of the interference fringe while the
optical phase can be measured with higher resolution using the other technique, as introduced by
Taylor et el [56].
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(1.6) Introduction to the presented work:
The principle objective of the research undertaken for this thesis was the realisation of fibre
optic based sensors for the measurement of quasi-static measurands. The system was required to
be able of re-initialisation when switched on, be insensitive to environmental perturbations, have
an extended measurement range and long term stability. Three different measurands are studied in
this work; temperature, displacement and acceleration, although the same concepts apply equally
well to many other quasi-static measurands.
In chapter (2), the theoretical bases of white light interferomeiry is studied using a single
interferometer and a system constructed of a remote interferometer coherently tuned with a
receiving interferometer. In this chapter the properties of the partially coherent optical sources
used in fibre-optic sensing applications are reviewed and then the potential of CW multi-mode
laser diodes as an alternative to the low coherence-length sources, previously used in such inter-
ferometric systems is studied. In chapter (3) we describe the practical implementation of two
similar methods which exploit the technique of white light interferometry. In the first method a
novel feedback servo is designed which allows the position of zero path-length imbalance, of the
interferometer, to be located and maintained, and thus provides a unique operating point for the
system. Hence the problems associated with the initialisation of interferometric sensors (i.e.,
determining the order of the interference) was overcome. In the second method, the feedback
servo was developed to lock the interferometer to the quadrature point nearest to the position of
zero path-length imbalance; that is, a phase difference of t/2 radians, this methods also provides
a unique operating point for the system, moreover the sensor may be used to measure quasi-static
measurands as well as high frequency measurands. In the second part of chapter (3) a multi-mode
laser diode is used as an alternative to the low coherence-length sources to increase the resolution
of sensing systems.
In chapter (4) we introduce a novel form of sensor, based on fibre optic technology, in
which the sensing element is a miniature hemispherical air cavity Fabry Perot interferometer,
addressed via a monomode optical fibre. The interferometer' s transfer function is studied using
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the Gaussian beam optics and then verified experimentally. In the experiments described, the sen-
sor was used for the measurement of temperature, although it can be designed to sense different
measurands such as, displacement, refractive index or pressure. To sense a quasi-static
measurand, such as temperature, the interferometer is illuminated by a source of low coherence
length, and a second receiving interferometer was used to balance the optical paths in the system,
so that interference may be observed. Two different designs of temperature probes, based on the
hemispherical cavity, were introduced. In the first design the probe was tested at temperatures
below 100°C while the second probe was designed to measure very high temperatures, above the
softening temperature of the optical fibre. The hemispherical cavity can also be designed to serve
as an A.C. sensor, such as a microphone or a contact vibration sensor.
In chapter (5) we describe a novel design of fibre-optic accelerometer based upon the hemis-
pherical Fabry-Perot interferometer, introduced in chapter (4), in this design the sensing head is
electrically passive and can be interrogated remotely. The sensing element is a weighted circular
diaphragm. The displacement of the centre of the diaphragm produced by acceleration is studied
theoretically and verified experimentally with the device used as a contact vibration sensor. In
chapter (6) the low frequency performance of the accelerometer is studied. A modified optical
design of the accelerometer is introduced such that the detrimental effects caused by optical
sources frequency jitter as well as environmental perturbations are strongly reduced, moreover it
is designed to have minimal cross-coupling. Two laser diodes, with distinct wavelengths, are used
to illuminate the system in such a way as to increase its dynamic range and hence to re-initialise
the accelerometer within this range.
The purpose of the concluding chapter (7) is to provide some overall comments, where
necessary, and to suggest the directions for the future work.
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CHAPTER (2)
Interferometry using low coherence—length sources
(2.1) Introduction
We have already seen that interferometric sensors offer the most accuracy in optical metrol-
ogy [1,2]. A basic problem which must be addressed in all systems of this kind is how to
transduce optical information from the interferometer to an electrical signal in an accurate and
reproducible manner over a reasonably large measurement range.
We have also seen that two fundamental difficulties arise in all interferometric sensors.
Firstly, the unambiguous measurement range of the system is limited by the periodic nature of the
interferometric transfer function to a change in the optical phase of ( 2rr) radians, or one inter-
ferometric fringe. Secondly, the basic unit of measurement is the source wavelength, which can-
not be regarded as constant- especially for diode lasers.
We have discussed the possibility of extending the unambiguous dynamic range using phase
tracking techniques, to follow changes in optical path length over many wavelengths, but this
method is only useful provided that the tracking process is never interrupted-for example, by
power failure. Under these circumstances, the instrument would have to be re-initialised. Another
useful approach is to derive two outputs from the interferometer of different periods, so that the
phase difference between the two outputs has a longer period than that of either of the outputs
separately. This technique is analogous to the familiar mechanical vernier. Two approaches have
been discussed for producing the two outputs. One uses a single source with a birefringent fibre
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interferometer [3]. Two outputs are derived, one corresponding to each of polarisation eigen-
modes of the fibre used. Because the two modes have different refractive indices, the periods of
the interferometric transfer functions for each mode differ slightly. The second approach uses a
non-birefringent interferometer, but employs two sources simultaneously, with distinct
wavelengths [4]. An output is derived from the interferometer for both of the sources.
None of the techniques described above address the problem of wavelength drift of the
source used. The error introduced by this effect may become very severe in unbalanced inter-
ferometers where path length differences of a great many wavelengths exist. It would be possible
to correct this difficulty by either stabilising or measuring the source wavelength using an auxii-
ary optical system [5]. However, we have sought a different approach which does not rely on an
accurate determination of the source wavelength. The technique makes use of an interferometer
illuminated by a short coherence-length source, and the visibility of the output interference signal
is measured. The visibility function is not periodic, and has its maximum at a position indepen-
dent of the source wavelength ( in a non dispersive medium), the two basic problems discussed
above are hence circumvented.
In this chapter we are going to study the theoretical basis of white light interferometry and
the different low coherence-length sources used in fibre-optic sensing applications. Finally we
will study the potential of CW multi-mode laser diodes as an alternative to these sources, previ-
ously used in such interferometric systems.
(2.2) Interference of partially coherent light:
In the previous chapter the use of an interferometer illuminated by a monochromatic light
was considered. The phase difference among the component beams of the interferometer was con-
sidered constant during the time of measurement, this is called perfectly coherent light. Light
from a real optical source is never strictly coherent, because any source consists of very many
radiation atoms and hence it has a finite dimensions. Moreover even the sharpest radiated line will
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have a finite spectral width. For these reasons any optical source may be classified by its coher-
ence properties, where the degree of coherence varies from very high for sources, such as gas
laser, to very low for broad band sources such as white light lamps. Generally the amplitude and
the phase of the radiated field, from a real source of light, will vary with time in a random
fashion, such that it is more meaningful, to define the irradiance I, as a statistical time average.
The transfer function of an interferometer illuminated by a partially coherent light is
described as a function of the mean optical frequency of the light and of a corresponding auto-
correlation function, which describes the coherence properties of source. Considering the case of
interference of two stationary fields E 1 and E 2 , the irradiance I is defined as:
*	 *
1= <(E1+E2).(E1+E2)>
=<1E 1 1 2+ 1E212+2Re{E1.Ei1>
where Re [ ] means the real part of the enclosed complex quantity and < > means time averaged,
i.e
T
= urn -- f(t)dt
T-° T
A stationary field has the property that its lime average is independent of the choice of the
origin of lime [6-8] . If the optical fields are considered to have the same state of polarisation, so
that their vectorial nature can be ignored, then equation (2.1) can be written in the form:
I =I j+12+2Re <E1E>
where I i = I E 1 12>, '2 = I E 2 12> and 2Re <E 1 E> is called the interference term.
If the two fields E 1 and E 2 originate from the same source and differ because of a differ-
ence in their optical paths, the interference term can be expressed as 2Re <E (t)E * (t-I-'t)> , where
'r is the retardation time of one beam in the interferometer with respect to the second.




and the normalised auto-correlation function y 11 ('r) , which is called the degree of partial coher-




m (t) is a complex function which may be represented in the form of a magnitude and a phase,
i.e. Yi 1(t) 1Yii (r) I e	 . In terms of Iy (r) I we have the following types of coherence:
('c) I 1	 Complete coherence
0< I y (t) I <1	 Partial coherence
I y11 ('t) I = 0	 Complete incoherence
From the definition of 'y (t) , it has the following properties:
Iyii(0) I =1
Iy (t) l ^1 forallt
In a two beam interferometer with path-length difference AL, the interference pattern may
be observed if the absolute value of 711 (t) has a value other than zero, where t = AL/C and C is
the free-space speed of light. The h-radiance is then expressed as follows:
I = 1 1 +12+ 2'I7Re[y11(t)]
2I7
= (I i + '2)	 +	 Iy 1(t) I Re[e
11+12
2i
= (' 1 +1 2) [i +	 1y11(t)I Cos
11+12
where A4(t) = 2icnvt 2irvn AL
n is the index of refraction of the optical medium of the interferometer (fibre core) and v is the








where V0 is called the visibility constant. It gives the maximum value of the fringe visibility,




The function 1Iii ('r) I is governed by the coherence properties of the source, while the visi-
bility constant V0 is dependent on the quality of the interferometer. In particular case, if 1 = '2
then V0 = 1 and equation (2.4) may be written in the more familiar form:
I = 'mean (1 ± VCos 4('r))	 (2.7)
where 'm = (1 1 +12 ). The positive and negative signs correspond to the two complementary
outputs, which are available at the output of some interferometric configuration, such as Mach-
Zehnder and Michelson interferometers.
For the signal processing schemes, we have used, it was more convenient to work in terms




It may be noted that the maximum fringe amplitude (A0= 4iii) results also when the two
arms of the interferometer are exactly balanced (AL = 0).
From equations (2.5 and 2.8 ) it is clear that the interference fringe visibility as well as the
fringe amplitude are directly proportional to the absolute value of the auto-correlation function of
the optical source. In practice the fringe amplitude (visibility ) may be changed due to several
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factors, not just the auto-correlation function of the source. As an example any perturbation lead-
ing to a change in the relative polarisation state of the two interfering fields E 1 and E2 , would
result in a change of the fringe amplitude (visibility).
Whatever happens to the interferometric system as a whole, the maximum value of the
fringe amplitude (visibility ) always results when the interferometer is exactly balanced, ie when
AL = 0 . The physical meaning of balancing the interferometer is to have equal group delays in its
arms. This implies a fixed position of A L = 0 , if the interferometer arms are of non-dispersive
medium. If not, this position will change, specially if the arms of the interferometer are veiy long,
as a function of the mean wavelength of the light illuminating the system. A second-order disper-
sion effect may change the pattern of interference fringes, specially if a very broad light source is
used [9].
(2.3) The auto-correlation function of quasi-monochromatic sources:
The electric field radiated from a real optical source can be represented by an inñnite
number of monochromatic fields, it can be described mathematically as:
E(t) = E0 (v) Cos[ 27tvt + (v)] dv	 (2.9)
where E0 (v)dv is the amplitude of the field in a band of frequencies from v to v-i-dy and 4(v) is
the corresponding phase constant.
For quasi-monochromatic light, the spectral distribution function is peaked about V = V0
and tends to zero rapidly as v departs much from the vicinity of the mean frequency v 0 , the opti-
cal field may then be written in the form:
E(t) =E0 (t) Cos[ 2tv0 t + 4(t) 1	 (2.10)
where E0 (t) and 4(t) are slowly varying functions compared with Cos (2rcv0 t) . Real quasi-
monochromatic light fields have randomly varying amplitudes E0 (t) and phases 4(t), such that it
must be described statistically. The corresponding output irradiance of an interferometer, with
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path-length imbalance of AL, considering V0 = 1 , may be represented as:
27w0
llmeafl [1+ IYi1 (LL)I Cos	 AL)]	 (2.11)
where 'mean is the average intensity of the interferometer output. Equation (2.11) represents the
output of an interferometer illuminated with the mean frequency of the source, v0 , and with an
auto-correlation function, 7ii( AL) , which must be calculated based on the statistical properties
of the light source.
The ststistical properties of the light is governed by the radiation broadening mechanisms of
the source, which can be classified into homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening. If all of
the radiated atoms have the same transition centre frequency and the same resonance lineshape
then the broadening is termed homogeneous; such as natural life-time and collision broadening
mechanisms, the corresponding spectral profile is described by a Lorentzian spectral distribution
function. On the other hand, in some situations each atom has a slightly different resonance fre-
quency for the same transition. The corresponding lineshape is then the average of the individual
ones and the mechanism is termed inhomogeneous, where the corresponding spectral profile is
described by a Gaussian distribution function. Doppler broadening, local variations of the source
temperature, pressure, applied magnetic field and source crystal imperfections lead to inhomo-
geneous broadening [10].
The Weiner-Khintchine theorem states that the normalised auto-correlation function Yii ()
is given by the inverse Fourier transform of the normalised power spectral density function,
P(v) a I E0 (v) 1 2 , as follows:
y11('r) = P(v) exp [-2rrivt] dv	 (2.12)
wflere 5 P(v) dv = 1 . It is more usual to express the spectral density function of light sources as
P (\ ._ v0 ) , where v0 is the mean optical frequency of the source. The inverse Fourier transform of
p Cv_v0 ) is given by y11(t) exp(2iriv0t),[11].
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For homogeneous broadening mechanisms, the source spectral density P(v) is represented





where	 Liv is the mean half power width of the spectral function of the source. The




and its modulus is:
IALI/L,
Iy11 (L)I =e	 (2.14)
where L is the l/e coherence length of the source, L =
Liv
For inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms, the spectral density is represented by a nor-





where -=- Liv represents the l/e power width of the Gaussian spectral function [12,13]. The




I)'11 (LiL)I =e 2	 (2.16)
C
whereL
In both cases, it is clear that; as the spectral width of the light, illuminating the system,
increases the visibility function will fall off more rapidly. Figure (2-1) illustrates the normalised
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auto-correlation function versus the path-length imbalance of the interferometer, normalised with
respect to the coherence length of the light, as calculated using equations (2.14, 2.16). Both the
visibility function and the fringe amplitude are maximum when the path-length imbalance is zero
and decrease towards zero when the path-length imbalance exceeds the coherence length of light.
Figure (2-2) shows a simulation of the output of an interferometer illuminated by a source
of coherence-length of 15 wn with Lorentzian line profile. The interference fringe occurring from
LL = X0 /2 to LL = +? /2 , where ? is the mean optical wavelength of the source (X,, C/v0),
may be called the central fringe of interference. In a non-dispersive system, it has the maximum
amplitude within the whole interference pattern of the system irrespective of the line profile of the
optical source, or the interferometric system. This feature is central to the signal processing
scheme introduced in chapter (3) where an electronic servo is used to locate the central interfer-
ence fringe and then to lock the interferometer either to position of zero path-length imbalance,
i.e. at the position of maximum interference visibility, or at LsL = X0 /4 , the point in the transfer
function we have called 'the first quadrature point with negative slope'. From the above discus-
sions, it is clear that a source with a short coherence length is preferred for such techniques as the
corresponding auto-correlation function will be sharper and hence the position of the central
interference fringe may be located more accurately.
(2.4) Partially coherent sources for interferometric fibre-optic sensors:
The properties of the sources required for fibre optic interferometric sensors depend criti -
cally on the application and the method of signal processing. Conventional interferomeiric tech-
niques require that the coherence length of the source is very long, therefore single mode laser
sources are used.
For applications based on 'white light' interferometry, it is often advantageous to use a
source with as short a coherence length as possible. Typical coherence lengths of various optical
sources are shown in figure (2-3), where their coherence-length are seen to range from a few
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Figure (2-1) : The norm aiised auto-correlation function versus the
path-length imbalance of the interferometer, norm alised w.r.t. the coherence length.
Figure (2-2) Computer simulation of the output of an interferometer illuminated
by a broad-band Lorentizian source as a function of the optical path difference.
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Figure (2-3) : Typical coherence lengths of various optical sources.
A: Tungestun lambs, B: LED, C: red cadmium line,
D: monomode laser diode, E: HeNe single-mode laser.
The main, common, requirement for an optical source, apart from its coherence properties, is its
ability to couple a useful amount of power into the fibre, such that the signal to noise ratio at the
output of the system, and hence its phase resolution, is large. The relatively small diameter of the
optical fibre core requires the use of sources with very high spatial coherence for efficient cou-
pling of radiation into the fibre.
Tungestun filament sources emit useful power with a very short coherence length. The prin-
ciple disadvantage of such sources is the very low launching efficiency in coupling its output
beam into a fibre, this is mainly because of their extended emitting area and great beam diver-
gence. Despite these problems this type of source has been used to illuminate interferometric fibre
optic sensing systems, utilising multi-mode fibre links (core diameter 100pm ). A coherence
length of about 2pm has been reported for this type of source [14,15].
The most commonly used low coherence-length sources are the light emitting solid state
diodes (LED's ). These sources are available at a variety of wavelengths. Structures have been
optimised to enable efficient coupling of their output power into multi-mode optical fibre. Their
coherence length is suitable for white light interferometric sensing techniques ( 30p m or less).
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One advantage of white light interferometry is that multi-mode fibre may be used hence even with
LED sources the power coupled into the sensor system is sufficient to produce reasonable signals
at the output [16-19]. Tn general multi-mode fibres are not the best fibre to be used within inter-
ferometric systems as many factors limit its applicability. Light emerging from a multi-mode
fibre may be regarded as emerging from an extended source, such that fringes of equal inclination
are produced at the output. To obtain a reasonable interference visibility, the path length-
imbalance of the interferometer must be limited . The fibre links must also be protected against
thennal and mechanical instabilities, to avoid power re-distribution among the different propaga-
tion modes, inside the multi-mode fibre links, thus causing signal degradation due to relative
modal delays [20]. A major requirement with multi-mode fibre linked interferometers is that no
spatial filtering of the light should occur.
The use of single mode optical fibre is extremely important for interferometric systems. It
acts as a low-pass spatial filter which renders the output field to be spatially coherent and hence
increases the usable range of the optical path-length imbalance of the sensors. Monomode optical
fibres can be used to link two interferometers (or more), to form a part of the interferomeiric sys-
tem itself or to form the system completely. Recent work has been done to maximise the cou-
pling efficiency of surface-emitting LED' s to single mode fibres. Power coupling efficiency of
-35 dB to -28 db was reported to a 4.5 jim and 5 m core diameter monomode fibre respectively
[21,22].
A novel solid state optical source known as a super luminescent diode (SLD), commonly
used in fibre optic gyroscopes, has also been used in white light interferometry by Al-Chalabi et
el, where a single mode optical fibre was used to link the source optical power to a system of
bulk-optic Mach-Zehnder interferometers [23]. SLD is essentially a laser diode in which one of
the output facets has an anti-reflection coating to prevent the build up of stimulated emission [24].
The spot size and the numerical aperture of these sources are still very well matched to typical
monomode fibre. At the present time, due to limited demand, their price is much higher than that
of laser diode sources.
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The coherence properties of semiconductor lasers both below and above threshold have
been the subject of research for a number of years. Below threshold, the output spectral envelope
is very broad and resembles an LED. When it is driven through the 'lasing' threshold, the stimu-
lated gain causes the injected carriers to recombine. The charge density thus saturates, and the
spectral envelope narrows-eventually to permit the oscillation of only a single longitudinal mode
[25,26]. In order for a semiconductor laser to show single longitudinal mode operation, its struc-
ture must produce very uniform distribution of charge carriers and photons. Homogeneous
broadening mechanisms are usually predominant in single mode semiconductor lasers driven
below and in the vicinity of threshold [25-27]. The dimensions of the 'laser shape' are such that it
is possible to focus the output power of these laser diodes to a very small diffraction limited spot,
so that the beam may be efficiently coupled into monomode optical fibre [28].
The coherence length of a range of GaAIAs laser diodes was measured by Dandridge as a
function of the injection current [29]. He showed that these laser diodes can be used as low
coherence-length sources if biased below threshold. Coherence lengths of less than hundred
microns was reported for laser diodes biased just below threshold where the spontaneous emis-
sion is predominant. Around the threshold region the spontaneous emission spectrum will resolve
into a discrete multi-mode spectrum with a very complicated coherence properties [30]. The use
of multi-mode lasers as the source for white light interferometry is discussed in section (2.5).
Solid-state laser diodes, biased below threshold, have been used by many authors to
illuminate interferometric systems constructed from monomode fibre [31-33]. The advantages of
using these sources are :(i) the coherence-length can be tuned by changing the diode injection
current, (ii) when operated as a conventional laser it greatly facilitate the alignment of the optical
system due to its greatly increased optical output, (iii) they are relatively inexpensive and (iv) a
hybrid operation is also possible, where the system could be initialised with the laser diode biased





Figure (2-4) : Oulput characteristic of a typical laser diode.
A: below threshold, B: above threshold.
Figure (2-5) : Typical spectra of a multi-mode laser diode, under CW operation.
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The penalty for operating a laser diode below threshold is that the amount of light emitted
will be relatively low, by comparison to the potential of the device when lasing in the normal way
as shown by a typical laser characteristic in figure (2-4).
Multi-mode laser diodes, such as those used in compact disc players, have coherence pro-
perties which could be very useful for interferometric sensors. The lasers are available and cheap
and offer a small emitting area, therefore it is possible to couple suitable level of optical power
into monomode fibres. The coherence properties of these sources are more complex than LED's
and as shown later, this leads to certain restrictions in the operation of tandem interferometers for
sensor applications.
(2.5) Multi-mode laser interferometry:
The emission spectrum of a multi-mode laser may be considered as a continuous, wide-
band, spontaneous emission spectrum characteristic of a Gaussian random noise process superim-
posed with multi-longitudinal modes of oscillation. Figure (2-5) shows a typical emission spectra,
under CW operation, for a Mitsubishi laser diode, ML4406. The peak wavelength is dependent on
the operating temperature and the injection current of the laser [34]. The oscillation line-width
ranges from several hundred MHz to a few GHz, with homogeneously broadened line shape. The
envelope of the oscillation mode intensities is normally approximated to a Lorentzian function,
centred at the peak wavelength of the laser diode [35-37].
For an interferometric system, illuminated with a multi-mode laser, interference fringes are
only observed for discrete values of the interferometer path-length imbalance. This may be
explained by considering the linear combination of the output intensity corresponding to each
mode superimposed on the output intensity corresponding to spontaneous emission [13].
The output irradiance of a two beam interferometer, with optical path-length imbalance of
illuminated with a multi-mode laser diode may be represented as:
+m/2
I=I[1 +K3 Cos	 (tL)] +	 I[l +K Cos A4 j(/L)]	 (2.17)
j=-m/2
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where m is even and (m + 1) is the total number of modes of oscillation, including the central
one.	 and A4 j( AL) are the intensity, visibility function and optical phase corresponding to
2irv•
the Jtz mode respectively. A4 j ( AL) =
	
AL , where V3 is the frequency of the th mode.
are the intensity and The visibility function corresponding to the spontaneous emission
respectively, while /t4, ( AL) is the optical phase corresponding to its mean (peak) frequency , V0.
The visibility function of each mode (or of the spontaneous emission) is given by the inverse
Fourier transformation of the corresponding power spectral function of the mode. In equation
(2.17), the peak frequency of spontaneous emission was considered to match that of the central
mode of oscillation.










The output h-radiance of the interferometer may be represented in the familiar form of equa-
lion (2.11) as if the system is illuminated with the mean frequency of the source v0 . The
corresponding absolute value of auto-correlation function can be calculated as:
Io-vc
I(AL)I =
Imean Cos A( AL)
-	 1
4neanCOSA4)o(M)





Neglecting the effects of dispersion in the medium of the laser cavity, its group index of





Correspondingly each successive mode is separated by an equal frequency AF, given by:
where l is the optical length of the laser cavity, l = 1 and 1 is the length of the laser cavity
[38]
For simplicity we assume the modes of oscillation are symmetrically distributed about the
mean frequency v0 . It is also reasonable to assume that all the modes have the same spectral
width, thus neglecting the chromatic dispersion of the interferometer medium (within the band-




Knowing that Cos(A—B) = CosA CosB + SinA S1nB , the absolute value of the source auto-




{(l0K+I3K)+2K [	 Ij Cos(	 j AF)]]	 (2.22)
'mean	 j=1
Equation (2.22) proves the linearity of the Fourier transformation, i.e if the normalised spec-
tral distribution function, of the source, is a superposition of individual distribution functions the
corresponding auto-correlation function will be a similar superposition of the auto-correlation
functions of each individual distribution [1 1].
The visibility function K is a Lorentzian auto-correlation function, K =exp[— I AL I /Lcm]
where Lcm is the coherence length corresponding to the modal spectral line-width. Reisinger et el
[39J proved that the apparent value of Lcm as determined by measuring the source auto-correlation
function, interferometrically, is much less than the corresponding value if it is determined by
measuring the modal spectral width. They explained this phenomenon as a direct result of the
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source second-order dispersion (dng / dX ^ 0 ), leading to unequal modal frequency separation
[37,38]. Spontaneous emission is a wide-band Gaussian radiation profile, hence the visibility
function K3 may takes the form : K3 exp[—ic/2 (AL /L 3)21, where L 3 is the coherence length
corresponding to spontaneous emission line-width. Generally the spontaneous emission line
width is much greater than that of the oscillating modes, hence L3 4ZL
Figures (2-6 a,b) illustrate a computer simulation of the spectrum of a typical multi-mode
laser diode together with the corresponding absolute value of its auto-correlation functions, as cal-
culated using equation (2.22), versus the optical path-length imbalance of the interferometer, AL.
The spectral profile of the source was generated from the superposition of a Gaussian profile
representing the spontaneous emission, with peak wavelength of 800 nm and l/e spectral width of
about 8.7x10' 1 Hz, and a set of symmetrical oscillating modes. The modal line-width was taken
as 7 GHz with an intermodal separation of 150 GHZ. The variation in the intensity of the modes
was obtained by multiplying the modal pattern with a Lorentzian function, centred at the peak fre-
quency and with half-power width of± 300 GHz, figure (2-6 a), and ±600 GHz, figure (2-6 b).
It can be shown, from equation (2.22) and as illustrated in figure (2-6) that for AL = 0, the
visibility functions K and K3 equal unity, hence 1 'Yi 1(0)1 = 1. As AL increases the relative phases
of the modes change continuously, as they oscillate at different frequencies, thus the amplitude of
the total interference signal and hence iy (AL) I decreases dramatically. If AL continues to
increase the value of Iyi 1 (A L) I will start to increase again giving rise to a large amplitude
interference packet as the phase difference between each adjacent modes approaches 2ir, ie at
(2ir AL AF)/C = 2ic which corresponds to AL = 2 l. The amplitude of this peak will be less
than unity because of the modal line width, second order dispersion effects leading to unequal fre-
quency spacing between adjacent pairs of modes, non-uniform line width of the various longitudi-
nal modes and the effect of spontaneous emission [38]. Similar sets of interference packets will be
observed at AL = 2pl, , where p is an integer and may be associated with the order of the
interference packet (p 0,± 1,± 2.....). As p increases the amplitude of the interference packets
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will monotonically decrease following the Lorentzian visibility function K(AL) and vanish as
AL>Lcm . When the value of AL is set such that 2P1cav ^ AL ^ 2(P+l)lC(3s, i.e. between these
sharp peaks the effective degree of coherence is very small and signal processing similar to that
used in' white light' interferometry may be adopted. Detailed analysis of I 7 (AL) I shows that
there remain residual coherent signals in these regions, which acts as an additional source of
noise. Comparing figures (2-6 a) and (2-6 b) we can conclude that as the number of oscillating
modes increases, the level of this residual signal, and hence the system noise, is less.
The interference packet width (W) is defined as the optical path-length imbalance required
to reduce the interference visibility by a factor of e -' . It can be estimated by knowing the number
of modes (m + 1) and the power distribution among them. It is clear, from the figures, that
W a 1/rn, which means that as the number of modes increases, the fringe pattern width will
decrease.	 V
Figure (2-7) shows the calculated irradiance of an interferometer illuminated by a multi-
mode laser diode this plot was obtained by substituting the absolute value of the multi-mode laser
auto-correlation function, calculated using equation (2.22), in equation (2.11). Figure (2-7) illus-
trates also the reduc tion of the coherent signal, generated between the sharp packets of interfer-
ence, when the operating point is set between the second and third order of interference packets
rather than the zero and the first order.
It is clear, from the above discussions, that by using a multi-mode laser, with specific pro-
perties, it is possible to replace the low power low coherence-length sources normally used in
'white light' fibre-optic interferometric systems. The main advantage being that as more optical
power may be coupled into the system, the overall resolution may be improved. In addition one
has the major benefit associated with the use of 'white light' technique that is possible to identify
the order of interference, and hence to re-initialise the system.
fxlO'2 Hz





Figure (2-6 a) : Computer simulation of the characteristics of a typical multi-mode LD.
Upper: Spectnirn, Lower: Auto-correlation function.
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Figure (2-6 b) : Computer simulation of the characteristics of a typical multi-mode LI).
Upper: Spectrum, Lower: Auto-correlation function.
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(2.6) Two interferometers in tandem:
In an interferometric system, consisting of two interferometers in tandem, the output light
from the first interferometer (in sensor applications it is usually termed as 'the sensing inter-
ferometer' ) is used to illuminate a second (receiving) interferometer, with an optical path-length
imbalance closely matched to the first.
(2.6.1) Broad band source illumination:
If a system, of two tandem interferometers, is illuminated with a broad-band source, with a
coherence length much shorter than the optical path-length imbalance of the first interferometer,
no interference signal will be observed at the output of the first interferometer. If the optical
path-length imbalance of the second interferometer is adjusted to match that of the first inter-
ferometer, within the coherence length of the light source, an interference signal will be observed
at the output of the whole system. The phase and visibility of which are functions of the differ-
ence between the optical path-length imbalance in the two interferometers.
If the interferometers are coupled via a fibre optic link, the resulting optical configuration
forms the basis of a practical remote interferometric sensor system. The sensing interferometer is
placed inside the measurand field and the receiving interferometer is situated in a controlled
environment, far from the field.
Figure (2-8) shows a simple example of the remote interferometric sensing system. The
sensing interferometer is a fibre-optic Michelson interferometer, while the receiving interferome-
ter is a bulk-optic one. The irradiance (1) at the output of the whole system may be calculated as:
1 .1 H(v) Hr(V) P(v) dv	 (2.23)
where H(v) and Hr(V) are the spectral transfer functions of the sensing and receiving interferom-
eters respectively. P(v) is the source normalised power spectral density function; such that




































































beam splitter to be 1/2 and neglecting all the optical losses in the system, the transfer functions of






where LiL 1 and L 2 are the optical path-length imbalances of the sensing and receiving inter-
ferometers respectively. Substituting in equation (2.23), the inadiance I will be:
27cV
I= $ 1 1+Cos(	 AL1)+Cos(	 L2)4o[	 C
1	 2iw 2irv
+	 Cos[	 (L1—L2)] + Ccs[	 (Li+L2)]) P(v) dv	 (2.26)
The illuminating source is a quasi-monochromatic one, with a mean light frequency of v 0 and
hence it is more appropriate to express its spectral density function as p (j.i) , where 	 (v - v0)
and fp(t) dp. =1 . Knowing that Cos(x) Re[e} then:
	
2irv	 17	 2rv




According to Weiner-Khintchine theorem, the right side of equation (2.27) equals
27w0
FYu(L\L ) I Cos(—j L) and hence the li-radiance I will take the form:
2irv0 	27rv0
''mean [i+ ty11 ( 1 )I Cos(	 )+ Iy11(L2)ICos(
1	 2irv0
+-- 1y11 (AL1+AL 2 )l Cos[
1	 2w0





where I,, is the average intensity at the system output, J,,,. = -- of the input power to the sys-
tem which is unity if the spectral density is a normalised function. The necessary condition for a
remote sensing system is that the path-length imbalance of the sensing interferometer, AL 1 , must
be chosen such that the absOlute value of 'y (AL i) ,and hence the second term in equation (2.28)
equals zero.
Figure ( 2-9 a,b) shows the predicted output of the receiving interferometer as a function of
the path-length imbalance, AL 2 . Figure (2-9 a) shows the output of the system when it is
illuminated by a low coherence-length source, with coherence length L,,. with
1m( AL)I = exp (- ALIL). When AL 2 is less than L , the interference effects observed are a
result of interference occurring solely within the receiving interferometer. When this condition is
satisfied, the system irradiance may be expressed as:
2rcv0
'bLfCJ 'meafl 1+ 1y11 (AL 2)ICos(	 AL2)	 (2.29)
which is equivalent to a single interferometer, with path-length imbalance of A L 2 , illuminated
by a low coherence length source as described in equation (2.11). This indicates that, within this
range, the output of the system is independent of the sensing interferometer. The maximum visi-
bility of this set of fringes is unity, which occurs at AL 2 = 0.
Far from the central pattern of interference fringes, interference can occur in two regions
when (AL 1 ±AL 2 ) is less thanL .The output of the system may be expressed by:
2rcv0
' ( 1 ± 2 L'me [1+I ii AL i ±AL 2 )I Cos[	 (AL1±AL2)]J	 (2.30)
which is equivalent to the output of a single interferometer, having an optical path-length imbal-
ance of AL 1 ± AL 2 . This means that any optical path change in either of the two interferometers
will produce a change in the fringe visibility as well as the phase of the final output signal. The
profile of these interference patterns, corresponding to this condition, is the same as that of the
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central one, except that the visibility is reduced by a factor of 2 . The maximum visibility is 0.5,
which occurs at AL 2 = ± AL 1
(2.6.2) Multi-mode laser illumination:
If the system is illuminated by a multi-mode laser, its output will be more complicated
because of the additional modulation caused by the discrete source frequencies, as shown in the
computer generated visibility function sown in figure (2-9 b). Each interference pattern in figure
(2-9 a) is replaced with a complete set of interference packets as discussed in section (2.5). The
maximum visibility of the central set of interference packets remains unity at AL 2 = 0 and 0.5 for
the two side sets at AL 2 = ± AL 1 . The form of the visibility function in figure (2-9 b) was calcu-
lated by substituting the auto-correlation function for a multi-mode laser given in equation (2.22)
for the value exp(— AL /L) used in the simulation of figure (2-9 a).
To satisfy the necessary condition I' 1 (AL 1)1 = 0 , the path-length imbalance of the sens-
ing interferometer, and hence that of the matching receiving interferometer, may be chosen to be:
(a) Much greater than the coherence length Lcm to insure that no interference will occur due to
either one interferometer alone or the combined interferometer of path-length imbalance of
(AL j+ AL 2) . The only interference signal will be generated by the combined, balanced, inter-
ferometer, of path-length imbalance (A L 1 - A L 2 ).In this case, the working range of the system
is very large, as it is limited only by the tracking range of the receiving interferometer.
(b) In the range between two successive packets of interference, i.e. <Lcm provided the following
condition is satisfied:
(p l.,+3W) <AL 1 <[(p +1 )!,-3W]	 (2.30)
where W is the interference packet width. This condition ensures that the coherence signals gen-
erated in the sensing interferometer (or the matching receiving interferometer) are minimised. It
also ensures that the path-length imbalance of the combined interferometer of


















The working range of the system is limited by the properties of the multi-mode laser as indicated
by equation (2.30).
If the path-length imbalance of the sensing interferometer, EsL 1 , is adjusted such that p0
i.e its operating point is betyeen the zero and the first order of the interference packets, the optical
path-length imbalance of the sensing interferometer, can be as short as 200 microns. Due to the
limited number of oscillating modes, a very weak interference signal is produced within the
receiving interferometer alone. This signal is independent of the sensing interferometer, hence it
contributes noise to the final output of the system and limits the system resolution. As p
increases, the level of this interference signal decreases monotonically improving the system reso-
lution. Thus if LsL 1 is adjusted such that the operating point, of the sensing interferometer, lies
between the first and the second order of the interference packets, the system resolution will be
better than that obtained if the operating point is adjusted to lie between the zero and the first
order packets and so on.
From the above discussions it is clear that as LL 1 increases, the system resolution will con-
tinuously improve until the order of magnitude of the weak interference signal becomes compar-
able to the other sources of noise i.e. shot, intensity, electronic noises when the system's resolu-
tion will remain constant. In general the effects of the source frequency jitter will be negligible as
the path imbalance of the tandem interferometers remains small, [31], and the output correspond-
ing to the individual interferometers are very weak.
(2.7) Coherent multiplexing of interferometric sensors:
If a number of fibre-optic interferometric sensors are arranged so that their outputs are
returned back to the user via a common optical bus, then some method of distinguishing the
returns from different sensors must be used, so that the individual signal can be recovered. This
practical technique is known as multiplexing of optical sensors. Four basic methods have been
reported, they are time division, wavelength, frequency and coherent multiplexing [39-42]. The
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principle of coherence multiplexing is to construct a network of sensing interferometers, with dif-
ferent optical path-length imbalances. The optical path-length imbalance of each interferometer
must be significantly greater than the coherence length of the optical source used to illuminate the
system. Furthermore, the difference between the path-length imbalances of the sensors must be
greater than the source coherence length also to minimise the cross-talk between them. The phase
information of the sensors is recovered by balancing the path-difference of each sensing inter-
ferometer using a separate receiving interferometer for each sensor to allow parallel signal demul-
tiplexing, as discussed in the previous case of two tandem interferometers. A number of multi-
plexing configurations have been demonstrated by Brooks et el [42]. In applications where the
measurand varies slowly in time it is feasible to use a single receiving interferometer with large
tracking range such that it can be sequentially tuned to each sensor in the network [43]. There is a
very little data on the low frequency phase resolution obtained in coherence multiplexed systems,
however the tracking technique introduced in chapter (3) shows that a tracking resolution of about
1.6 mrad with auto-initialisation is possible for a single sensing interferometer [44]. This system
could possibly be developed for a sensor network for slowly vaiying measurands.
(2.8) Conclusion:
A theoretical study of white light interferometry and its applications in fibre-optic sensing
techniques has been reviewed. The advantage of using white light techniques is the ability to ini-
tialise the system, an increase in the unambiguous range and the independence from drifts in the
source wavelength. The basis of this technique is to measure the changes of the interference visi-
bility (fringe amplitude) together with the phase changes at the output interference signal of the
system, illuminated by a low coherence-length source. Multi-mode laser diode can be used as an
alternative to conventional low coherence-length source normally used in 'white light' inter-
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CHAPTER (3)
Coherent tuned fibre—optic sensing systems, with
extended range and self initialisation
(3.1) Introduction
We have seen that interferometric fibre optic sensors have, in general, limited unambiguous
operating range, hence they have had limited applicability for measurement of low frequency
measurands, such as temperature, strain and displacement, due to the problem of initialising the
system, i.e. should the interferometer be switched off, all information about the measured phase
will be lost and the new initial condition must be determined when the system is turned on again
[1 ,2}. As discussed in chapter (2), these problems are avoided in 'white light' interferometry,
where a broad band light source and a nearly balanced interferometer is used.
In this chapter, we describe the practical implementation of two similar methods which
exploit the technique of 'white light' interferometry. In the rst method, a Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer is locked to the maximum of the visibility function, which conesponds to a zero path-
length (phase) difference in the interferometer. In the second method, the interferometer is locked
to the quadrature point nearest to the position of maximum visibility; that is, a phase difference of
ir/2 rads. In both methods, a monomode laser diode, biased below threshold was used as a low
coherence-length source.
For both methods, the resolution is limited by the noise level present in the photodiode out-
puts. However, the resolution using the second method is markedly superior. This is because in
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the first method, one is locking to a turning point of a function (the variation of visibility with
path length) where the sensitivity is obviously small. The second method is essentiafly hybrid, in
that the servo first locates the position of maximum visibility, and then locates the nearest quadra-
ture point- thus effectively making a phase measurement However, the slope of intensity versus
path difference is a maximum at quadrature, so that the available resolution is greater. In practice,
we obtained a phase resolution of 5 mrad/& when locking to maximum visibility [3], and
0.26 mrad/ when locking to the first quadrature point. The second method possesses the
resolution of a true interferometer, but retains the wide measurement range associated with the
visibility function [4].
In the second part of the chapter we use a multi-mode laser diode as an alternative to the
low coherence-length sources. As discussed in chapter (2), the advantage of using these lasers is
to increase the signal to noise ratio, and hence the resolution of sensing systems. A system of two
tandem Michelson interferometers, linked by a monomode fibre is used as a remote displacement
sensor, where a phase resolution of about 5 .L rad /	 is obtained [5].
(3.2) Zero path-length tracking in FOIS; system initialisation:
(3.2.1) The signal processing technique:
In principle, a measurement of the absolute value of the interference visibility (or the fringe
amplitude) could be used to determine the order of the fringe being observed at the output of an
interferometer illuminated by a broad band source and hence the system could be initialised if it is
switched off and on again. In practice that is not the case, because many factors affect the value of
the visibility constant V0 and hence the absolute value of the visibility will not be a function of
the path-length imbalance oniy. If the visibility function is measured at a path-length imbalance
of AL relative to that corresponding to an imbalance of AL' , the dependence on the visibility
constant is cancelled and the ratio of the visibilities at the two positions is a function of their
path-length imbalances only (AL - AL'). Moreover the value of V(0) / V(AL) is greater than
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unity for all the values of i L ^ 0 . This means that whatever happens to the system, the max-
imum visibility (fringe amplitude ) always occurs when the optical path-length difference of the
interferometer is zero. This fact led to the idea of a simple scheme of signal processing, where a
measurand, with frequencies within the iracking band-width, acts on one ann of the interferome-
ter, the other, reference, arm is automatically adjusted to maintain the system at the point of max-
imum interference amplitude (visibility), which is a fixed position in a non-dispersive system.
The measurand is then determined from the signal fed back to the reference arm. The accuracy of
such a system is determined both by the accuracy with which the point of zero path-length imbal-
ance can be determined and how well characterised is the relationship between the feedback sig-
nal and the length of the reference arm.
(3.2.2) The experimental system:
The experimental arrangement, illustrated in figure (3-1), was used to demonstrate the pm-
ciple of tracking either the position of maximum interference visibility or the position of the first
quadrature point. It consisted of a Mach-Zelinder interferometer using both fibre and bulk optic
components. All-fibre-optic variants optimised for specific measurands are equally possible. A
laser diode Hitachi HL 7801E biased below threshold was used as a low coherence source,
illuminating the optical system with a mean operating wavelength of 790.3 nm. Equal lengths of
monomode optical fibre were used in making the signal and reference arms of the interferometer,
both were contained in a thermally insulated chamber to minimise environmental effects. A 10
cm length of the signal arm was contained inside a furnace. Two piezo-electric fibre stretchers
were deployed in the two arms of the interferometer. The two anti-phase outputs of the inter-
ferometer were detected and differentially amplified to reduce the intensity noise. The collimator
of the signal arm was mounted on a translation stage with a micro-meter to adjust the interferom-
eter to have a nearly zero optical path difference [6].
To measure the source auto-correlation function, a sinusoidal signal was applied to one of
the piezo-electric fibre stretchers, and adjusted to scan one complete interference fringe. The
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interference fringe amplitude (the AC output of the photocliodes ) was measured as a function of
the path length imbalance L , induced by the translation stage in steps of 5 Lm , about the posi-
tion of maximum interference amplitude, (where L =0 ). The measured values were normal-
ised relative to their maximum value, results are shown in figure (3-2). The e 1 reduction in the
values of the fringe amplitude determined the source coherence length to be approximately of
5OWn . The normalised values of the interference fringe amplitude (visibility ) represents the
absolute values of the auto-correlation function, which is an even function of L, such that the
negative side of the function is symmetrical about the vertical axis.
Using the least square fitting technique, the source normalised auto-correlation function can
be described, near L 0 , with the quadratic function:
ty11 (L)I =a+b(EL/L)-I-c(LLIL) 2	(3.1)
where a = 1.0 , b = - 0.84579705 and c = 0.19758684, LiL is measured in J.un and L =50gm
This function is plotted also in the same figure.
(3.2.3) Maximum visibility location method:
Using the micro-translation stage, the optical path-length of the reference arm of the Mach-
Zehnder interferometer is adjusted to be slightly shorter than that of the sensing arm. Then the
electronic servo was used to apply a feedback voltage to the piezo-electric fibre stretcher deployed
in the reference arm (PZT-1) to increase the optical path-length of this arm and hence to locate the
position of the zero path-length imbalance of the interferometer as follows:
A saw-tooth (ramp) voltage with a frequency of I kHz was applied to the piezo-electric fibre
stretcher in the sensing arm (PZT-2). The amplitude of the applied voltage was sufficient to drive
the interferometer over one fringe per cycle. The differential outputs from the photodiodes were
then band pass filtered at I lcHz, giving a sinusoidal output with an amplitude proportional to the
fringe amplitude, A. This signal serves as the input to the servo system. The servo acts by apply-













Figure (3-1) The optical arrangement used to demonstrate the tracking systems.
00	 20	 40	 0	 50	 100
L[p.m]
Figure (3-2) : The normalised auto-correlation function of the light emitted from the laser
diode, Hitachi HL 7801E (biased below threshold), as a function of the interferometer path-length imbalance.
I = 38.5 met, 1th = 42mA; * * * : measured points, solid curve : least square fitting.
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The servo operates in two stages. Firstly, the voltage is incremented unidirectionally in
steps corresponding to path changes of about /4, so causing the fringe amplitude to increase.
When the amplitude has just passed through its maximum this coarse phase is inhibited and the
second phase is initiated, the voltage applied to the PZT at the termination of phase-i is main-
tained. The second stage operates bidirectionally applying additional voltage steps equivaient to
?J240, until the amplitude is maximised. The second stage of the servo continues to operate in
order to maintain the path imbalance to zero, and so compensate phase changes produced by an
applied measurand. A schematic diagram of the electronic feedback servo is shown in figure (3-3
a). Figure (3-3 b) shows the form of the servo output and the corresponding path-length imbal -
ance at each value of the servo output, the circuit diagram of the feedback servo is discussed in
appendix (A).
The value of the measurand is therefore found from the voltage applied by the servo to the
fibre stretcher, PZT-l. Moreover, this quantity is also available, in digital form, at the outputs of
the digital counters used to control the feedback voltage, given that the relative size of the voltage
steps is known accurately.
The accuracy with which the position of zero path-length imbalance can be determined is
set by the noise floor at the input of the electronic servo used to maximise the observed fringe
amplitude as well as the source auto-correlation function. If the level of this noise is (n), within
the band-width of the servo, then the minimum detectable change of the optical path-length
i	 about the zero position, is estimated as follows:
From equation (2.8) the amplitude of the AC signal at the output of the photodetectors (S) may be
written as:
S = a A
=c1 A0 I'y11 (zL)I
	
(3.2)
where a is the conversion factor for optical power to electrical voltage for the photodetector and










Figure (3-3 a) Block diagram of the first (maximum visibility tracking ) digital servo.
0
Figure (3-3 b) : The form of the servo feedback digital signal. The first stage of the
servo locates the point (1) and then the second stage continuously tracks the point (0).
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the central interference fringe. The minimum change (reduction) in the photodetector outputs to
be detected by the servo equals the level of the noise floor (n) and hence the minimum detectable









where - is the inverse of the signal to noise ratio at the output of the differential amplifier,
where the interferometer is balanced.
(3.2.4) Testing the system as a low frequency sensor:
The system was used to demonstrate the interferometer as a displacement and strain sensor.
For displacement measurements the position of the collimator of the sensing arm was moved with
respect to the beam splitter in steps of 5 p.m . The feedback voltage to the PZT-1, balancing the
interferometer, was recorded by re-triggering the servo each time, the results are shown in figure
(3-4). The ability of the servo for continuous tracking, of low frequency measurands, was then
demonstrated by using the interferometer as a strain sensor. A strain was induced in the sensing
arm by applying a slow varying voltage to PZT-2, this was successfully tracked by the servo as
shown in figure (3-5). The effectiveness of the tracking system is shown in figure (3-6) where the
upper trace shows the AC signal (interference amplitude) before the servo is applied and the
lower trace shows the level of the signal after the servo has maximised the interference amplitude
(near zero path-length imbalance).
The practical resolution of the method, of locking to maximum visibility, may be estimated
as follows : The band-width of the filter used after differential amplification of the photodiode
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Figuie (3-4): Output voltage of the first servo against displacement.
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Figure (3-5) : Output voltage of the first servo against strain.
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the measured signal to noise ratio was 85.6 dB. This value may be converted to a phase resolution
by using equation (3.4), which yields a phase resolution of 24.3 mrads. This value in turn, limits
the minimum useful path-length increment in the high accuracy stage of the servo, which was
therefore chosen of about 25 mrads.
(3.3) The first quadrature tracking technique:
(3.3.1) The signal processing scheme:
One of the most effective techniques to recover the input signal, modulating the relative
phase (md) in a two-beam interferometric sensors, is the active homodyne technique, introduced
by Jackson et el [7].
In this technique a fibre stretcher is incorporated into the reference arm of the interferome-
ter. It forms part of a servo feedback ioop to maintain the interferometer locked to one of its
points of maximum sensitivity, corresponding to Pd = (2q - 1) t/2 , where q is an integer. At
these points, known as quadrature points, the two anti-phase outputs of a Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometers are equal and hence their differential output is zero [8].
As discussed in chapter (1), a practical servo system will have a finite gain band-width pro-
duct thus two forms of outputs are available from this system depending on whether the
measurand frequencies are higher or lower than the band-width of the servo electronics. When the
frequencies are lower the output of the system is taken from the feedback loop (high gain band-
width mode output). The variations in 4d caused by the measurand are cancelled by controlling
the reference arm. When the measurand frequencies are much higher than the band-width of the
servo system, the variations in 4d are no longer compensated for by the servo system and the out-
put is measured at the photodetector differential output as an error signal (low gain band-width
mode output). The servo system merely acts to maintain the mean phase of the interferometer at
a quadrature point, compensating only for slow drifts in the phase caused by environmental
changes. The system may be considered linear for small amplitude high frequency measurands,
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such that 4d 1, [1].
The tracking range of the system is limited by the maximum (allowable) range of the corn-
pensating element (the fibre stretcher and the elastic properties of the fibre, in case of fibre inter-
ferometer). Because of this limited tracking range, the system needs frequent resetting, a simple
servo, as that discussed in section (1.3.2), will in general lock to any quadrature point rather than
the specified 'first quadrature point' on resetting. Such a sensor therefore has an unambiguous
range constrained by the tracking limits. In addition each time the system is switched on it needs
initialisation because the order of the quadrature point (the integer q ) may take any value [9].
In our system we developed an active homodyne signal processing technique to lock the
interferometer to the quadrature point nearest to the position of maximum visibility with negative
slope; that is, where the phase difference between the signal and the reference arms is exactly ic/2
radians. This happens when q = 1, hence it may be called the first quadrature point. Each time this
system is switched on, or reset, it locks to the same quadrature point, the system then has the
capability of self-initialisation. This technique possesses the high resolution of phase measure-
ment, but retains the extended range associated with active homodyne technique of signal pro-
cessing and the self initialisation of white light techniques.
(3.3.2) First quadrature location method:
This method represents a development of the previous one. The same optical configuration,
shown in figure (3-1) was used to demonstrate the idea of first quadrature location and phase
tracking, to maintain the system at the 'q = 1' quadrature point. In these experiments the ramp
signal was disconnected and the feedback servo replaced with the version designed for first qua-
drature location. It employs a modified form of the two stage digital servo described previously,
followed by a third analogue stage. The operation is as follows: after reset, the first stage rapidly
decrements the path-length difference, of the interferometer, in steps slightly less than Xi4 gen-
erating a series of interference fringes of increasing amplitude. The envelope of this signal is
monitored and used to locate the point of maximum interference amplitude as discussed before
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(section 3.2.3). At this point, just beyond the maximum amplitude the up counter (in the first
stage) is inhibited maintaining the interferometer at this near maximum point, then the second
stage controls the optical path-length difference of the system. The operation of the second stage
however is different to that described previously. This time it operates unidirectionally in steps of
7J240, and acts not to maximise the visibility, but to equate the photodetector outputs-that is, to
locate the first quadrature point. The visibility function is symmetrical; hence, to avoid ambiguity,
the quadrature point is always approached from the same direction. The interferometer is then
continuously locked to this point using an integrator. In principle the system could be kept at qua-
drature by operating the second counter in a closed loop Up/Down mode, however the digital
noise associated with continuous switching of the counter would give rise to a significantly higher
noise level. The output of the integrator is superimposed on the total feedback voltage to ensure
that the system is locked at this point. If the tracking range limits of the integrator are approached,
then the process is reset automatically, and the first quadrature point is located as before. A
schematic diagram of the electronic feedback servo is shown in figure (3-7), where the position of
the first quadrature point is illustrated, the complete circuit diagram of the servo is discussed in
appendix (B).
In this system a low band-width integrator was used ( with a corner frequency of about 120
Hz ). It was therefore possible to measure slowly varying measurands, such as temperature,
directly from the feedback voltage. Rapidly varying low amplitude measurands were determined
directly from the error voltage [7].
In this method, the visibility measurement is used only to locate the central fringe; a second
stage of operation then locks to the nearest quadrature point. It is therefore only necessary for the
visibility measurement to have an equivalent spectral resolution of < ?J4 . It is evident that the
longer the coherence length of the source, the poorer the resolution of the path length measure-
ment. The required resolution of X/4 therefore sets an upper limit on the coherence length,
Lcm, of the source which can be used. In fact, from equation (3.4), this limit is given by:
n- < 1i Yii(? ./4,Lcm) I	 (3.5)so
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Figure (3-6) : Fringe amplitude before (upper trace) and
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Figure (3-7) : Block diagram of the second ( first quadrature tracking) servo.
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where I y O/4 , L max) I represents the auto-correlation function of the source at path-length
imbalance of ?w'4. Once the central fringe has been located, the phase resolution within which the
quadrature point may be found is set by the noise floor at the input of the integrator of the servo
used to locate the first quadrature point, which may be calculated using equation (1.8), indepen-
dent of the resolution of the digital stages of the servo. This is true because the value of the
nieasurand is again given by the voltage applied to the PZT-1. However in this case the feedback
voltage is a summation of the first and second stages digital outputs and the output of the third
analogue stage (V = V 1 + V2+ V ), such that the value of the analogue voltage compensates
any error caused by the the first stage due to its lower resolution.
(3.3.3) Testing the system as a DC and AC sensor:
The optical system shown in figure (3-1) with its first quadrature tracking servo, was used to
demonstrate the concept of a fibre optic temperature sensor. Part of the fibre forming the sensing
arm was heated in a variable temperature furnace, both the temperature of the furnace (measured
with a thermocouple) and the feedback voltage to the PZT-1 tracking the point of first quadrature
were then recorded. The A.C. resolution of the interferometer was also measured, by comparing
the noise level to an A.C. signal generated by sinusoidally straining part of the fibre arms over a
known amount ( with amplitude corresponds to 0.56 optical radians).
The resolution of the system was estimated, as is usual in an active homodyne system, from
the magnitude of the D.C. noise floor in the interferometer output and the voltage corresponding
to the fringe amplitude. The r.m.s. noise floor was approximately 15.4 mV at the output of the
differential amplifier, while the central fringe amplitude equalled 5.5 V, corresponding to a phase
resolution of 2.8 m rad ( calculated from equation (1.8)) giving a temperature resolution of 0.33
mK. Representative data are shown in figure (3-8), in which the total feedback voltage applied by
the electronic servo is shown against the temperature of the sensing fibre present inside the fur-
nace. The system was deliberately reset, to illustrate the capability of the servo to return back to
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Figure (3-8) Output voltage of the second servo against temperature.
Figure (3-9) : Spectrum of the photodiode output, illustrating an AC signal
detected by the interferometer when it was locked at the first quadrature point.
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as a low gain band-width mode output where a small amplitude signal( 0.56 radians ) was applied
as an AC strain using the fibre stretcher present in the signal arm.
(3.4) System noise, limitations and possible developments:
It is instructive to consider the fundamental limits of the phase resolution available using
the either method, as set by the photodetector shot noise. In our experiments, the mean optical
power at the output of each port of the interferometer was about 73.4 nW. The measured visibility
of the central fringe ( v0 in these experiments was 0.75. This value is less than unity due to the
polarisation mismatch between the recombining beams. Using this value for the visibility, the
photo diode current, Ii,,, with the system locked to the position of zero path-length imbalance,
Ime (1 + V0 ), was 64.23 nA. The theoretical photodiode shot-noise current ( bIi ) is 14.34
fA (HZy"2 , hence the corresponding signal to noise ratio, within the 25 Hz band-width, is 91.68
dB. The dark current level at the output of each photodiode was about -125 dB, thus the noise
level due to both effects may be estimated as: n1 = /(5)2 + (fld)2 , where n and d are the levels
of the shot and dark current noise respectively. The theoretical limited signal to noise ratio is
89.61 dB. Using equation (3.1) this may be converted to a phase resolution of about 16 mrad (
3.2 mrad (Hz"2 ) which may be compared with the experimentally obtained value of 24.3
mrad.
For the second method, in which the interferometer was locked to the first quadrature point,
the mean photodiode current was 37 nA. This corresponds to a shot-noise limited phase resolu-
tion of 87 pzad for the 120 Hz bandwidth of the analogue servo system used ( 8j.trad (Hz"2).
The rather poorer 2.8 mrad resolution obtained in practice is thought to arise from source and
environmental low frequency noise.
As noted in the theory section, there is an upper limit on coherence length of the source that
can be used in the technique of locking to the first quadrature point. The coherence length must be
sufficiently short that the central fringe can be unambiguously identified by its visibility. The
upper limit may be calculated from equation (3.1), and using the noise level observed in our
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experiments, this implies L <3.2 mm. It is clear that this condition is comfortably exceeded by
the source used in practice, for which	 50 .un.
The accuracy of the techniques we have described here are fundamentally limited by the
accuracy of the path length compensating iransducer. The piezo-electric fibre stretcher was used
for reasons of convenience and availability; but is not the optimum choice, particularly since it is
hysteretic. However, transducers having a positional accuracy better than 1 urn (for example) are
available as standard commercial products; such as the Digital Piezo Transducer (DPT). It has no
hysteresis and a claimed long term stability of less than 1 urn per day [11]. An alternative
approach which offers even greater accuracy is to measure the path length change produced by the
transducer using an auxiliary interferometer illuminated by a high stability laser, as described by
Bosselmann [12].
To summarise, the chief advantage of the technique presented here is that it allows a
measurand induced phase modulation in an interferometer to be determined unambiguously over
a wide range. Furthermore, the interferometer is always returned to exactly the same phase value
whenever it is switched on. This is in contrast to other methods in which the order of interference
is generally undetermined. Moreover, because the interferometer is operated with a zero path
imbalance, the wavelength of the source is unimportant. There is a slight dependence on
wavelength when locking to the first quadrature point, but the effect remains insignificant for phy-
sically reasonable wavelength drifts. This is unlike conventional interferometers where usually
only the fractional fringe information is determined, and not the fringe number, so that the total
phase en-or is proportional not to the fractional wavelength change A / X, but to the product of
the fringe number and A 2J ? [13].
The signal to noise ratio of this system is lower than that reported for typical interferometric
sensors using a lasing source because of the significantly lower power coupled into the fibre from
the laser diode, biased below threshold. This problem may be solved as follows:
After locking the system to the first quadrature point, an electronic circuit may be designed to
increase the laser diode injection current very gently, passing through the threshold level. The
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feedback servo will apply a small DC voltage to the interferometer, to keep it locked to the same
quadrature point. This voltage may be considered as a fixed error in the total feedback voltage,
representing the measurand. When the tracking range of the servo is about to be exceeded and just
before the system resets the electronic circuit is used to decrease the injection current to the first
level again, below threshold, to locate the first quadrature point. If this concept could be realised
in practice it would be very useful, because the interferometer would be locked at a position of
maximum sensitivity with an output signal of much higher signal to noise ratio and very low
phase noise, as A L = ? /4, [14] and very high long term system stability. As an example, if the
source frequency changes within ± 10 Ghz, the corresponding phase will drift with ±42 nrads.
We believe that this technique could be applied with advantage in multiplexed inter-
ferometric sensor arrays. A receiving interferometer containing a path length modulator would be
used to address a number of remote interferometers, such as fibre Fabry-Perots [15]. The sensing
interferometers would have path imbalances which differed from each other by much more than
the coherence length of the source. The digital to analogue converter in the processing electronics
would then apply a path imbalance in the receiving interferorneter equal to the nominal imbalance
of j :h sensing interferometer. The servo would then lock to exactly balance the receiving and
sensing interferometers (or lock to the first quadrature point). The signal applied to the path
length modulator then represents the phase of the sensing interferometer. An advantage of this
approach is that the sensing interferometers would be entirely passive.
(3.5) A coherent tuned sensor based upon a multi-mode laser diode:
(3.5.1) Introduction:
In chapter (2), we have shown that by using a multi-mode laser diode, with specific proper-
ties it is possible to replace the low power low coherence-length sources normally used in 'white
light' systems, where more optical power may be coupled into the fibre, hence improving the sys-
tern resolution. In this section we verify this concept experimentally by using a 5 mW multi-mode
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semiconductor laser diode, Mutsubishi (ML4406) to illuminate a sensing system consisting of
two Michelson interferometers linked by a monomode fibre.
(3.5.2) Experimental verification:
Prior to setting up the tandem interferometric system it was established that a launching
efficiency of order of 10 % could be achieved with 5p. m core, monomode, optical fibre. At laser
cm-rent of 80 mA the optical spectrum of the light emerging from the fibre was measured using
the optical spectrum analyser ( MS 9001 Bi ), which is shown in figure (3-10).
Thelaser was used to illuminate the optical system, shown in figure (3-11). Its output was
collimated and launched into the input port of an optical fibre directional coupler. The sensing
interferometer was connected to one of the output ports of the coupler via a few meters of fibre.
The output beam was collimated with a lens which also served as an auto-collimator to collect the
output signal from the sensing interferometer. This light was then transferred by the input fibre to
SPECTRUM	 89.07-28 15:34
lOOnw'div HI-S	 AUR	 1hi.............................................................................................
0.7789	 0.7839	 0.7889
RES 0-mm	 mm/div
Figure (3-10) Optical spectrum of the light emetting from the multi-mode
laser diode Mitsubishi (ML-4406), as measured under CW-mode operation.
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the receiving interferometer via the directional coupler. The mean output power detected at the
output of the receiving interferometer was 6 pW. The output fibre from the other output port of
the coupler was cleaved at an angle and placed into an index matching gel to avoid reflections.
The sensing interferometer was a bulk-optic Michelson interferometer with one of its mir-
rors mounted on a micro-translation stage, TS-i, the second mirror was mounted on a piezo-
electric transducer, to permit fine control of the interferometer path-length imbalance. The other
output of the sensing interferometer was detected by photo-detector (PD-i) , enabling the source
auto-correlation function to be determined. The receiving interferometer was a Michelson with
similar features. The output of the two tandem interferometers was detected by photo-detector
(PD-2) in order to study the performance of the system acting as a simple remote displacement
sensor.
To measure the source auto-correlation function, the sensing interferometer was adjusted
until it was nearly balanced. A sinusoidal signal was then applied to the PZT-i and its amplitude
set such as to scan one complete interference fringe. The interferometer was finely balanced using
the translation stage and the PZT. The interference fringe visibility was measured as a function of
the path-length imbalance AL1.
To study the performance of the system with the interferometers in tandem, a sinusoidal sig-
nal was applied to the second PZT, in the receiving interferometer. The path-length imbalance of
the sensing interferometer was adjusted to be = 0.5 l,.,. The path length imbalance of the receiv-
ing interferometer (AL 2 ) was then adjusted to match the path-length imbalance of the sensing
interferometer (AL i). This was accomplished as follows: the path-length imbalance of the receiv-
ing interferometer was adjusted via a translation stage ( TS-2 ) and set such that it corresponded
to the point in the transfer function just before the position of maximum visibility. A feedback
servo was next used to apply a feedback voltage to PZT-2 locking the tandem system at the first
quadrature point nearest to this position of maximum visibility. With the system locked, signal to
noise ratio measurements were then made with the system operating in this mode. As the receiv-



































necessary to measure this noise in order to make a more accurate accessment of the overall noise
of the system.
To measure the amplitude of the interference signal produced only in the receiving inter-
ferometer, the servo loop output was disconnected and with the path-length imbalance of the
receiving interferometer kept virtually constant, the path-length imbalance of the sensing inter-
ferometer was then increased such that it was more than 20 times the laser cavity length (l ) and
set so as not to coincide with one of the 2P1c resonances. During these measurements care was
taken to maintain the mean output level of the whole system unchanged. This procedure ensures
that no interference signals will be produced due to the sensing interferometer or the two inter-
ferometers in tandem. The intensity noise associated with the movement of PZT-2 was also meas-
ured simply by blocking off the other mirror of the Michelson receiving interferometer. The per-
formance, of the system, was measured for a range of values of AL 1 corresponding to
1.5 l, 2.5 l, 3.5 l	 etc.
Finally to demonstrate the system acting as a simple remote displacement sensor, the path-
length imbalance AL 1 was adjusted to one of the 'n' operating points, in this case n = 10
equivalent to AL 1 20.5 l 22.87 mm. The receiving interferometer was then adjusted to re-
balance the system which was kept locked at the first quadrature point as discussed in section
(3.2). A small displacement signal was next applied to the sensing interferometer by applying a
slowly increasing voltage to PZT-1. The corresponding feedback voltage applied by the servo in
the receiving interferometer, to maintain the system locked at the same quadrature point, was
measured as a ftnction of the input displacement.
(3.5.3) Performance:
Figure (3-12 a,b ) illustrates the absolute value of the source auto-correlation function
(interference visibility) as measured verses the interferometer path-length imbalance. Figure (
3-12 a) shows the location of the sets of interference packets and their peak values for a range of
path-length imbalances between 0 - 28 mm. As the auto-correlation function is an even function
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of A L ,the complete function may be obtained by reflecting it about the vertical axis. The varia-
tion of the fringe visibility, of the central interference packet verses the path-length imbalance (in
steps of 10 interference fringes = 7.84 J.un), is illustrated in figure (3-12 b), these results resemble
that obtained by Grattan et el for the Sharp laser diode' Sharp LTO-23-MDO' [16]. Using a least
square fitting technique, the visibility function of the central packet may be represented as:
V(AL)=a+b(AL)+c(AL) 2, where a = 0.942241606, b = —4.7652716x10 3 and c =
—2.45009707x10 5 , where AL is measured in p.m . This function is plotted also in figure (3-12
b).
Figure (3-13 a) shows the variation of the mean noise floor of the two tandem interferome-
ters compared with the residual interference signal, produced in the receiving interferometer
alone. It can be seen ,from the figure that the level of the system noise is much higher than the
level of the mean noise floor when AL 1 is small i.e. about 10.8 dB for AL 1 =0.5! and
decreases gradually as AL 1 increases. For values of AL 1 > 20 l the overall system noise
approaches the minimum value associated with the receiving interferometer. These values were
measured with a system band-width of 477.5 Hz. The corresponding phase resolution of the sys-
tem varies in a similar fashion from = 2.19x10rad/J for AL 1 = 0.5 l to better than
5p. radf"i as AL 1 > 20 l as shown in figure (3-13 b). This value is very close to the theoret-
ical limit of 2.8 p. rad/	 set by the photo-detector shot noise, the difference may be attributed
to the electronic noise in the system.
The output voltage of the feedback servo , applied to PZT-2, is plotted verses the displace-
ment of the mirror of the sensing interferometer in figure (3-14) for a displacement range of 28
microns, the displacement resolution of the system was ^ 6.24x 103m.
From the data shown in figure (3-13 a), it can be seen that the path-length difference
between each successive interference packets is 2.231 mm, thus the laser cavity length is about
1.116 mm, and the mode separation is 134.4 GHz. The peak value of the central packet of
interference is much larger than the successive interference packets, this indicates that a consider-
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Figure (3-12) : The multi-mode laser diode normalised auto-correlation function;
(a) : location and peak values of the sets of interference packets,
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(a) : The variation of the mean noise floor of the two tandem interferometers compared
with the residual interference signal due to the receiving interferometer.
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Figure (3-14) : The output voltage of the second feedback servo against
the displacement of the mirror of the sensing interferorneter.
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effect on the observed laser spectrum, this is also clear in the laser spectrum as shown in figure
(3.10).
The interference packet width, W, is nearly 85 m , this effective coherence length is
sufficiently short to satisfy the necessary condition to locate the central interference fringe, as dis-
cussed in equation (3.5). According to the criterion set by equation (2.30), the permitted working
range between two successive packets is nearly 0.6 mm; the corresponding dynamic range is
= 9.7x108.
In principle, for AL 1	 the system resolution is independent of either the sensor path-
length or the source wavelength stability. Practically when the sensor length is increased the
matched optical path-length imbalance of the receiving interferometer will also increase. In this
case the system long-term stability will depend critically on the stability of the receiving inter-
ferometer. Hence it must be contained in a highly stabilised environment and designed carefully
using materials with very low expansion coefficients. Moreover the piezo-electric transducer,
deployed in the receiving interferometer, must be very stable; such as the Digital Piezo Trans-
ducer referenced in section (3.4).
(3.6) Conclusions:
A signal processing technique has been developed for fibre optic interferometric sensors
illuminated by low coherence-length sources. In this technique, the system is locked either to the
position of max interference visibility or to the first quadrature point. Such a sensor, based on the
second technique, therefore has the full resolution of a conventional interferometer, but has the
major advantage of an unambiguous operating point. We have demonstrated the first technique
for slowly varying measurands and the second technique both for slowly varying and periodic
measurands. The use of multi-mode laser diodes as an alternative to the low power low
coherence-length sources normally used in 'white light' systems was demonstrated. The main
advantage being that as more optical power is coupled into the system, the overall resolution may
be improved by a factor of 100 times or more.
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CHAPTER (4)
A hemispherical air cavity fibre Fabry—Perot sensor:
applications to temperature measurement
(4.1) Introduction
The general advantages of fibre optic sensors have been discussed in chapter (1), the intro-
duction of the systems into the general measurement field has been relatively slow because of the
inherent difficulties in mass-producing sensing systems of this type.
The most basic form of the monomode fibre optic sensor is the two beam interferometer,
which may be of the Mach-Zehnder [1], Michelson [2] or low-finesse fibre Fabry-Perot [3]
configuration. In each case, the transduction mechanism is the phase modulation of the fibre
guided beam. The disadvantage of the first two configurations, for example when they are used as
temperature sensors, is the presence of the extra fibre which serves as the reference arm and which
tends to increase the system sensitivity to unwanted environmental perturbations, especially when
operated remotely. Significant advantages are offered by employing reflective Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometers. They are truly remote in that the signal is not corrupted by any perturbations occur-
ring along the fibre lead section and the measurand can be localised by reducing the length of the
Fabry-Perot sensing element to almost a point sensors. Although the fibre Fabry-Perot interferom-
eter has been used successfully as a remote temperature sensor [4], a number of problems limit its
applicability. These difficulties arise from the use of an optical fibre sensing element, as the
dependence of optical path length on temperature is not well characterised. This is because the
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thermal properties of the fibre will therefore vary from batch to batch, so that it is difficult to
fabricate many sensors with the same specification, and it is generally necessary to calibrate each
one. Also, these thermal properties may change over a period of time, thus necessitating periodic
re-calibration. In a fibre sensing element, the change of optical path length with temperature arises
chiefly from the temperature dependence of the refractive index.
The concept of a sensing air cavity addressed remotely via an optical fibre link is one of the
simplest solutions to have a highly stable sensing element. Many authors introduced this idea in
their reflective, intensity modulation, sensing systems to measure temperature or pressure [5,6].
The basic principle of these sensors is based upon the use of an air cavity at the end of a multi-
mode fibre link, with a reflecting baffle forming the other end of the cavity; the measurand
induced deflection of the reflecting baffle modulates the intensity of the light reflected, and hence
re-captured by the fibre. This light is monitored remotely and processed in comparison with a
reference light signal from the same optical source, ideally the source should have a low coher-
ence length to avoid additional intensity modulation via interference. There are presently several
pressure sensors based on this technology, some of them are fully microprocessor controlled and
targeted at the medical applications [7]. It is well known that the sensitivity of these sensors,
based on light intensity modulation, is much worse than that reported for interferometric sensing
systems [8].
Air spaced Fabry-Perot interferometers have been demonstrated for several measurands, an
acoustic sensor based on an air cavity Fabiy-Perot interferometer has been described in which the
sensor head was constructed at the end of a single-mode optical fibre, where a coated diaphragm
formed the far end of the Fabry-Perot sensing interferometer [9]. A different variation of an
open-path Fabry-Perot interferometric sensor with a monomode fibre lead, for measuring tern-
perature in a gas flow and steam turbine, has also been reported, here the sensing cavity length
was about 2 cm [10]. In these systems it was necessary to use a collimating lens to re-focus the
reflected beam, from the far end of the interferometer, into the monomode fibre core. This lens
introduces an excess optical path-length inside the sensing interferometer, which may be a source
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of erroneous phase changes, superimposed on the true phase of the signal. It may also restrict the
working range of the sensor itself, for example the maximum working temperature. Another pos-
sibility is to use very short Fabry-perot cavities ( shorter than 200 llm), this is not suitable for
many applications and signal processing techniques [111.
In this chapter we have developed a novel interferometric sensor, based on fibre optic tech-
nology, in which the sensing element is a miniaturised hemispherical air-spaced Fabry-Perot
interferometer, addressed via a monomode optical fibre. This sensor does not require any optical
components to be installed inside the cavity because the spherical reflector, forming the second
mirror of the interferometer, is matched, in curvature, the wave-front of the Gaussian beam
ejected from the fibre end ensuring very efficient re-launching of the light back into the fibre. As
will be seen, the nature of the interferometer's transfer function enables us to control the value of
the interference visibility. This can be used to produce many interferometers with the same
specifications. Moreover the radius of curvature of the spherical reflector can be freely chosen,
increasing the flexibility in design over range and resolution. The hemispherical Fabry-Perot air
cavity enables one to design fibre-optic based sensors for displacement, refractive index or tem-
perature measurements (section (4.5) ). The interferometer can be designed to serve as a micro-
phone, a miniature accelerometer or a Contact vibration sensor ( chapters 5 and 6 ). As the sensing
element is so compact, this arrangement effectively combines the advantages of the fibre optic
sensor with the reproducibility of a conventional interferometer.
(4.2) The hemispherical Fabry-Perot interferometer, illuminated by a coherent source:
(4.2.1) Optical arrangement and transfer function:
The optical configuration and details of the hemispherical air cavity Fabry-Perot sensor are
shown in figure (4.1-a). A spherical reflecting surface, with radius of curvature (R), was used as
the outer mirror of the air cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer, while the inner mirror of the inter-
ferometer was formed by the fibre face itself.













Kogelnik's ABCD ray transfer matrix formalism 12,13] which describes the propagation of
Gaussian beams. The transfer matrix of the hemispherical cavity is calculated using its equivalent
lens representation, as shown in figure(4.1-b). The spherical mirror is replaced by a lens, with the
same focal length (f = R/2), where the lens spacing, from the fibre end, is the same as the mirror
spacing (d). The ray paths through the two structures are the same except that the ray pattern is
folded in the actual system and unidirectional in the equivalent configtiration, such that the fibre
end, in the actual system, is replaced by two fibre ends, one serves as a transmitter and the other
as a receiver. The transfer matrix, T , is calculated by multiplying the transfer matrices of the opt-
ical components forming the equivalent configuration, such that:
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where d is the length of the air cavity and R is the radius of curvature of the curved reflecting sur-
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(a) : The hemispherical air-cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer.










axis even after many transits between the fibre end and the spherical mirror [13], is that:
R
	 (4.8)
To a good approximation, the beam emerging from the fibre into the cavity has a Gaussian
irradiance profile of diameter equal to that of the fibre core, and may hence be described by the
factor q 1 [14], where:
1	 1
- R 1 -
	 (4.9)
R 1 is the radius of curvature of the wave-front of the emerging beam (R 1 =o),W 1 is the beam
width, which approximately equals to the core diameter of the fibre W0 , I	 and X is the
wavelength of the light.
After transformation by the ABCD matrix, the beam is described by the parameter q2,
where:
To a good approximation, the fraction of the optical power recaptured by the fibre is given by:
where W2 is the width of the reflected beam at the fibre face, assuming the reflectivity of the
..L_....L	 i?curved surface to be unity (	 ). From the foregoing, it can be proved that:
q 2 - R 2 - 7cW
1
___ 2 2
w2 =w0 [A2+(	 2	 (4.12)
and hence:
4d 4d2	 42 d4	 -1
G(d)=[1----+----+ 24 (--------+d2)] 	 (4.13)
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Figure (4.2) illustrates a plot of the function G against the cavity length (d) for different
values of the radius of curvature of the outer mirror for the air spaced cavity. It is clear that the
intensity reflected back to the fibre decreases rapidly with cavity length when two plane surfaces
form the cavity (R = o ). This behaviour is markedly different from the case when the Fabry-
Perot is in the form of a monomode fibre, where the optical power is guided inside the fibre and
hence the reflected intensity is independent of mirror separation. For planoconcave cavities two
peaks in reflectance are observed. The first peak corresponds to d = 0 and the second corresponds
to matching the radius of curvature of the emerging wave-front of the Gaussian beam with that of
the mirror; this occurs when the cavity length nearly equals the radius of curvature of the mirror.
If r 1 and r 2 are the intensity reflection coefficients of the fibre end and the curved surface
respectively, then the intensities reflected from these two surfaces ( I i "2 ) are:
I i =r 1 I
	
(4.14)
'2 =r 2 (1 —r 1 )2 G(d)1 1 	 (4.15)
where I is the intensity of the incident light.
If the source of light illuminating the cavity is coherent, i.e. the source coherence length is
much longer than the cavity length, interference will occur between light reflected from the fibre
face and that reflected from the curved surface. As the reflectivities, of both the fibre end and the
mirror, are low (for example, r 1 ^ 0.04 ), higher order reflections may be neglected. The sensing
element may be regarded as a two beam interferometer with the familiar transfer function:
'D —1 k [r j +r 2 (1—r j )2 G(d)] x [1 ±VCos i cI(t)]	 (4.16)




where n is the refractive index of the medium filling the cavity (nl for air). The visibility (V)
is a function of the reflectivities (rj and r 2 ) and the cavity length (d). Neglecting polarisation
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r 1 +r 2 (l—r 1 )2 G(d)
The variation of the calculated visibility, V(d), with the cavity length is shown in figure (4.3). The
radius of curvature is taken to be 5 mm. The visibility is plotted for r 2 0.0434, 0.1, and 0.8 with
r 1 = 0.04 . The figure shows that for r 2 = 0.0434, the value of r 2 (1—r 1 )2 = r 1 and then I equals
'2 where G 1. Hence the visibility is maximum (equals unity ) near the confocal position,
where d = R, within a range of about ±50 pin. Because G(d) is nearly an even function in the
neighbourhood of d = R, then as I d-R I increases, G(d) decreases. As G(d) decreases, '2 will be
smaller than I 1 and hence the visibility will decrease. The situation is different for r 2 > r1
because at G(d) = 1, the intensity I is much less than '2 and hence the visibility is less than
unity. As I d-R I increases, G(d) decreases and hence the value of '2 . At two positions d 1 and d2,
far from d = R, the value of r 2 (1—r 1 )2 G(d 12 ) = r 1 and then the visibility becomes unity. The
position of maximum visibility with shorter d is preferred as an operating point for the inter-
ferometer because the condition of the cavity stability, equation (4.5), is satisfied. The interfer-
ence visibility will remain nearly unity within a range of the same order as the first case and then
it decreases with further increase of I d - R I. Practically the value of the maximum visibility is
less than unity due to the slight difference of the polarisation states of the two interfered beam as
a result of their reflection from two different surfaces.
(4.2.2) Fabrication of the sensing element:
A number of Fabry-Perot sensing elements were constructed, in which two different tech-
niques were successfully used to form the outer mirror. In the first technique, the mirror was
formed by solidifying molten solder on the end of a capillary tube. In the second, the curved
reflector was formed by pressing a steel sphere( ball bearing ) into an aluminium surface. A rela-
tively low reflectivity mirror is enough for this configuration as it is necessary to match the
reflectivity of the fibre end so that the visibility of the interferometer is maximised.
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Figure (4-2) The function ( G) against the cavity length (d)
* * * : R = oo, solid curves R = 5, 8 mm respectively.
Figure (4-3) : The variation of the visibility against the cavity length.
solid : r 2 = 0.0434, circles: r 2 = 0.1 and squares: r 2 = 0.8
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In the first technique, a capillary tube, whose internal diameter provided a sliding fit for the
jacketed fibre ( approximated 0.25 mm outer diameter), was dipped into a container of molten
solder and withdrawn. During solidification a reasonable reflecting surface was obtained by
increasing the pressure inside the tube. In principle, the curvature of this surface can be accu-
rately controlled by varying the pressure inside the tube during solidification. Radii of curvature
of approximately 5 mm were produced by this approach. The fibre was then inserted to the point
at which maximum interference visibility is obtained, and cemented into position.
In the second technique, a steel ball was pressed into a clean aluminium plate, thus produc-
ing a concave spherical mirror of low reflectivity. The radius of curvature of the mirror can be
reproduced simply hence enabling the production of a large number of optical sensors with near
identical performance; also, as it is very easy to produce mirrors of different radii the sensing
length can be set for a specific measurand. The reflectivity can be controlled if necessary by poi-
ishing or coating. A scanning electron microscope, Cambridge-STEROSCAN 600, was used to
study the surface of one spherical mirror, produced using the second technique. A magnified
image of the surface is shown in figure (4-4), where the magnification factor is 500. In the photo a
linear scale corresponds to 40 pin is shown also. The diameter of the optical Gaussian beam at the
surface of the mirror is calculated using the familiar equation:
1
W(d)=W0[1+(?2)2]2	 (4.19)
As an example if the cavity length is about 5 mm, the corresponding beam diameter is 255
pm . Figure (4-4) shows that the mirror surface is relatively smooth and consequently it will re-
focus a reasonable fraction of the light back into the fibre, as is found experimentally.
To fabricate a sensing element, a curved mirror is fixed at the end of a glass tube with an
internal diameter chosen to provide a sliding fit with another glass capillary tube which held the
fibre fixed along its axis. When the position of maximum visibility is adjusted, as discussed in
section (4.5.1), the two tubes are cemented together forming the sensing element.
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(4.23) The interferometer and experimental characterisation:
The optical configuration used to characterise the sensing element is shown in figure (4-5).
A laser diode ( Hitachi 7801E ), was used to illuminate the system with a mean operating
wavelength of 790.3 nm, and its output was launched into a fibre directional coupler. The air cav-
ity Fabry-Perot interferometer was constructed at the end of one of the output arms of the coupler
with the other ann cleaved at an angle and placed into an index matching gel to avoid reflection.
For test purposes the low reflectivity mirror was mounted on a piezo-electric transducer in front
of the capillary tube containing the fibre fixed at its axis. The optical axis of the mirror was
adjusted to coincide with the axis of the capillary tube. The capillary tube was mounted on a
translation stage to roughly adjust the cavity length (d). The fine control of this length was
obtained by applying a DC voltage to the PZT, which gave a maximum displacement of 100 g.t m.
A sinusoidal signal was also applied to the same PZT and adjusted to scan one complete interfer-
ence fringe. The output interference signal, of the interferometer, was then detected where, both,
the fringe visibility and the mean output intensity were measured with different values of cavity
length. Knowing that the reflectivity of the fibre end is about 0.04, the intensity reflected from the
far end of the interferometer ( the spherical minor ) and recaptured by the fibre was calculated for
different values of the cavity length. The experiment was repeated with mirrors having radii of
curvature of 3.17, 4.76 and 6.35 mm respectively. The variation of the measured intensity recap-
tured by the fibre ('2 ) and the interference visibility, normalised, with the cavity length are
shown in figure (4.6) a,b respectively. These results shows a good agreement with that expected
using the simple theoretical model introduced in section (4.2.1). The reflectivities of the three
spherical mirrors were 0.13, 0.1 and 0.07 respectively where the maximum visibility in the three
cases was about 0.94.
(4.2.4) The remote configuration:
In some applications the environment is such that the sensing element must be remote from
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Figure (4-6 a) : The variation of the measured fraction of the optical power
recaptured by the fibre with the cavity length.
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Figure (4-6 b) : The variation of the measured fringe visibility with the cavity length.
circles : R = 3.7 mm, squares : R 4.76 mm and * * * : R = 6.35 mm.
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According to design, of the remote sensing element, the incident optical beam may be either
collimated (plane Fabry-Perot sensing element) or focused (hemispherical Fabry-Perot) at the
front (plane ) surface of the sensing element. In the first case, when the incident beam is col-
limated, the optical configuration is critically dependent on the angular tilting of the sensing ele-
ment, if it is tilted such that it is not oriented perpendicularly to the incident beam, the collimating
lens will focus the returning light back shifted from the fibre core reducing the signal re-captured
by the fibre. For the second case, when the beam is focused, the only angular restriction is due to
the change in the beam diameter reaching the collecting aperture of the fibre core. Lewin studied
the angular dependence of the recovered signal in both cases and proved that the focused system
is nearly 10 times more stable than the collimated system [15]. This makes the hemispherical
Fabry-Perot configuration more advantageous as a remote sensing element.
An optical configuration, used to demonstrate the remote hemispherical Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer, is as shown in figure (4.7), where the output Gaussian beam was focused (had a beam
waist) at the surface of a half mirror, about 25 cm far from the fibre end, which was used as the
inner mirror of the Fabry-Perot sensor. A concave mirror, radius of curvature of 20 mm, was used
as the outer mirror of the interferometer. The spherical mirror was mounted on a translation stage
with a PZT, to enable control of the cavity length, as in the previous case. The reflectivities of the
mirrors were much higher than the reflectivity of the fibre end, hence the detected output signal
was due to interference inside the hemispherical cavity, where an interference visibility of 0.93
was obtained when the cavity length was adjusted at the position of maximum visibility. Figure
(4.8) shows the output interference signal at the system output. This configuration may be used in
a system of two tandem interferometers illuminated by a low coherence-length source, where the
receiving interferometer is adjusted to match the optical path-length imbalance of the sensing cav-
ity.
(4.3) The interferometer, illuminated by a low coherence-length source:
In chapter (2), the concept of interferometers illuminated by a low coherence-length source








Figure (4-7) : The optical configuration used to demonstrate the remote configuration.
Figure (4-8) The output interference signal at the output of the remote hemispherical interferometer.
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discussed. We now discuss the case when a hemispherical Fabry-Perot interferometer forms the
sensing interferometer.
(4.3.1) Transfer function of the interferometer in a tandem configuration.
When a hemispherical Fabry-Perot interferometer is illuminated using a low coherence
source, such that the coherence length (L ) is much less than the path-length imbalance of the
interferometer (2d), then interference effects would not normally be observed. However, as dis-
cussed in chapter (2), interference fringes are produced when the sensing interferometer is interro-
gated by a receiving interferometer in tandem to balance the optical paths within the coherence
length of the light. For simplicity we shall assume that there are no polarisation changes, and that
spatial coherence effects may be neglected.
If the cavity imbalance (2d) is much greater than the coherence length of the light then
applying the same technique used in section (2.6), where the spectral transfer function of the sens-
ing interferometer H takes the form of equation (4.16), the detected intensity from the two inter-
ferometers in tandem may be represented as:
1 =Imean( 1 +V 2Cos(- AL 2 ) + V3Cos
+V4Cos [(AL1—AL2)])	 (4.20)
where A L 1 and A L 2 are the path-length imbalance of the cavity and the receiving interferometer
respectively (AL 1 = 2d) and V 2 , V 3 and V4 are interference visibiities. If the cavity length is
adjusted to match the condition of maximum intensity recaptured by the fibre and the receiving
AL2
interferometer to exactly balance the sensing interferometer, then; d R = 
2
'As the illuminating source has a low coherence length, then the auto-correlation function
representing the coherence properties of the light must be considered in calculating the visibility
functions, V2 , V 3 and V4 . Neglecting the visibility constant due to different refiectivities of the
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receiving interferotneter, then:
V2 =[°P(v) Cos 




where P( v ) represents the normalised spectral distribution function of the light illuminating the
system and hence Yii (AL) is the auto-correlation function of the source. It is clear that the visibil-
ity function (V 2 ), which represents the central peak of the transfer function of the system, is only
dependent on the coherence properties of the light source.
The visibility functions, representing the two side peaks of the system transfer function, V3
and V4 , are directly proportional to the source auto-correlation function only if the sensing inter-
ferometer is nearly kept unperturbed ( AL 1 = constant). Generally these functions are not only
dependent on the properties of the light source but also on the properties of the hemispherical
Fabry-Perot interferometer. It can be proved that:
V3 5 V(A L 1 ) P (v) Cos	 (A L + A L 2 )] dv	 (4.22)
and




r 1 +r 2 (1—r 1 )2 G(AL i)
At d = R, the function V(A L 1 ), where A L 1 = 2d, is independent of the wavelength, X. But
at d ^ R, it shows a weak wavelength dependence via G (AL) as in equation (4.13), this depen-
dence increases when Id-RI increases; however, for quasi-monochromatic sources, with coherence
lengths of the order of 100 .t m, or less, the value of V(A L) may be approximated as a constant
value calculated at the mean frequency of the light (v0 ). Using this approximation equations
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(4.22) and(4.23) can be simplified to the following forms:
V 3 = Iy11 (L 1 +L 2)I V0(L 1 )	 (4.24)
and
V4=11(EL1—L2)IV0(EL1) 	 (4.25)
where V0 ( L) is the value of V(L L) calcuiated at v = v0 . Equations (4.24) and (4.25) show that
the dependence of the visibility on path-length imbalance is a function not only of the coherence
properties of the source, but also of the properties of the sensing hemispherical cavity.
(4.3.2) Visibility function control:
By appropriate design of the sensing interferometer it is possible to shape the dependence of
the visibility on the path-length imbalance of a hemispherical Fabry-Perot interferometer, which
may be required in some signal processing techniques. For example, it may be possible to deter-
mine the order of the interference fringe being observed at the output of a system consisting of a
hemispherical Fabry-Perot interferometer, as a sensing interferometer, and a receiving Michelson
interferometer by measuring the change of the interference visibility. Under these circumstances,
a sharp visibility function is advantageous in order to improve the system ability to identify the
order of the interference fringe. Phase measurement of the interference signal is also needed in
such a system to permit a true interferometric resolution of the sensing system.
To achieve a sharp varying visibility function, let us consider the case of a sensing inter-
ferometer, designed such that the condition r 1 = r 2 (1 - r1 )2 is satisfied hence the condition for
maximum visibility is obtained at d = R, where G(d) = 1. Let us consider also that the system is
preadjusted such that iL 1 =L 2 =2R. When the measurand starts to affect the sensing cavity
changing L 1 , if the receiving interferometer is kept unperturbed then the coherent matching
condition is not maintained any more and the visibility function will decrease. But because of the
cavity properties, described by the factor V( L 1 ) which decreases as L 1 changes from R, then









Within a limited range, such that the corresponding changes of A L 1 = ±50 p.m, about the
position of maximum visibility, the function V( AL 1 ) may be approximated to unity, as shown in
figure (4-3), and then the visibility of the output signal may be considered as a source only depen-
dent function, as the case of ordinary two-beam interferometers.
(4.4) Transfer function of a misaligned hemispherical cavity:
In this section we study the effects on the cavity transfer function when the axis of sym-
metry of the spherical mirror is not coincident with that of the fibre. This study is based largely on
the method introduced by Yura and Hanson [16] and used by McKinley et el [17]. For the hemis-
pherical cavity misalignment results from either shifting or tilting the axis of the mirror, of which
the most important practical application is the mirror tilting about its vertex.
If we assume that the mirror has a tilt error described by a zero-mean jitter of 9 then,
according to reference [16], the spot diameter of the reflected Gaussian beam W'2 is:
x2 B2
(W' )2 =w [A 2 +	 ] + 2(B 'f a	 (4.26)
where a8 is the one-sigma jitter variance of the mirror and B ' is the B element of the matrix
= T3 T2 . From the equations (4.2) and (4.3), B ' = d, hence the fraction of the optical power
recaptured by the fibre, when the mirror is tilted, may be represented as:
Equation (4.27) shows that if the mirror is not tilted ( (Ye = 0 ), the value of the function
G' = G (d), as defined in equation (4.13). It shows also that at d R, G(d) = I and hence G ' falls
sharply as a0 increases. This dependence is similar to the case of an optical cavity, of the same












hemispherical cavity is usually adjusted to give maximum interference visibility, which happens
at d ^ R and hence 0(d) is much less than unity. Substituting in equation (4.27), the variations of
G' , as a function of a, will be much slower than the first case. As an example, if the
refiectivities r 1 = 0.04 and r 2 = 0.8, maximum visibility is obtained at the position where G(d) =
0.054. Figure (4.9) shows the variations of G ' as a function of the tilting, , for 0(d) = 1 (plane
mirrors Fabry-Perot interferometer) and 0.054 (hemispherical Fabry-Perot interferometer), the
cavity length, d, was considered as 5 mm in both cases. As shown in figure (4-9), the half power
tilting angle is 0.040 and 0.18° respectively, which shows higher tilting stability of the hemis-
pherical cavity compared with a plane mirrors Fabry-Perot interferometer of the same path-length
imbalance.
QI	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
0	 0.02	 0.04	 0.06	 0.08	 0.1	 0.12	 0.14	 0.16	 0.18	 0.2
e [degrees]
Figure (4-9) The tilting sensitivity of G ' against the angular jitter of the mirror.
Solid : plane-mirrors Faby Perot cavity and * * * : hemispherical cavity, of the same optical imbalance.
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(4.5) Temperature probes based upon the hemispherical cavity:
Considerable research has been performed to develop fibre-optic thermometers [18-20].
Various designs have been introduced for use in harsh environments. The Fabry-Perot
configuration is chosen in many designs because the sensing region is remotely located and hence
the output of the sensor is not corrupted by any perturbations in the input fibre. In this section we
introduce two different designs of temperature probes based on the hemispherical Fabry-Perot
configurations. We believe that these designs may form the basis of practical fibre optic-based
thermometers.
(4.5.1) Temperature probe 'I':
Here the probe is designed to measure temperature below the maximum working tempera-
ture of the optical fibre, hence the end face of the input fibre can be used to form one of the mir-
rors of the Fabry-Perot cavity, as discussed in section (4.2.1). The optical set-up of the system is
shown in figure (4-10 a), where the hemispherical Fabry-Perot air cavity acts as the sensing inter-
ferometer and the conventional Michelson interferometer was used for the receiving interferome-
ter. In principal, any interferometer type can be used as a receiver.
(a) Construction of the system:
A spherical mirror, with radius of curvature of 12.7 mm was fixed at the end of a glass tube
with an internal diameter chosen to provide a sliding fit with another glass capillary tube which
held the fibre fixed along its axis, as shown in figure (4-10 a), a single mode laser diode, Hitachi
HL 7801E, was initially biased above threshold to illuminate the system with a highly coherent
light. The mirror was mounted on translation stage, TS-1, with a piezo-electric transducer, PZT-1.
A sinusoidal signal was applied to PZT-1 and then the cavity length L 1 was adjusted, roughly
using the translation stage and finely by applying a D.C. voltage to PZT-1 (added to the modula-
tion signal ) to give maximum interference visibility. At this position, the two tubes were
cemented together forming the sensing element, then the translation stage and PZT-1 were
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disconnected. The laser diode injection current was then decreased below threshold ( such that it
behaved as a low coherence-length source) thus no interference signal was observed at the output
of the interferometer. The receiving interferometer was assembled and adjusted to be similar to
the path-length imbalance of the hemispherical cavity, see chapter (3). A sinusoidal signal was
then applied to PZT-2 and its amplitude was adjusted to scan the receiving interferometer through
one interference fringe. This interference signal was maximised by closely matching the optical
path-length difference of the receiving interferometer. Hence the interferometers acted as a
remote, passive sensor. The output interference signal of the system had a very good visibility, of
about 0.48 (the maximum visibility of two tandem interferometers is 0.5).
(b) Testing probe 'I' as a thermometer:
In order to test the probe as a temperature sensor the sensing element was contained within a
variable temperature furnace as shown in figure (4-10 b). The temperature of the furnace was also
measured using a calibrated thermocouple. The transduction mechanism of the probe being the
thermal expansion of the glass tube. An electronic feedback servo was used to lock the system to
the quadrature point nearest to maximum visibility through PZT-2, as discussed in chapter (3).
Continuous tracking of the change in the optical phase produced by the sensing element was com-
pensated, by the servo, keeping the system locked at this quadrature point. The servo feedback
voltage was measured as a function of the temperature of the sensing element, the corresponding
results are shown in figure (4-11).
The temperature sensitivity of the sensing element was measured to have a mean value of
2.155 rad/K, which corresponds to a linear expansivity of 1.08 x 10 5 K' for the glass tube, this
is consistent with typical known values.
The maximum measurement range is limited by the tracking range of ?ZT-2, which was
about 100 p. m, corresponding to a temperature range of 389K. The resolution of the system is
mainly dependent on the noise level of the photodiode output and on the temperature sensitivity










Figure (4-10) : The optical set-up used to demonstrate temperature probe 'I'.
(a) : For constructing the system and (b): for testing the probe.















Figure (4-11): The tracking voltage applied by the servo against the temperature of probe 'I'.
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signal to noise ratio was about 56 dB, corresponding to an optical-phase resolution of 1.6 m rad,
and hence to a temperature resolution of 0.74 mK. The practical dynamic range of the system is
thus about 5 x io, which compares favourably with that obtained using fibre interferometers
illuminated by sources of longer coherence length [1 1]. The accuracy of the measurement was
determined from the manufacturer's data for the calibrated thermocouple, and was in the order of
0.1 K.
(4.5.2) Temperature probe 'II':
In this second design, the probe was designed to measure temperatures above the softening
temperature of the fibre, hence the sensing element had to be located remotely from the
input/output fibre. For this design it is preferable to use a solid etalon as the remote sensing ele-
ment. This type of sensing element does not suffer from relative misalignment of its mirrors and
provided it can be attached to a tube which is rigid at high temperature ( such as ceramic) a stable
high temperature sensor can be realised. Fabricating the probe in the form of an etalon also gives
a wider choice for the optical materials which can be used, hence it is possible to optimise the
design of the sensing element for range, resolution and size. In section (4.2.4) we have seen that it
is more advantageous to focus the incident optical beam at the front surface of the sensing ele-
ment rather than to have the beam collimated. In principle, when the beam is focused, a thin plane
parallel etalon may be used as a sensing element, but in order to obtain an adequate resolution,
without requiring extremely high optical-phase resolution, the sensing element needs to be rela-
tively thick - 0.3 - 1 cm, making the hemispherical cavity the optimum configuration for the sens-
ing element.
(a) construction of probe 'II':
The construction of the sensing probe is shown in figure (4-12), where the sensing element
is an optical hemisphere constructed from an optical material with a high melting temperature,
quartz in this case although sapphire would give a higher maximum temperature. The length of
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the sensing element, d, was selected such as to match the curved surface of the wavefront of the
Gaussian beam, emerging from the fibre and focused at the flat surface of the etalon, with the sur-
face of the hemisphere (as discussed in section (4.2) ). This occurs when d = R/n, where n is the
index of refraction of the material forming the sensing element.
The basic transduction mechanism of the sensor is the temperature dependence of the opti-
cal path length of the sensing element, which is governed by the physical expansion of the ele-
ment and its change in refractive index. If the temperature of the sensing element changes by 61',




where a is the linear expansion coefficient and )n / T is the temperature coefficient of the refrac-
tive index of the material forming the sensing element.
The sensing element was fixed at the end of a quartz tube by trapping it with a cap made
from two quartz tubes which fitted over the sensor supporting tube as indicated in figure (4-12).
The input fibre was adjusted axially with respect to the sensing hemisphere until the optical beam
was focused at the centre of the fiat surface of the sensing hemisphere.
(b) Testing probe 'II':
The optical configuration shown in figure (4-13) was used to test a sensing probe, where a
multi-mode laser diode Mitsubishi (ML-4406) was used to illuminate the system. The length of
the sensing element was 4.02 mm with an index of refraction of 1.4535, which gives an optical
path-length imbalance of 2 n d = 11.67 mm. This optical path-length imbalance was chosen
specifically to match the properties of the multi-mode laser diode ( studied in section (3.5) )
which has a cavity length of, lCaV = 1.116mm. The optical path-length of the sensing element
corresponded to = 10.5 l, thus no interference signal will be obtained at the output of the sens-
ing Fabry-Perot interferometer. Hence a receiving interferometer is required, to recover the ther-





















Figure (4-13) The optical set-up used to test probe 'U'.
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In our system a receiving Michelson interferometer was used. The sensing probe was tested using
a cylindrical furnace, its temperature was monitored using a high temperature thermocouple. The
experiments were performed by first setting the temperature of the furnace to 10000 C and then
adjusting the optical path-length imbalance of the receiving interferometer to give the maximum
interference visibility at the output of the two interferometers. A sinusoidal signal was applied to
PZT-1, in the receiving interferometer, with its amplitude adjusted to scan an optical phase of
2.82 radians. The detected output signal was electronically gated and filtered to produce an elec-
tronic carrier modulated by the optical phase (see section (6.2)). During the cooling period of the
furnace, the phase change of the carrier was measured relative to a reference carrier and these
values were stored in a computer as a function of the temperature of the furnace over a tempera-
ture range of about 250° C. The cooling rate of the furnace was about 12°C /min. This method of
signal recovery is an open loop technique where the receiving interferometer is kept unperturbed
during measurement. Although this technique is electronically simpler than closed loop tracking
techniques, the measurement range is limited by the reduction in visibility of the overall interfer-
ence signal as the path-length imbalance of the tandem interferometer ( A - AL 2 ) increases,
within the specified limits as defined in section (2.6.2).
Figure (4-14) a,b shows the output interference signals and the corresponding signal to
noise ratio at the electronic carrier ( at the output of the filter) at the beginning and at the end of
the measurement temperature range respectively. At the beginning of the range, i.e when
AL 1 = A L 2 , the effective interference visibility was about 0.19, which is much less than
expected ( 0.5 for two interferometers in tandem). This was because of the D.C. optical power
reflected from the face of the input fibre to the sensor, If this power is excluded a calculated visi-
bility of 0.42 is obtained, which is satisfactory for this type of remote sensor.
The temperature dependence of the optical phase change, induced in the system, is shown in
figure (4-15). The mean phase sensitivity, of the sensor, was 0.7264 radians/degree ( standard
deviation of 0.024 ), which is consistent with known values for fused quartz [21]. The sensor





Figure (4-14) The Output interference signal, the signal spectrum and the spectrum of the
noise floor at the beginning ( figure a) and the end ( figure b) of the continuous measurement range.
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coefficient of the refractive index as well as for the linear expansion coefficient do not differ
significantly within this temperature range. Experimentally no changes in the optical properties of
the sensing element were discovered after heating and cooling it over the temperature range
200_i 020°C.
At the beginning of the measurement range, the signal to noise ratio of the output electronic
carrier was 66.5 dB within a measurement bandwidth of 477.4 Hz. The optical path length of the
sensing interferometer was about 10.5 l, hence according to the results shown in figure (3.16 a)
an excess noise of about 8.7 dB is produced as a result of the small coherent signal produced
solely within the receiving interferometer. This level must be added to the noise floor of the sys-
tem, as discussed in section (3.5). Hence the ratio of the useful signal to the total noise is reduced
by 8.7 dB to be 57.8 dB, this corresponds to a phase resolution of 5.9x10 5 rad/. Consider-
ing the situation at the end of the measurement range, the signal to noise ratio of the carrier was
61 dB, as shown in figure (4-14 b), hence the corresponding phase resolution is
1.1 x10rad /
The basic concept for the high temperature probe was that it should be constructed as a sin-
gle unit. Unfortunately, due to lack of work shop time it was not possible to realise such a unit
and the probe was made in two parts as indicated in figure (4-12). The axes of the collimator and
probe were adjusted such as they coincided before data was taken. Over a range of 250°C the
relative alignment of their optic-axes varied slowly such that data could only be taken continu-
ously over this temperature range. A fully engineered version of this sensor would not suffer from
this problem and should be capable of operating over the full design range. Nevertheless the sys-
tem produced reproducible data up to temperature in excess of 1000°C.
(4.6) Conclusions:
In this chapter we have introduced a novel form of sensor, based on fibre-optic technology,
its optical properties have been analysed theoretically. Simple techniques were used to form the
sensing element and then its properties were investigated experimentally. The optical properties,
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of the hemispherical cavity, particularly when operated remotely, show a higher geometrical sta-
bility than that of a plan mirror Fabry-Perot interferometer of the same path-length imbalance.
The sensing element can be designed as an active sensor for AC measurands, where the total
phase excursion is not required. It can be used also as a passive sensor, with remote interrogation,
where it is well suited for both A.C. and slowly vaiying localised measurands.
Two different designs of remotely interrogated temperature probes, based upon the hemis-
pherical Fabry-Perot configuration were demonstrated and experimentally implemented. These
temperature probes show high-stability and repeatable performance within a dynamic ranges of
the order of 5x105 . Although we have demonstrated the specific example of temperature measure-
ment, other applications are equally possible, since the technique effectively measures the optical
path length between the mirrors of the sensing interferometer. Therefore, measurements of dis-
placement may readily be made. Furthermore, many physical variables - such as pressure, flow-
rate or vibration may be transduced straightforwardly to a displacement as shown in chapters
(5,6).
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Acceleration measurement is extremely important in a great number of industrial and
scientific processes, where it is required to determine the acceleration of an object in space rela-
tive to a framework. If the object of interest has significant physical size, it must be treated as an
extended object which has six degrees of freedom. It can translate in one or more of three direc-
tions and rotate about each of the three axes. Thus to monitor the free motion of an object it may
be necessary to use up to six sensors, one for each degree of freedom, contact accelerometers and
gyroscopes are often used for such measurements.
In practice some degrees of freedom may be nominally constrained eliminating the need for
some of the six sensors. Practical installation should always contain a test that evaluates the
degree of actual constraint because the sensor will often produce some level of output for the
directions of accelerations they are not primarily measuring.
In practical systems, both the frequency and amplitude of acceleration span a very wide
range, for example the frequency range can be from near static to megahertz whilst the accelera-
tion level may extend from iO to 106 ms 2 . Obviously, it is not possible to cover this range with
a general-purpose accelerometer and each application requires careful specification of the required
performance in order to realise optimum design.
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(5.1.2) Practical problems of acceleration measurement:
Unless an accelerometer is correctly designed it will exhibit many undesirable features such
as cross sensitivity to orthogonal acceleration components and other measurands - particularly
temperature. In the following section we consider the factors which can affect the performance of
a practical accelerometer, these factors are:
a- Cross-Coupling
The cross-coupling factor (transverse response) is measured by accelerating the sensor in a
direction perpendicular to the direction of normal use.
b- Coupling compliance
The compliance of the bond made between the sensor and the surface it is mounted on must
be adequately stiff. If not, the surface and the sensor form a system that can vibrate in unpredict-
able ways. As a guide the accelerometer - surface bond should have a resonance frequency well
above the working frequency range of the sensor.
c- Cables and pre-amplifiers
Certain types of sensor, notably the piezo-electric types, are sensitive to spurious variation
in capacitance and charge. Sources of such charges are the tribo-electric effect of vibrating cables,
varying relative humidity that alters electric field leakage and pre-amplifier input condition varia-
tiOns.
d- Influence errors
Ideally the sensor should operate in a perfect environment. In practice possible perturbation
sources include temperature changes, electromagnetic interference, nuclear radiation and other
environmental inputs which may induce erroneous signal.
e- Subject loading by the sensor
Accelerometers usually contain a mass. As this mass is made smaller, the sensitivity usually
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falls, also if the sensor is heavy then it may affect the system being analysed.
(5.2) Conventional accelerometers:
The majority of accelerometers are based on a mass-spring sensing element, and are classed
as 'seismic sensors'. For a seismic sensor the displacement of the mass relative to the sensor case
is proportional to the acceleration of the sensor, there are at least two measuring techniques to
determine this displacement. Firstly 'open-loop', where the un-modified response of the mass
relative to the case of the accelerometer is measured. Secondly 'closed loop', where the output
signal is proportional to a force generated in the sensor to maintain the mass fixed (relative to the
case).
Several methods have been used to monitor the mass response to acceleration. They includ-
ing electrical-resistance sliding potentiometers, variable inductance, variable capacitance, strain
gauges (metallic and semiconductor), piezo-electric and magnetostrictive elements.
The common disadvantage of these approaches is that the sensing element is active, i.e.
electronic components are required at the sensing head, the performance of these components may
be adversely affected by the working environments of the accelerometer.
Accelerometers based on piezo-electric effect:
Piezo-electric accelerometers are the most commonly used type. The sensing element of a
piezo-electric accelerometer is a piezo-electric crystal loaded with a mass CM). Force applied to
the piezo-electric substance induces an electric charge that is proportional to the force F. Con-
sideration of the law, F = M a, shows that this induced charge is proportional to the magnitude of
the applied acceleration ( a). Typical piezo-electric materials such as barium titanate with con-
trolled level of impurities, lead zirconate, lead niobate etc are now been used. The sensitivity of
these materials is temperature-dependent following a complex non linear law, moreover their
working temperature is limited by the Curie's temperature point, of the material, which is typi-
cally 120°C - 600°C.
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To measure the electric charges induced in a piezo-electric sensor an electronic pre-
amplifiers that converts charge magnitude to an equivalent voltage is required inside the sensing
head. This also limits the working range of the sensor. The system performance, however relies
not only on the sensor properties but upon the cables and the pre-amplifiers used with the sensing
head. Practically this type of accelerometer cannot provide true DC response [1,21.
In practice piezo-electric accelerometers offer working frequency ranges from 0.1 Hz to 50
KHz and resolution ranging from 2 x i0 to 0.5 ,n. 2 with appropriate sensor masses ( without
cables ) of 470 and 3 grammes respectively. The mean dynamic range of these type of accelerom-
eters is about 5 x 106 with a maximum working temperature of 120° to 400°C [2].
Piezo-resistive silicon accelerometers have been reported [3-5], where a silicon spring (
called the piezo-resistor ) with a silicon mass, attached to it form the sensing head. Acceleration
causes the mass to move with respect to the frame, creating stress in the piezo-resistor, which
changes its resistance and may be measured using a balanced Wheatstone bridge. This type of
accelerometer has a very small size, a moderate working temperature range and a frequency range
starts from true D.C.
(5.3) Fibre-optic accelerometers:
Several interferomeiric fibre-optic accelerometers have been demonstrated, where a single-
mode optical fibre forms the sensing element. The first system has been introduced by Teveten et
el [6], where the sensing element, based upon a mass spring configuration, was formed by
suspending the mass between the two fibre arms of an all fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The
accelerometer showed a sensitivity of = 1 rad/g, a working frequency range of 40-200 Hz and a
dynamic range of l0. Difficulties were experienced with the system high cross-sensitivity.
An alternative configuration for the mass-spring arrangement has been described in which
the fibre was tension wound around a compliant cylinder [7]. This configuration was better as a
contact vibration sensor due to its very high sensitivity (z 5 x	 radig ), with a dynamic range
of i0. The sensitivity set by this system has a complex resonance behaviour and high cross
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coupling Moreover, the sensing head is relatively heavy ( 660 grainmes ) and its size is res-
tricted by the induced birefringence generated by winding the fibre into a tight coil, however its
high sensitivity makes it very attractive for some applications, such as seismometers [8].
A third fibre optic configuration for use at DC and very low frequencies ( < 1 Hz) accelera-
tion measurement was demonstrated by Bucholtz et el [9]. The acceleration transduction mechan-
ism was based on the non linear displacement-to-strain conversion technique, in which axial
strain developed in the fibre depends quadratically on the acceleration induced displacement pro-
vided by a linear transducer. By dithering the transducer, the measurement frequency was up-
converted from DC to the dither frequency to avoid the low-frequency noises. Fibre strain was
measured using an all-fibre Mach-Zebnder interferometer maintained at quadrature. The sensi-
tiVity of the system was 2 rad / g at acceleration frequency of 0.0 14 Hz.
Although these fibre-optic accelerometers are passive and offer high resolution, their perfor-
mance is critically dependent on the opto-mechanical properties of the fibre, and as these proper-
ties depend on temperature and strain, erroneous signals can be produced due to environmental
perturbations.
Recently a new design of fibre optic linked accelerometer has been introduced by Jones
[10] . It was based on a thermally compensated damped mass spring assembly. The optical sensing
technique was based on the coupling of light from the moving fibre (attached to the mass) to a
static receiver fibre via a prismatic reflector and a dual transmission filter. The system has a linear
range and noise limited resolution of 100 pm and 1 nm/Z respectively. The mass of the sens-
ing head was 100 grammes and it was designed to cover a frequency range of 0.1 - 10 Hz and
operating temperature of - 30°C to + 60° C.
(5.4) The hemispherical Fabry-Perot fibre accelerometer:
In this chapter we introduce a novel design of fibre-optic accelerometer based upon the
hemispherical Fabry-Perot interferometer introduced in chapter (4), in this design the sensing
head is electrically passive and can be interrogated remotely. The sensing element is a weighted
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circular diaphragm, where the displacement of the centre of the diaphragm, produced by accelera-
tion, is measured by the hemispherical air spaced interferometer which is addressed via a
monomode fibre [11].
The use of this type of interferometer, to monitor the response of the diaphragm, offers
several advantages. (i) The sensing head needs no conventional optical components, hence it is
easy to construct, align and mass produce. (ii) The hemispherical air spaced interferometer has
greatly reduced sensitivity to out of plane diaphragm movement, compared with the planer
Fabry-Perot interferometers. In an accelerometer this movement may be produced by exciting
non-symmetrical vibration modes of the diaphragm. (iii)- The system shows only a small cross-
sensitivity to the other orthogonal components, hence a tn-axis configuration is possible. (iv) The
acceleration sensitivity and the working frequency range can be tuned by changing the diaphragm
dimensions or its material to match a specified applications. (v) The accelerometer can operate
over a very wide temperature range. In principle this range could be from 70 K to above 1000 K,
a similar working range cannot be achieved by any form of conventional accelerometer. (vi) The
diaphragm and the mirror could be made of non-magnetic materials such that operation in elec-
tromagnetic fields is possible.
To summarise, this device shares the advantages common to many all-fibre interferometric
sensors, in that it is compact and sensitive, however as its operation is independent of the fibre
properties it offers similar mechanical stability and reproducibility as found in a conventional
device.
(5.4.1) Construction of the accelerometer:
The construction of the sensing element is as shown in figure (5.1) . It has the form of a
hemispherical Fabry-Perot interferometer. The intenferometer is illuminated via a monomode opt-
ical fibre, where the end of the fibre forms the inner mirror of the interferometer, as discussed in
chapter (4) . A spherical metal mirror with radius of curvature ( R) attached to the sensing ele-







Figure (5-1): The construction of the hemispherical Fabry-Perot fibie accelerometer.
axis of the curved mirror and the air cavity length is adjusted to give maximum visibility of the
interference fringes.
The sensing element is a loaded elastic diaphragm with a passive area at the centre in the
form of rigid disc. The purpose of the rigid centre was: (1) to generate higher stresses in the
diaphragm at lower deflection levels, thus improving the diaphragm overall performance and
increasing the value of its fundamental resonance frequency, (2) to facilitate the mirror/mass
attachment, where the spherical mirror is attached centrally to the rigid centre of the diaphragm.
(5.4.2) Theory and transduction mechanism:
As the load acting on the circular diaphragm is symmetrically distributed about the axis per-
pendicular to the plate through its centre, the deflection surface to which the middle plane of the
plate is bent will also be symmetrical. For symmetrical deflection, all points equally distant from
the centre of the plate the deflection will be the same, and the maximum deflection is at the cen-
tre. In the limiting case of small deflection, the diaphragm is an elastic device. The static
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deflection of the centre of the diaphragm (Y0 ) is linearly proportional to the magnitude of the
applied force ( F) acting perpendicular to the plane of the diaphragm at its centre. The deflection




D is called the flexural rigidity of the diaphragm, and A3 is a numerical coefficient which depends
on the solidity ratio [12,13]. The solidity ratio of the diaphragm is defined as the ratio of the rigid
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where h is the thickness of the diaphragm, E its modulus of elasticity in tension and compression
v its Poisson's ratio and c is the reciprocal of its solidity ratio (c=a/b). if the mass of the
diaphragm material is much less than that of the solid central disk, the sensing element can be
approximated as an equivalent mass spring system. The mass (M ) corresponds to the diaphragm








The angular frequency of the fundamental mode of the sensing element is calculated by the well
known formula a0=\J.
If ( r) is the magnitude of the linear acceleration acting perpendicular to the plane of the




Within this range of small deflection (Y0 ^ O.3h ) the diaphragm is a linear transducer and
hence the displacement ( Y0 ) is proportional to the magnitude of the linear acceleration of the
device along its axis of symmetry, as discussed below.
If the accelerometer is vibrated harmonically along its axis of symmetry with an amplitude
of dm and an angular frequency of <ox, /3 and if the damping factor of the sensing diaphragm
is negligible, a harmonic acceleration of the same frequency and an amplitude of rm dmax 2
will affect the centre of the diaphragm [14]. Correspondingly, a harmonic force of an amplitude
Fmu = M rm will make the rigid centre oscillate in a forced vibration regime ( or mode ) with
the same frequency and a steady state amplitude of 	 which is a function of the diaphragm
parameters and . The static displacement of the centre of the diaphragm, Y0 = 
Fmax = rm 
is
K	 co
the smallest value of within the frequency range below the fundamental resonance fre-
quency, of the diaphragm, and hence it is reasonable to consider its value when the sensor sensi-
tivity is estimated [15].
In our experiment a steel diaphragm with radius 9.5 mm and thickness of 0.05 1 mm was
used while the radius of the rigid centre (b ) was =4 mm. The system was tested using two dif-
ferent loadings of the diaphragm, giving total mass (M) of the diaphragm load assembly of 0.91
and 0.59 grammes respectively. According to equation (5.4), the theoretical value of the funda-
mental frequency of the diaphragmf0 is 471.6 and 585.7 Hz respectively.
The optical phase change A 4 induced in the hemispherical interferometer (I 1 ) by a dis-
placement Y0 is










The static resolution r mm of the accelerometer is limited by the phase resolution of the inter-
ferometer i 4fljn and is a function of the fundamental frequency such that:
rmm = Airf	 min
	
(5.8)
Considering the maximum permitted static deflection of the centre of the diaphragm,
1'omax ^ h /3, a maximum value of the acceleration measured by the accelerometer may be
estimated as rm = X'tf02 4max, where:
4	 irh
maxX
and hence the dynamic range of the accelerometer is simply defined as the ratio i 4/ L 4)pj.
The accelerometer can be used as a contact vibration sensor measuring vibration with fre-
quencies below, at or above the fundamental resonance frequency of the sensing diaphragm. Prac-
tically, the working frequency range of the system , permitting constant resolution, is limited at
the higher side by fm	 . The minimum working frequency of the system is constrained by
the signal processing scheme and the noise level at the system output, which increases rapidly at
very low frequencies [13], however it is possible to operate the system as a D.C. accelerometer.
Equation (5.7) shows that as the fundamental resonance frequency of the diaphragm
increases, and hence the working frequency range, the sensitivity of the accelerometer is reduced,
such that an optimised design is required to match a specified application.
The output intensity of the sensing interferometer, 11, may be represented in the familiar
form:
1 'mean [1 + V Cos(4 0 + i 4 sint)]	 (5.10)
where 'mean is the mean output of the interferometer, 4, is the static phase induced in the inter-
ferometer and V is the interference visibility constant. The frequency spectrum of the output may
be obtained by expanding equation (5.10) in terms of Bessels coefficients where:
(5.9)
Cos(XSinW)=Jo(X)+2 J2,,l(X) Cos (2m iy)
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and
Sin( Siniji) = 2	 f -1() Sin [(2m - 1) 'vI
in=1
and then equation (5.10) takes the form:
1 = 'mean 1 + V Cos4)0 [J0 (i 4)) + 2 J(Et 4)) Cos(2mct)j
m=1
- V Sin4)0 [ 2	 J_1 (A 4)) Sin(2m-l)c2tlJ	 (5.11)
m =1
where the phase modulation amplitude of the interferometer is contained within the Bessel
coefficients J 1 , J2 , J3 , J4, , etc.
Equation (5.11) shows that the amplitudes of the frequency harmonics of the output are
dependent on both the optical phase change, i 4), as well as the interferometric static phase
represented by Sin4)0 and Cos4)0 . As 4) varies randomly with the environmental perturbations,
the signal will fade for certain values of as discussed in chapter (1). Several methods, by
which this signal fading problem can be avoided, are reported [16].
(5.43) Experimental characterisation, as a vibration sensor:
The optical arrangement used to interrogate the movement of the diaphragm and hence to
characterise its performance, as a contact vibration sensor, is shown in figure (5-2). A laser-diode,
Mitsubishi (MEAl 02), was used to illuminate the system with a mean wavelength of 787 nm. The
fibre-optic system was constructed using low loss (<0.8 db ) 50-50 ±5% fibre optic directional
couplers (Sifam S82C50 ). The accelerometer ( 1 ) was constructed with a spherical mirror with
radius of curvature of 3.85 mm. The second interferometer, I,, of similar configuration, was
used to calibrate the accelerometer. The laser-diode could be locked by a feedback servo to com-
pensate for very low frequency phase shifts caused by temperature changes and to maintain the













Figuie (5-2) The optical arrangement used to chai-acteiise the accelerometer.
Note : The optical elements inside the dashed box are used to calibrate the
sensor only, in normal use they are not required.
The accelerometer was fixed on the top of a mechanical vibrator with its axis parallel to the
direction of vibration. The vibrator was driven sinusoidally in the frequency range 40 - 250 Hz.
The amplitude displacement of the vibrator ( d ) was set such that the phase change induced in
'2 corresponded to 2t optical radians (ie, dm = ) thus imparting a calculated acceleration to
the device, with an amplitude of rm = 2. ç2
In our experimental characterisation of the system, the value of the applied axial accelera-
tion varies from 1.3 m g ( at vibration frequency, f = 40 Hz) to 51 mg (at f = 250 Hz ), where g
is the gravitational acceleration, g = 9.8ms 2 . Two different approaches were used to overcome
the signal fading problem, based upon homodyne signal processing. The first, used to recover
very small phase changes, is based on the closed-loop wave-length tracking homodyne technique,
discussed in chapter (1), where the interferometer was locked, via the laser diode injection
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current, at quadrature ( with a low gain bandwidth product servo ) maintaining Sin 4) = 1. For
small arguments of the Bessel function .1 1 (A 4>) = A 4)12 and hence the phase change is measured
directly by measuring the amplitude of the first harmonic. This method was useful to characterise
the accelerometer performance at frequencies lower than 100 Hz, when it was not accurate to
measure the amplitude of the higher order harmonics relative to the noise floor of the output sig-
nal. At higher frequencies (higher values of the applied acceleration) the second open-loop
homodyne approach was used, based on evaluating the ratios of both the odd and the even har-
monic amplitudes (I /I3 and 1n /I ) and hence two output signals, independent of the inter-
ferometric static phase were obtained. Using the usual Fourier expansion of phase modulated sig-
nals, as described by equation (5.11), the optical phase change (A 4)) arising from the acceleration
was determined.
The spectrum of the intensity output of the sensing inteiferometer was measured using a
spectrum analyser, in peak hold mode. This function allows the automatic recording of the peak
amplitudes of the harmonics of the output of the accelerometer by holding the maximum signal
levels measured. In this mode, the values of the odd and even harmonics can both be measured at
maximum accuracy by allowing the system to run unlocked through a long time. This method of
signal processing was expedient and accurate to characterise the accelerometer and to measure the
mechanical properties of the diaphragm. More appropriate techniques based on the use of modu-
lated semiôonductor laser diodes [17] and on white light interferometric techniques [18], demon-
strated in chapter (3), will be reviewed in chapter (6).
The signal to noise ratio, at the accelerometer output, was measured when it was vibrated
with an amplitude corresponding to one interference fringe observed at the output of the sensing
interferometer, i with the interferometer locked at quadrature. This experiment was repeated at
different vibration frequencies, hence the accelerometer resolution was estimated, as a function of
the vibration frequency.
The mechanical properties of the diaphragm were tested experimentally, by measuring the
diaphragm response in the vicinity of its fundamental resonance frequency. Finally, the cross-
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sensitivity to accelerations orthogonal to the symmetry axis of sensor was measured by mounting
the accelerometer with its axis perpendicular to that of the vibrator and then measuring the ratio
of the phase change induced in I relative to that phase change induced when the accelerometer is
vibrated along its axis of symmetry.
(5.4.4) Performance:
The diaphragm assembly was an under-damped mechanical oscillator with a quality factor
of about 36. The fundamental resonance frequencies of the diaphragm mass assembly were 465
Hz (for M = 0.91 grammes ) and 582 Hz (for M = 0.59 grammes) which are in good agreement
with theoretical prediction.
Figure (5-3 a) shows the variation of the experimentally determined optical phase change (
4) ) induced at the output of I as a function of the frequency, while figure (5-3 b) shows the
interferometer phase resolution. At each frequency the value of the induced phase was used
together with the corresponding value of the phase resolution to calculate the resolution, R, of the
accelerometer, the accelerometer resolution as a function of frequency is shown in figure (5-4).
The mean signal to noise ratio was 78.2 dB in a bandwidth of 9.55 Hz, corresponding to a mean
phase resolution of 4x i0 rad / The noise arises from (i) intensity and frequency fluctua-
tions of the optical source, and is hence smaller at higher frequencies, (ii) acoustic noise affecting
the sensing diaphragm and (iii) electronic noise. It may be seen that the accelerometer static reso-
lution is better than 5 pg, (g 9.81ms 2 ) and its static sensitivity is = 9.5 rad/g. Figure (5-4)
shows also a nearly constant resolution within the working frequency range ( 0 - f0 /3 ). It may be
seen that as the mass, of the diaphragm assembly decreases the fundamental frequency, and hence
the working frequency range, increases while the resolution is reduced. These results are in good
agreement with that predicted using the mass-spring model introduced before. The output
waveforms of the interferometers I and '2 are shown in figure (5-5). The cross-sensitivity to
orthogonal components of acceleration was measured to be better than -32.1 dB. Considering the
maximum deflection of the diaphragm as described by equation (5.9) the dynamic range of the
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Figure (5-3 a) : The variation of the optical phase change induced in the sensor
against frequency, circles M = 0.91 g and * * * : M = 0.59 g.
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Figure (5-3 b) The phase resolution of the sensing interferometer against frequency.
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Figure (5-4) : The accelerometer resolution as a function of frequency.
Circles:M=O.9lgand***:MO.59g
Figure (5-5) : The output waveform of 1 (upper) and f (lower).
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(5.4.5) Temperature effects on the sensing diaphragm:
A change in temperature will change the dimensions of the diaphragm and its modulus of
elasticity as well. As a result, the sensitivity of the sensing diaphragm, and hence its fundamental
frequency will change with the variations in temperature. Using equations (5.2 - 5.7) the






The sensitivity due to temperature change of & from t0 to t is:
3MA(1—v2 )	 [a0(1+a.&)]2	
(5.13)S	 X3
where a0 , h0 and E0 are the diaphragm radius, thickness and modulus of elasticity in tension at
the temperature t0 respectively, a is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the diaphragm
material and Ce is the thermal coefficient of modulus of elasticity in tension per degree change in




(1 +Ce &)(l +a&)
The sensitivity error S % may be defined as:
= [i—
	
	 ] x 100	 (5.15)
(1 +Ce &) (1 +a&)
From equation (5.7) it can be proved that the ratio of the fundamental frequencies at tern-
perature t and t0 is:
(f0)t/(f)0 V(1 +Ce &) (1 +a&)	 (5.16)
The value of Ce 1S usually larger than a, thus it has a more pronounced effect on the sensi-
tivity error [19]. Since the thermal coefficient of elasticity is usually negative and the thermal
coefficient of expansion is usually positive, it may be possible to design a diaphragm with nearly
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constant sensitivity within the required temperature range.
The temperature effects on the sensing diaphragm were experimentally studied as follow
With the accelerometer fixed horizontally to the vibrator an electric tube-furnace was installed
around the sensing head, its temperature was elevated in steps of 10°C and monitored using a
high temperature thermo-couple. The accelerometer performances were studied at different values
of temperature. Care was necessaiy to achieve a steady state condition at each increment of tem-
perature. The accelerometer sensitivity (at a frequency of 180 Hz) was measured over the tem-
perature range 20° - 400°C.
The theoretical and experimental variations of the sensitivity error ( S % ) as a function of
the sensor temperature are shown in figure (5-6). The negative values of the sensitivity error indi-
cates that the original sensitivity (at room temperature) is less than that at elevated temperature (
t>t0 ). Above 120° C experimental values of the change in S with temperature, ie the slope of the
curve in figure (5-6), correspond to that predicted theoretically. However below 120°C there is
evidentially a much stepper slope. This is thought to be due to initial stresses arising during the
manufacture of the assembly and their subsequent release at higher temperatures, as a result of the
differential thermal expansivity between the membrane and its support.
(5.5) Conclusions:
A practical optical accelerometer has been introduced in which the sensing element is com-
pletely passive. The sensing element is a weighted diaphragm. The displacement of the
diaphragm produced by acceleration is measured using a miniature hemispherical air-spaced
Fabry-Perot interferometer, of which one mirror is mounted on the diaphragm. The interferometer
is illuminated by a diode laser and addressed via a monomode optical fibre.
The range and resolution of the accelerometer depends on the properties of the diaphragm,
which may be designed appropriately for a given application. The cross-sensitivity observed
arises from the non-optimal design of the mass-diaphragm assembly, in which the centre of mass









designs. Alleviation of cross-sensitivity effects, which are strong in previously reported fibre-
optic accelerometers, would allow construction of a multiplexed system using three orthogonal
sensors to measure the full acceleration vector.
Diaphragm technology is mature (for example, for pressure measurement), and a range of
materials and designs exist. This facilitates the practical implementation of our technique for a
wide range of applications.
Figure (5-6): The variation of the sensitivity error as a function of the diaphragm
temperature, (a) : theoretical and (b) experimental.
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A practical low frequency fibre—optic based accelerometer,
with common mode compensation
(6.1) Introduction
In chapter (5) we introduced a novel form of fibre-optic accelerometer, where its perfor-
mance was tested and analysed when it was operated as a contact vibration sensor for relatively
high frequency periodic measurands. In this chapter we study the use of the device as a low fre-
quency accelerometer, and identify aspects of the design which limit the applicability of the
accelerometer. These limitations arise from: (i) the erroneous phase changes induced in the sens-
ing interferometer as a result of the laser source frequency drifts, (ii) errors due to temperature
perturbations caused by the expansion of the housing forming the body of the accelerometer and
(iii) initialisation problems arising as the system is illuminated with a single monochromatic
source ( see chapter-2).
Considerations of the accelerometers working environment necessitate the use of only
electrically passive components to construct the sensing head. This forms another major difficulty
when choosing the most appropriate signal processing technique, especially when the sensing
interferometer is relatively short. It is often an advantage to use a short sensing interferometer, as
this reduces the phase noise induced in the output signal and permits a small sensing head which
reduces its susceptibility to environmental influences.
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Here we review some of the commonly used interferometric signal processing techniques
suitable for use with a relatively short passive sensing interferometers, and discuss in detail the
most appropriate technique to characterise the low frequency performance of the accelerometer.
Next we introduce a new configuration for this type of accelerometer in which the deleterious
effects of both the short and long-term frequency jitter of the optical source as well as environ-
mental effects are strongly reduced. Finally we demonstrate the use of a dual wavelength tech-
nique to extend the dynamic range of the accelerometer and hence to solve the initialisation prob-
lem within the limits of the accelerometer working range.
(6.2) Interferometric signal processing techniques for relatively short electrically-passive
sensors:
In this section various methods of signal processing, suitable for use with relatively short
passive sensing interferometers ( L = 1cm ) are reviewed. The signal processing technique is
required to be accurate, stable and to have a reasonably large operational range. In this review we
will consider how the signal processing affects the operation of the accelerometer, introduced in
chapter (5). The same concepts are valid for any interferometric system with a short path-length
imbalance. According to the required measuring range and resolution the most appropriate tech-
nique is chosen.
(6.2.1) Signal processing techniques using semiconductor laser-diodes:
A major advantage of laser-diodes over gas-lasers is that their frequency is a function of the
injection current [1]. Different signal processing techniques, based on closed loop homodyne
tracking [2] or frequency modulation [3,4] can be used enabling passive interrogation of the sen-
sor, as discussed below.
(a) Active and passive wavelength tuning homodyne techniques:
The concept of active homodyne signal recovery, in fibre optic interferometric sensors, was
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discussed in chapter (1). It was shown that the sensing interferometer can be maintained at max-
imum sensitivity (i.e quadrature ) by an electronic feedback servo, with limited gain bandwidth
product, in which the servo output is fed back to the optical source ( often a laser diode ) to tune
its wavelength. It was also shown that if the interferometer has two outputs, such as a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer, then at a quadrature point the two outputs are equal. It is straightforward
to design an electronic servo which controls the interferometer such that these signals are equal,
hence maintaining the interferometer at a quadrature point. If the interferometer has only one out-
put then a reference voltage, equal to the mean output voltage of the photodetector, is required as
an alternative for the second input to the servo. The total phase change that can be compensated
by the feedback servo is -a-- Av AL, where Av is the maximum frequency excursion of the laser
diode and AL is the optical path-length imbalance of the interferometer. As A v is usually small
the tracking range is governed by AL such that for an interferometer with a small optical path-
length imbalance it becomes difficult to use closed ioop homodyne signal processing. Frequency
modulation of the laser diode also causes variation in its output power, hence the reference signal
for the servo must vary as the emitted power from the laser.
It was shown in chapter (1) that if the measurand frequencies are below the corner frequency
of the feedback servo the induced phase, within the interferometer, is recovered at the output of
the servo. The maximum tracking range of the feedback servo is limited by the maximum allow-




here 1m and th are the maximum and threshold values of the laser injection current respectively.
Typically A I ±6 mA; the corresponding change in the laser emission frequency Av ±18GHz
[5].
For example in the case of the hemispherical Fabry-Perot interferometer used in the
accelerometer, the optical path-length imbalance was A L 8mm, hence the corresponding max-
imum allowable tracking range is relatively small, ±3 optical radians. The static sensitivity of
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the accelerometer, discussed in chapter(5) was = 9.5rad/g, thus this technique of signal process-
ing permits a restricted low frequency ( within the bandwidth of the tracking servo ) acceleration
measurement range of ±0.3g.
As also shown in chapter (1), the active homodyne technique can be used to recover signals
with frequencies above the corner frequency of the servo, now the phase information is measured
directly at the photodetector output . For sufficiently small phase changes L	 1 rad, the ampli-
tude of the first harmonic of the output signal is proportional to J 1 (z 1)), which in-turn may be
considered proportional to the optical phase change itself ( J1 ( c1) = '1 ) [6]. For our example
this corresponds to an acceleration amplitude << 0.1 g.
Passive homodyne signal processing techniques are discussed in chapter (1). One of these
techniques, based on switching the absolute frequency of the laser source between two optical fre-
quencies to generate two quadrature outputs, could be possibly be used to advantage as Lv needs
only to be equivalent of rcI4 radians. The range of this type of processing in short interferometers
may be restricted as any significant variation in the optical path-length imbalance will require that
v changes by a corresponding amount [4].
(c) Pseudo-heterodyne techniques:
In chapter (1) we show that the heterodyne type of signal processing offers many advan-
tages over the homodyne unfortunately with a passive interferometric sensor true heterodyne sig-
nal processing cannot be used. However a heterodyne-type carrier can be produced by appropri-
ately modulating the phase of the interferometer and subsequent manipulation of the output signal
of the interferometer [7]. The carrier may be produced at the output of an unbalanced interferome-
ter by modulating the emission frequency of the laser diode by controlling its injection current
about its operating D.C. current [3]. The rate of change in the carrier phase caused by the varia-









where Kd(v) represents the rate of change of the optical frequency with injection current, which is
dependent upon the modulating frequency [4].
If the laser diode injection current, and hence its emitted frequency, is modulated with a ser-
rodyne wave-form of the appropriate amplitude, the interferometer output will be driven over an
integral number ( q = 1,2,3,...) of complete interference fringes during each period of the modulat-
ing ramp signal [8]; the modulation amplitude corresponds to q it radians. The phase modulated
carrier is obtained by band-pass filtering the photodetector output signal at frequency q f' , where
f' is the frequency of the serrodyne modulation.
Another form of pseudo-heterodyne signal processing relies on sinusoidal modulation of the
laser diode injection current, this technique has significant advantageous over serrodyne modula-
tion in that; (i) it enables the production of a higher frequency carrier, (ii) the required modulation
amplitude is 10 % less and (iii) the modulation signal is harmonic, hence the laser diode current
is not subject to the rapid current transients which occur with serrodyne modulation - these tran-
sients can produce several electronic problems, especially if the modulation frequency is high [9].
When the laser diode is modulated sinusoidally, the output spectrum of an unbalanced inter-
ferometer consists of a series of harmonics of the modulation frequency with amplitudes deter-
mined by the arguments of the related Bessel function components. To produce the carrier the
output signal may be produced in several ways. For example gating the output using synchronous
square pulses, driven from the modulating source with a fixed duty cycle. If a 50:50 duty cycle is
used the interferometer is driven with an amplitude of ( 2.82 ) optical radians and the carrier is
produced by band-pass filtering the gated output at a frequency of 2f' , ( f' is the modulating fre-
quency) [10, 11]. An advantage of this gating technique is that it is possible to produce two anti-
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phase electronic carriers which contain the interferometric phase in equal magnitude, hence the
relative phase shift between the two carriers becomes double the interferometric phase, thus
improving the resolution of the demodulated signal by a factor of
Using this signal processing technique, both the acceleration and the frequency working
ranges are extended. The frequency working range extends from true D.C. to the maximum fre-
quency permitted by the phase demodulator used to measure the phase changes of the carrier.
Various electronic recovery systems, such as phase locked loops and digital phase trackers, have
been used [12,13]. The minimum detectable phase shift ( acceleration) is set by the noise floor of
the generated electronic carrier. In a true heterodyne signal processing system, the maximum
detectable phase shift is, in principle, unlimited as there are no frequency components above that
of the carrier, however the method of the carrier production described here generates higher har-
monies which limit the maximum frequency deviation of the carrier. In our application, of
acceleration measurement, the working ranges are then limited by the mechanical properties of
the sensing diaphragm, as discussed in chapter (5), the noise floor at the output of the interferom-
eter and the method of carrier generation, although the later effect was not the predominant.
Although both serrodyne and sinusoidal modulation techniques are simple to implement,
intensity modulation will also occur when it is applied to short interferometers, for the reasons
discussed above. This intensity modulation will give rise to additional noise in the recovered sig-
nal, additional electronic processing can be used to effect some reduction in this noise. As
sinusoidal modulation require a slightly lower modulation amplitude (2.82 rad) the amplitude of
this noise is slightly less, moreover as the carrier is produced by filtering at twice the modulation
frequency, the effect of amplitude modulation are also reduced.
(6.2.2) Signal processing based on white light interferometry:
The optical phase change induced in a short-length sensing interferometer can be recovered
using 'white light' interferometry, as discussed in chapter (2), where the output signal is
recovered at the output of a receiving interferometer which is 'coherence tuned' to the sensing
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interferometer [14]. The working frequency and acceleration ranges are then limited by the pro-
perties of the tracking element used in the receiving interferometer and the noise floor at the out-
put of the system.
(6.2.3) The most appropriate technique for the accelerometer:
It is well known that active homodyne signal processing offers the highest possible resolu-
tion for interferometric sensors [6]. However from the above discussion, we can see that the main
disadvantage associated with this technique is its limited tracking range.
White light interferometry offers a solution for two of the major problems discussed in sec-
tion (6.1), (i) the system is almost independent of the optical source wavelength and (ii) the sen-
sor could be re-initialised, these advantages indicate that white light interferometry may be the
most suitable technique for this type of short cavity sensing interferometer. However this tech-
nique does not allow one to recognise the phase errors generated, in the sensor, by environmental
effects from the desired signal, in addition a second highly stable interferometer is required for
signal recovery, as discussed in chapter (2). For these reasons we have modified the optical design
of the accelerometer by incorporating a second interferometer on the opposite side of the
diaphragm. This second interferometer is constructed in the same fonn as the original hemispheri-
cal interferometer with its mirror attached to the central part of the diaphragm. Hence its perfor-
mance is identical to that of the first interferometer including its susceptibility to environmental
perturbations. As discussed below, by appropriately combining the outputs from the modified
system it is possible to double the sensitivity and achieve a high reduction in the error signals pro-
duced by environmental effects.
From the discussions above it would appear that, for this sensor, the pseudo-heterodyne
technique of signal processing, based upon a sinusoidally modulated laser diode is the most suit-
able.
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(63) Testing the sensor as a low frequency accelerometer:
The optical arrangement used to characterise the quasi-static performance of the accelerom-
eter is shown in figure (6-1). To increase the accelerometer sensitivity a sensing diaphragm with a
fundamental resonance frequency of 243 Hz was used. The accelerometer was mechanically cou-
pled to a motor/gear box mechanism such that it could be rotated very slowly through an angle 0
about a horizontal axis. The corresponding variation on the axial acceleration was r = gCos (0),
where g is the gravitational acceleration ( g 9.81 ms -2).
A laser diode, sinusoidally modulated at frequency (f' 2KHz ), was used to illuminate the
system with mean wavelength of 787 nm. The photo-detector output was gated by synchronous
50-50 duty cycle square pulse and filtered at frequency of 2f ' to generate a phase modulated car-
rier. The modulation amplitude was adjusted ( 2.82 rad) to minimise the carrier amplitude modu-
lations. The square pulses were also band-pass filtered at 2f ' to generate a reference carrier.
The quasi-static performance of the accelerometer was determined by rotating the set-up
very slowly. A linear potentiometer, mechanically coupled with the system was used to generate a
voltage proportional to 9, this voltage was measured using a calibrated digital voltmeter. A phase
detector was used to sequentially measure the relative phase change between the output of the
interferometer and the reference carrier. The low frequency sensitivity of the accelerometer was
measured by determining the induced phase change at the output of the accelerometer as it was
slowly rotated such that its axis changed from the horizontal ( 9= 90° ) to the vertical ( 9 = 0° )
positions and back again. The time for each 90° rotation was 5.2 minutes.
The variations in the induced phase in the accelerometer as a function of the angle of rota-
tion (9), is shown in figure (6-2 a,b). A phase change of 66 radlg was measured. The signal to
noise ratio at the output of the interferometer was approximately 77 dB, within a bandwidth of
47.7 Hz, equivalent to an optical limit of the phase resolution of 2.lx10 5 rad(Hz) 2 , which
corresponds to an acceleration resolution of about 3. lxi 0 7 g (Hz )_hI2 at a frequency of 0.034 Hz.
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Figure (6-2) The variations in the induced phase in the accelerometer verses the angle of rotation ( B).
(a) using an X-Y plotter and (b) : using the computer.
Solid curve the function Cos (0) and * * * measured points.
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(6.4) The modified 'back-to back' configuration; common mode compensation:
In this section we introduce a new concept for this type of accelerometer. The design is such
that the deleterious effects of both short and long-term frequency jitter of the optical source as
well as environmental effects are strongly reduced. Moreover, with appropriate signal processing,
it can be used simultaneously as a temperature sensor.
(6.4.1) Construction of the accelerometer:
The modified construction of the accelerometer head is as shown in figure (6-4). It basically
consists of two identical hemispherical Fabry-Perot interferometers ('a and 4), illuminated via
separate monomode optical fibres. Two identical spherical metal mirrors, with radius of curvature
of about 4 mm, centrally attached to the diaphragm, one on each side, form the outer mirrors of
the interferometers, while the ends of the fibre serve as the inner mirrors. The two spherical mir-
rors act as the mechanical load and form the rigid centre of the sensing diaphragm. To reduce the
cross-coupling of the device, the mass and the dimensions of the two mirrors were made equal,
such that the centre of mass of the diaphragm/mirrors assembly lay in the plane of the diaphragm.
The length of the two cavities (la and 1,,) were adjusted such that the condition of maximum
fringe visibility was obtained in each interferometer. As discussed in chapter (4), this occurs when
1a=1b
As the axial acceleration changes, the corresponding phase changes, induced in the inter-
ferometerl0 will be:
4a =• (14+Y0 )
	
(6.3)
where Y0 is displacement of the centre of the diaphragm, as discussed in chapter (5). The optical
phases induced in the interferometer 4 are:
4ic












Figure (6-3): The photodetector output signal, the 50-50 galed output and the phase modulated canier.
mnnnmnd fihr
Figure (6-4) : Construction of the 'back-to-back' accelerometer bead.
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The optical phase change, induced in each interferometer are equal in magnitude but oppO-
site in sign, such that by measuring the relative phases between the two interferometers (4) the
sensitivity of the accelerometer is effectively doubled, where:
8ic
4ab =	 Yo
Self compensation of common-mode errors is the main another advantage of this
conñguration apart from doubling the acceleration sensitivity. If the light wavelength drifts by
47tAF
the relative phase change between the two mterferometers will be 	 (la lb) which van-
ishes as 1a= lb (ignoring second order effects due to the movement of the diaphragm Y04 1a or 1b
). It is clear that the system perturbation due to wavelength (frequency) drifts will be reduced by
the ratio (la— 1b )a It is also clear that any errors caused by temperature changes are greatly
reduced, as both interferometers suffer a common mode perturbation, caused by the expansion of
the housing forming the body of the accelerometer, indeed this thermally induced error in the dif-
ferential phase change vanishes if the dimensions of the interferometers are precisely equal.
Moreover if the phase changes induced in the two interferometers are added, the same sensor can
be used as a temperature sensor with an output free from acceleration perturbations.
The resolution of the system is determined by the accuracy of measuring the phase change
of the output carrier of one interferometer relative to that of the other. The minimum detectable
phase change between two carriers is limited by the signal to noise ratio of each. The phase reso-
lution C 4min ) is given by:
4min = (n/s)j + (n/s)	 (6.6)
where (s/n) 1 and (s/n)2 are the signal to noise ratios of the first and second carrier respectively.
(6.4.2) Testing the device:
The optical arrangement, used to characterise the device, is shown in figure (6-5). The same
(6.5)
technique of signal processing, used in section (6.3), was used to generate two phase modulated
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carriers, each corresponds to one interferometer.
In order to test the performance of the accelerometer, it was fixed on the top of a mechanical
vibrator with its axis parallel to the direction of vibration. The vibrator was mechanically coupled
to the motor/gear box mechanism such that the whole system could be rotated very slowly
through an angle e about a horizontal axis. This experimental set-up enabled us to characterise the
accelerometer over a wide frequency range starting from very low frequencies. A linear poten-
tiometer, mechanically attached to the rotor of the system, was used to generate a voltage propor-
tional to e, this voltage was measured with a digital voltmeter and then transferred to a computer.
A digital phase tracker was used to sequentially measure the relative phase changes between the
outputs of each interferometer with respect to the reference carrier 4 and 4br and then the dif-
ferential phase changes between the two interferometers 4,. The sensitivity of the accelerometer
was measured, as discussed before, by determining the induced phase 4 . etc. as it was slowly
rotated such that its axis changed from the horizontal to the vertical positions and back again, the
time for each 90° rotation was 5.2 minutes.
The common mode rejection properties of the accelerometer for temperature and source
fluctuations were measured by setting it horizontally and;
a) heating it over a 20°C range ( 20-40°C ), hence the ratio of ( d?ba '4br)T was calculated.
b) varying the injection current of the laser diode such as to vary its output frequency by
about ±12GHz around its operating value, allowing the ratio (4ba/4br)f to be obtained. Finally the
cross-coupling sensitivity of the accelerometer was measured as described in chapter (5) by deter-
mining the amplitude of the induced phase changes produced by shaking the accelerometer, with
the same vibration frequency and amplitude, along and perpendicular to its axis of symmetry.
(6.4.3) Performance:
The variations in the induced phases in the accelerometer as a function of the normalised
axial acceleration ( r/g) is shown in figure (6-6 a,b). A phase change of 66 rad/g was measured in





relative to the other, was doubled. In both interferometers the signal to noise ratio at the output of
the filter was approximately 77 dB, within a bandwidth of 47.7 Hz, equivalent to an optical limit
of the phase resolution of 2.1 xl 0 rad(Hz)"2 , ( output of one interferometer relative to the
reference carrier ). According to equation (6.6) the differential phase resolution is
2.9xlO 5 rad(Hz) 112, which corresponds to an acceleration resolution of about
22x10 7g(Hz'2 at a frequency of 0.067 Hz ( about 21 interference fringes per 5.2 minutes).
The common mode rejection of the temperature and wavelength drifts were -27.3 dB and -45.8
dB respectively. The system cross-coupling, as measured, was better than -36.9 dB.
(6.5) Extending the unambiguous range using dual wavelength technique:
In this section we demonstrate how the use of dual wavelength techniques can be used to
extend the unambiguous dynamic range of the accelerometer, solving the third problem discussed
in section (6.1) within a reasonable working range.
(6.5.1) Interferometry using dual wavelength:
Dual wavelength interrogation of interferometers is a well known technique to increase their
unambiguous dynamic range, as discussed in chapter (1). The use of this technique in fibre-optic
sensors has been described by several authors [15,16]. An effective wavelength
Xeff = 2i X2 / (X2— ?) is generated, which is longer than either of the wavelengths of the individual
sources 24 and 24 . As 24-24 decreases, the effective wavelength, and hence the unambiguous
range of the system increases.
However there are practical considerations which restrict the minimum value of 24- 24
which can be used. This is because the error induced in 7 eff by wavelength drift, of either source,
becomes significant in interferometers with a finite path-imbalance. We greatly reduce the prob-
lems associated with wavelength drift by the geometrical design of the accelerometer which
incorporates dual interferometers of nearly equal optical path difference, where the wavelength

















Figure (6-6) : The induced phase changes in the accelerometer cavities.
(a): using an X-Y plotter and (b) : using the computer, verses the normalised axial acceleration ( r/g).
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As the axial acceleration of the sensor changes, the corresponding relative phases between
the two interferometers are:







Hence the difference between these relative phases (A4 ) will be:
8t
= 4ab14>ab2 = - Yo	(6.9)
Xeff
(6.5.2) Experimental verification:
The optical arrangement used is shown in figure (6-7). The outputs from two laser diodes
were fed into separate ports of a monomode-fibre directional coupler, where the two wavelengths
were mixed and transferred from the two output ports of the coupler to illuminate the two hemis-
pherical Fabry-Perot interferometers. The laser diodes used were a Hitachi HL78OIE, emitting at
a wavelength of 790.7 urn and a Hitachi BLP-1400, emitting at a wavelength of 855.4 nm. The
two laser diodes were thermally isolated, such that a long-term frequency stability of about 1 0Hz
is obtainable for each. A sinusoidal modulation current, at frequency f = 2KHz, was applied to
each laser simultaneously, where the modulation amplitude was adjusted for each laser to minim-
ise the carrier amplitude modulations. The optical outputs of the two interferometers were col-
liinated and separated using a ruled echellete diffraction grating, with 1200 lines/mm and a blaze
angle of 75°. Four outputs, two corresponding to each interferometer, were detected and gated by
synchronous 50-50 duty cycle square pulses and filtered at 4 KHz to generate four phase modu-
lated carriers. The reference carrier was produced by band-pass filtering the synchronous switch-
ing pulses as shown in figure (6-7). This technique of wavelength separation potentially has better
performances than the switching technique, described by Kersey et el [1 5, as the shot noise in






































The relative phase changes between the output of one interferometer with respect to the
other (4a1, 1 and 2 ) together with the angle 0 were measured and then transferred to a com-
puter, where the differential phase (4) was calculated. The sensitivity of the accelerometer was
measured by determining the induced phase 4,. etc. as it was slowly rotated such that its axis
changed from the horizontal ( 9=900 ) to the vertical ( 0 =00 ) positions and back again. This
process was repeated many times in order that the system's repeatability could be studied.
(6.5.3) Performance and analysis:
Figure (6-8) illustrates the outputs of the four photo-detectors. The variations in the induced
phases in the accelerometer as a function of the normalised axial acceleration ( rig) is shown in
figure (6-9). The relative phase changes, of the output of one interferometer relative to the other (
i and 4ab2 ) were 131.3 rad/g and 121.4 rad/g respectively, with repeatability better than
±8.7x10 rad/g. The differential phase change 4, corresponding to ?, was 9.9 radlg. The
mean signal to noise ratio, at the output of the filters, was approximately 75 dB, within a
bandwidth of 59.7 Hz, equivalent to an optical limit of the differential phase resolution of
3.3xlO 5 rad(Hz)"2, which corresponds to an acceleration resolution of about
2.5x10 7g(Hzy"2 at a frequency of 0.067 Hz ( neglecting laser long-term instability ). The
long-term stability of the system was 34.2 m rad (during a period of 4 hours ), which corresponds
to 2.6x10g.
From the results it can be seen that the unambiguous range of the single wavelength output
is approximately 0.05 g, whereas that of the phase difference output is about 0.64 g. This
represents an extension in the unambiguous range of 12.8 times, which could be increased further
using two sources with smaller difference in their emitting wavelengths, for example with
= 16 nm a dynamic range of 2.5 g could be obtained whilst the resolution would remain
unchanged.
The long-term stability of the system is governed by the stability of the two sources. A tech-









Figure (6-8) : The four photodetector output sigoals.
J.I	 J.0	 J. U	 'a.-,	 'a. 'S	 .	 'd.c	 .
rig
Figure (6-9) : The induced relative phase changes in the accelerometer cavities as a function
of the normalised axial acceleration ( for each wavelengths and then for the effective wavelength).
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laser, with a frequency stability of 28 MHz/24 hours [17]. According to this figure for long-term
frequency stability, the corresponding phase stability of one interferometer, in this system, will be
about 18.8 m rad/24 hours (path-length imbalance of about 1.6 cm ). This value will be reduced
to be 9.6x 1 O rad/24 hours when measuring the relative phase between the two interferometers.
This gives the accelerometer a long-term measuring stability of 7.3x 1 O g/24 hours. In this sys-
tem the differential phase measurement ( corresponding to X ) needs to be accurate to 2ir/ 12.8.
These figures could be achieved by stabilising one of the laser sources, as described in reference
(17), and leaving the other one un-stabilised, other than to provide some thermal isolation from
sharp environmental changes.
(6.6) Conclusions:
In this chapter the low frequency performance of the fibre optic based accelerometer, intro-
duced in chapter (5), was studied. An improved design of the accelerometer was introduced where
the displacement, produced by acceleration, is measured using two miniature hemispherical air-
spaced Fabry-Perot interferometers, constructed either side of the sensing diaphragm. The inter-
ferometer outputs are processed differentially such that the effects of the environmental drifts are
strongly minimised. The optical configuration of the accelerometer showed a minimised depen-
dency on the wavelength drifts of the light source. This enabled us to extend the accelerometer
unambiguous measurement range using two un-stabilised optical sources with different
wavelengths.
Using this modified configuration of the accelerometer with a dual wavelength technique
gives a highly stable practical sensor. This design could also form the basic measurement unit for
a range of measurands such as differential pressure and refractive index. A unique feature of this
system is that the diaphragmjmirrors assembly is all metal, which enables the accelerometer to
operate over a wide temperature range.
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In this thesis several fibre-optic-based interferometric sensors designed to sense quasi-static
measurands such as displacement, temperature and acceleration, have been introduced. The sys-
tems have been designed to be capable of re-initialisation when switched on, insensitive to
environmental perturbations, with an extended measurement range and long term stability. The
main topics covered in the thesis are:
(i) Novel techniques of signal processing, exploiting 'white light' interferometry. These tech-
niques avoid the ambiguities which arise from the use of a coherent source in interferometers,
where the transfer function is periodic.
(ii) A novel form of remote sensor, in which the sensing element is a miniature hemispherical
cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer.
(iii) The measurement of temperature and acceleration using the hemispherical cavity based sen-
sor exploiting both coherent and low coherence techniques for signal processing.
(7.2) Summary:
The general bases of fibre-optic interferometric sensors was discussed in the early part of
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the thesis, which identifies the difficulties of routinely measuring slowly varying measurands.
After detailed consideration of these difficulties and possible means of eliminating, or greatly
reducing, their effects it has been possible to design several fibre optic interferorneiric sensors. A
summary of the systems and their performance is given below.
(a) Interferometry using partially coherent light:
The theoretical bases of white light interferometry, using a single interferometer and a sys-
tern consisting of a remote interferometer coherently tuned with a receiving interferometer, have
been studied. It is shown that, in these systems, their transfer functions have unique features
which can be exploited to determine the optical path difference of the interferorneter when it is
switched on.
The properties of the partially coherent optical sources, previously used in fibre-optic sens-
ing applications have also been reviewed. The main disadvantage of such sources is the low
launching efficiency in coupling the output power into a monomode fibre and hence the resolu-
tion, in measuring the optical path difference, is poor, by comparison to that obtained when the
device is illuminated by a monochromatic source (laser). We have studied also the transfer func-
tion of the system when illuminated by a multi-mode laser diode, which demonstrated the possi-
bility of using a multi-mode laser as an alternative to the low power, low-coherence length
sources, normally used in 'white light' fibre-optic interferometric sensors. The main advantage
being that as more power may be coupled into the system, the overall resolution may be
improved.
Two signal processing techniques have been developed for fibre interferometric sensors
illuminated by low coherence-length sources. In each technique an automatic feedback servo sys-
tem has been constructed to maintain the path-length imbalance, of the sensing interferometer,
close to zero. In the first technique the sensing interferometer was locked to the maximum of the
visibility function, which corresponds to a zero path-length imbalance in the interferometer. Thus
providing a unique operating point for the system, this concept was exploited to measure quasi-
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static measurands such as strain and displacement. In the second technique, the interferometer
was locked to the quadrature point nearest to the position of maximum visibility; that is, a path-
length difference of ?J4. Such a sensor therefore has the same resolution as that of a conventional
interferometer, with the major advantage of an unambiguous operating point. We have demon-
strated this technique for measuring both slowly varying and high frequency measurands. Advan-
tages of both techniques are the ability, of the system, to self-initialise, an increase in the unambi-
guous range and as the path-length imbalance of the interferometer is adjusted to be near zero, the
errors produced by frequency instabilities of the light source ( on the sensor resolution and long-
term stability ) are greatly reduced. The resolution of the sensor was limited only by the photo-
diode shot noise and uncertainty in the tracking system. The measurement range was limited by
the tracking range of the balancing transducer.
Finally the use of multi-mode laser diodes in a practical fibre-optic interferometric displace-
ment sensor has been demonstrated. An experimental set-up of two interferometers in tandem was
used to study the coherence properties of the multi-mode laser diode Mitsubishi ML-4406 and
then to demonstrate the possibility of using it in coherence tuned multiplexing systems. The
results of this experiment show that a multi-mode laser, with specific properties can be used as an
alternative source in coherent tuned interferometric systems, the main advantage being that the
overall resolution is improved by several orders of magnitude as a result of the greatly increased
coupled power.
(b) The hemispherical Fabry-Perot cavity:
The next stage of the work was centred around a novel form of fibre optic based sensor, in
which the sensing element was a miniature hemispherical cavity Fabry .-Perot interferometer. The
optical properties of the hemispherical cavity were analysed theoretically. Simple techniques were
used to form the sensing element, and then the properties of the cavity, as an optical interferome-
ter were investigated experimentally, which showed good agreement with theoretical prediction.
This sensor does not require any conventional optical components to be installed inside the cay-
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ity, is easy to construct and to operate as a practical sensor even in difficult environments. The
nature of the interferometer's transfer function is such that the interference visibility can be easily
set at a specified value, in addition as the spherical mirrors can be inexpensively reproduced with
high repeatability it is possible to manufacture large numbers of identical systems. The properties
of this sensor are independent of the properties of the monomode fibre used in its construction,
thus it has greatly reduced environmental sensitivity when compared with all fibre sensors.
(c) Fibre-optic based temperature probes:
Two different designs of remote temperature probes, designed on the bases of the bemis-
pherical cavity, were introduced. In the first design the probe was tested at temperatures below
100°C while the second probe was designed to measure very high temperatures. These tempera-
ture probes showed high-stability, low sensitivity to environmental effects and repeatable perfor-
mance within a dynamic ranges over iü. In both experiments a 'white light' signal processing
technique was used, where both a laser diode operated below threshold and a multi-mode laser
diode were used for the source.
(d) High sensitivity fibre-optic based accelerometers:
A highly simplified fibre optic-based accelerometer having a displacement resolution corn-
parable to that of a typical interferometric optical sensor and the stability and re-producibiity of a
conventional reference grade accelerometric device, was demonstrated. The design of this new
type of accelerometer permits low sensitivity to orthogonal components of acceleration. Other
features of this device are its small size, low weight and its fabrication from materials which will
enable it to operate at very high temperatures. The sensing element of the accelerometer is a
weighted circular diaphragm, where the displacement of the centre of the diaphragm produced by
acceleration was measured by a hemispherical air-spaced interferometer, as discussed before. The
properties of the accelerometer was studied with the device used as a contact vibration sensor.
The measurement range and sensitivity of the device depends critically on the properties of the
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diaphragm, hence it may be designed for a given application.
The very low frequency performance of the accelerometer was also studied, to establish if
its performance would be suitable for applications such as inertial guidance. To achieve very high
performance it was found necessary to modify the optical design to reduce some of the low fre-
quency detrimental effects on the sensor. This was achieved by measuring the displacement of the
centre of the diaphragm using two miniature hemispherical air-spaced interferometers constructed
either side of the sensing diaphragm. The optical path-length imbalances of the two interferome-
ters were the same ( within experimental limits ), hence the induced phase change in one inter-
ferometer relative to the other showed a minimal dependence on variations of the mean
wavelength of the source and temperature fluctuations in the sensing head. The unambiguous
measurement range of the accelerometer was also extended by using two un-stabilised optical
sources with different wavelengths. A dynamic range in excess of 106 was obtained with resolu-
tion of 2.5x10 7 g/'1.
(7.3) Limitations and future work:
As with all prototypes, there are also some limitations in the design and implementation of
the sensing systems introduced in this thesis. Possible methods to overcome these limitations are
discussed below.
(a) The accuracy of the techniques, described in chapter (3), are fundamentally limited by, (i) the
properties of the path length compensating transducer and (ii) the optical path-length stability of
the reference arm of the interferometer ( when using a single active sensing interferometer) or of
the receiving interferometer ( when using a passive sensing interferometer coherently tuned by a
receiving interferometer).
Transducers having a much better positional accuracy can be designed based on measuring
the displacement compensated by the transducer either electronically (capacitance measurement)
or interferometrically using a highly-stabilised laser. Commercial capacitance transducers are
available with accuracy better than 1 urn, unfortunately as with a highly stabilised laser the price
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would exclude it from general purpose applications. Further research to realise a miniature receiv-
ing interferometer, to give a higher-stability and a wider Iracking range at low cost, is clearly
necessary.
(b) In chapter (4) sensing elements based on a hemispherical Fabry-Perot cavity were studied,
where the sensing element was interrogated using monomode optical fibre. The reflectivities of
the un-coated fibre end and the low quality curved mirror were low, hence the interferometer was
regarded as a two beam interferometer. It would be logical to try to study the hemispherical
Fabry-Perot cavity as a high finesse interferometer by coating the fibre end and using a high-
quality spherical mirrors.
It would also be interesting to study the properties of the hemispherical Fabiy-Perot inter-
ferometer when illuminated with a low coherence-length source via multi-mode fibre. The
increase in the optical power, coupled to the cavity, may serve to increase the signal to noise ratio
at the sensor output and hence its resolution. This not an easy theoretical problem because of the
effects of the power distribution among the different fibre modes. Moreover the large-area source
presented at the output of the multi-mode fibre must be considered.
(c) A novel design for a high temperature probe was introduced, where the sensing element was
an optical hemisphere. In our demonstration a fused-silica hemisphere was used, making it possi-
ble to test the sensor up to 10000 C (The maximum working temperature of fused silica is about
1100°C). It should be possible to increase this temperature to about 1800°C if a sapphire sensing
element is used together with suitable refractory materials to support the probe.
(d) In chapters (5,6) the properties of a new type of fibre optic-based accelerometer were studied
over a range of frequencies. The possibilities of modifying this device to sense pressure (absolute
and relative) or acoustic signals have been discussed, however no experimental work has yet
been carried out on these systems. The properties of the sensing diaphragm would require careful
consideration in order to predict the performance of such devices.
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The cross-sensitivity of the prototype accelerometer was low, hence it should be possible to
develop the concept into a three-axis accelerometer to determine the full acceleration vector.
Coherence tuning probably bing the optimum method of multiplexing outputs of the individual
units. The device's sensitivity to rotation about its axis of symmetry has yet to be studied, but if
were proved to be low then it could be integrated with a fibre-optic gyroscope to form the basic
block of a fibre-optic navigational system.
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Appendix (A)
The circuit diagram of the 'maximum visibility tracking'
feedback servo
Figure (A-i) shows a simplified circuit diagram of the 'maximum visibility tracking' digi-
tal feedback servo, discussed in section (3.2). The servo Consists of three main stages, the first
stage is used to measure the envelope of the input amplitude while the other two stages are used
to locate the position where the interference amplitude is maximum.
The input signal, proportional to the interference fringe amplitude, is AC coupled through a
buffer amplifier (OP-i), which has a very high input impedance and a very low noise. An OP-07i
operational amplifier was chosen for this purpose, its output is amplified and rectified through a
precision rectifier stage and then low-pass filtered. The cut off frequency of the filter was chosen
such that the envelope of the input signal is only detected and not the signal itself. This output is
fed through another buffer amplifier (OP-3) as an input ( 0 ) to the second stage of the servo,
which we call 'the low accuracy stage'. The same output is limited and amplified again to
increase the accuracy of determining the position of the peak of the envelope of the input signal.
This amplified output (0 2 ) is used as an input to the third stage of the servo, which may be
called 'the high accuracy stage'.
The second stage starts with the storage and decision circuit. Here OP-7 is used as a com-
parator, comparing the level of 01 with the level of the signal stored in the low-leakage capacitor
C 1 ,C 1 = lpF ,leakageresistance= iO12 .110 1 is higher, the output of OP-7 is high and the
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level of 01 is stored in the capacitor C , via the gated FET analogue switch AS-i. The
corresponding output of the circuit is the a logical 1 level. If the level of 01 is less than the level
of the signal stored in C 1 the output of the circuit is low switching off the analogue switch. The
level stored in C 1 remains unchanged due to its very high leakage resistance. For the same rea-
son the output of capacitor C51 is buffered by a high input impedance FET operational amplifier
(OP 355), the off resistance of the FET analogue switch is also very high (in the order of iO12
). It is clear that the output of this decision circuit is logic 1 if the new level of 01 is higher than
the old level of the same signal, stored in the capacitor, and then the new level is stored in the
capacitor instead of the old. This happens as the path-length imbalance of the interferometer
approaching the zero position. If the path-length imbalance is increased away from the zero, the
new level of the signal 01 will be less than the old level and the output of the circuit will be logic
0. A similar decision making circuit controls the operation of the high accuracy stage of the servo.
This circuit works as follows: After the manual adjustment of the path-length imbalance, as dis-
cussed before, the servo is triggered ( pulse T ).T.his pulse clears the counters, discharges the
storage capacitors and presets the flip flop F-i. The output of F-i, Q-1 = 1, enables a series of
clock pulses to be counted on the up counter C-i. The counter output is converted to an analogue
voltage to control PZT-i. As the path-length imbalance approaches zero, this stage continues in
operation, as described, increasing the feed back voltage to drive the interferometer towards the
zero path-length imbalance position. At the same time the inverse output Q —1 =0, hence no
clock pulses are counted in the up/down counter C- .2, which controls the high accuracy stage.
When the path-length imbalance passes through the zero, with one step corresponding to the
low accuracy stage ( ?/4 ), the input signal of the servo decreases changing the state of the deci-
sion making circuit in the second stage to logical 0. This 0 clears F-i, hence Q-1 changes to logi-
cal 0 state stopping the counting of the up counter, C-i, and triggering monostable multivibrator,
MV-i, which generates a pulse to preset F-2 and to discharge the storage capacitor of the third
stage, C32 , and hence initialisng the third stage sequence. In the third phase Q —1 = 1 and
Q —2 = 1, the counter C-2 starts to count up. The corresponding analogue voltage increases in
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much smaller steps than that of the previous stage. The total feedback voltage, Vft, = V 1 - V2,
decreases as V2 increases and hence the path-length imbalance approaches the zero from the
opposite directions in steps of about ?/240 This process continues until the path-length imbal-
ance passes the zero again with one step corresponding to the high accuracy stage, at this point
the decision of the stage changes from 1 to 0 and this excites the multivibrator MV-2 to produce a
single pulse. This pulse is used to change the states of F-2 (connected as a T ifip flop ) and to
discharge C 2 again to change the decision to 1. As Q-2 = 0 and Q —2=1 the counter starts to
count down increasing the total feedback voltage and approaching the zero position again. This
process continues locking the system about the position of zero path-length imbalance with an
accuracy of ± one step of the high accuracy stage.
As shown in the circuit diagram, the system resolution may be determined by the minimum
step size which is limited by the level of the digital noise, at the output of the counters. Practically
the minimum step size was about ?/l024, (a 10-bit counter was used) which is much smaller
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The circuit diagram of the 'first quadrature tracking'
feedback servo
The circuit diagram of the 'first quadrature-point iracking' electronic feedback servo, dis-
cussed in section (3.3), is shown in figure (B-I). The output voltage of the two photodiodes,
shown in figure (3-1), are differentially amplified using a low noise-high input impedance opera-
tional amplifier. The differential output is fed to the second digital stage, the analogue stage and
to an envelope detector, such as the first stage of the previous servo. A similar decision circuit is
used to locate the position of the zero path-length imbalance.
Triggering the servo, manually (pulse T), the counter of the first stage, C-i, starts to count a
10 KHz clock pulses. This decreases the path-length imbalance with steps less than X/4 and pro-
ducing a set of interference fringes with frequency of about 2.5 KHz, the envelope of these fringes
is measured as discussed before. Just beyond the matched position (point 1 in figure 3-3-b) the
first stage is switched off when the decision changes from logical 1 to 0 and hence the output Q-1
of the flip flop F-i. This change excites the multivibrator MV-i to produce a pulse for presetting
the flip flop F-2 and hence to allow a very low frequency clock pulses (100 Hz) to be counted in
the counter C-2. Each count increases the path-length imbalance, far from the zero position, with
steps of about X/240. when the path-length imbalance is exactly ?J4 the differential output of the
photodiodes is zero and hence the zero level detector produces a negative pulse required to clear
F-2 and hence stop counting the 100 Hz clock pulses. The analogue switches AS-3 and AS-4
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short circuit the integrator capacitor C and connecting the stage output to the ground both to
ensure that the analogue voltage is zero during the duty time of the two digital stages. The impor-
tance of the second stage is to ensure a continuous smooth start-up of the analogue stage with its
input signal equals zero. This condition is necessary to avoid any jump from one quadrature to
another during the initial phase when the analogue circuit takes control. Simply the function of
the two digital stages is to locate the first quadrature point and then the analogue stage is used for
tracking. The analogue stage consists of an integrator, with a 3 dB cut off frequency of about 120
Hz [10] and an amplifier, after the first stages the two analogue switches AS-3, AS-4 are switched
off pennitting the integrator output signal to be included in the system feedback voltage. This
error signal is required to keep the phase difference between the interferometer anns at irI2 radi-
ans, it also contains information about environmental drift noise and low frequency input signals.
The output of the analogue stage is rectified by a precision rectifier and then low-pass filtered and
compared to a resetting voltage level, Vrest, which is chosen to give the tracking range permitted
for the analogue stage. A short output pulse from the level detector triggers two monostable mul-
tivibrators, MV-2, one multivibrator is used to discharge the storage capacitor of the decision cir-
cuit C , the other generates a pulse (R), which is narrower, and is used to reset the whole system
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Time-division multiplexing of fibre optic interferometric sensors using a
frequency modulated laser diode
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Abstract
A multiplexed sensing system based on a frequency modulated laser diode is demon-
strated, where a time addressing technique is used to identify signals from different interferome-
ters. It is shown that sensor interferometers with the same path differences can be deployed in
the system and cross-talk between different interferometers is avoidable.
Recently three methods for multiplexing sensor arrays have been discussed. Coherence
multiplexing of the fibre interferometric sensors has been realised using a short coherence length
source with an array of interferometers in the receiver El]. The receiving interferometers arc
paired with sensing interferometers, therefore interference occurs for each matched pairs. A fre-
quency division technique has been used for a system made up of unbalanced interferometers
where the path imbalances are different and are restricted by certain constrains [2,3]. Conse-
quently a heterodyne carrier is created for each interferorneter. Time division multiplexing of
fibre sensors has also been discussed for both multi-mode fibre sensing systems [4], and single-
mode hydrophone arrays [5].
In this letter we present a time-domain addressing scheme by modulating a laser diode
with a gated saw-tooth current. Delay lines between the fibre interferometers can be deployed to
generate time delays (at least) corresponding to the time duration of the ramp applied to the
laser. Figure 1 shows schematically a multiplexed system based on this time-division technique
using a frequency modulated laser diode. Each symbol Q represents the interference fringes
corresponding to a specific interferometer which depends on the path imbalance in that inter-
ferometer and also the change in frequency of the laser when the injected current is linearly
modulated. The photodiode output can be gated such that all the independent interferometric




where K =2nn/A or4nnP.in reflective configuration ,is the path imbalance of the interferome-
ter and n is the effective refractive index of the fibre.
A phase modulation Acpof 2mn is required to have a carrier output without amplitude





where t is the path imbalance of the kth interferometer and £ . is the minimum path imbal-
k	 nan
ance in the system. Because dc-multiplexing is achieved in the time domain, it is clear that no
mutual constraint between the interferometers is required i.e. sensors with exactly the same path
imbalances can be deployed in a system. This is an advantage over previously presented coher-
ence multiplexed localised sensors with approximately equal lengths [7J and also frequency divi-
sion based multiplexed system [81. One further condition requires to be satisfied as
T1 ^ T^T
where T is the time between two successive ramps, AT is the maximum time delay between
any two interferometers and T, is the period of applied ramp. This condition limits the max-
imum number of sensors to
N =Trf1
In our experiment two Mach-Zchnder interferorneters with path imbalances of approxi-
mately 15 and 30 cm with a delay line of 1 km were used [Figure 2]. The effective optical
delay is 2nL which corresponds to the time delay of 5 jIs, where L is the length of the delay
fibre. This requires a maximum modulating time of 5 ps. We gated the saw-tooth wave form
with an 'on time" of is and adjusted the amplitude of modulation to drive the interferometers
over one and two periods of their transfer functions. The multiplexed output with two succes-
sive interferometer outputs corresponding to a single applied ramp is shown in figure 3-b. The
output was gated twice such that the outputs of the individual intcrferomcters were separated
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(Fig.3c,d). It is clear that by band pass filtering each output a pseudo-heterodyne carrier is
created, so that the phase information of each interferometer can be recovered. Alternatively
the laser injection current can be modulated by a gated sinusoidal wave form, then the method
described by Lewin et al [9] is required to generate the pseudo-heterodyne carriers.
A new technique in multiplexing all fibre interferometric sensors was described. Two
interferometers were used in a system where the laser injection current was modulated by a
gated saw-tooth and consequently the output was demultiplexed in time domain. The resultant
demultiplexed outputs were thus two independent pseudo-heterodyne carriers.
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Figure (3) The signals in the time domain; (a) : laser injection, (b) : photodiode output,
(c) gated photodiode output corresponding to the first interferometer and
(d) gated output corresponding to the second interferometer. X-axis; 5 jiS I division.
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